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摘要 

哥德研究創建了自我的世界。批評與理論努力地透過客製化的方法與術語

去捕捉與檢視哥德文學中不同的黑暗與恐怪模式。哥德不只是虛構的故事；它

形塑與發聲了某些人類的經驗，並且探索了社會與文化的場境。關於哥德美學

研究，大多是關於艾德蒙．伯克與伊曼紐．康德的壯美概念，闡釋人類主觀經

驗的黑暗性，其中多著重於壯美與恐怖的力量，特別是其「壓倒性」效果的特

色。這些方面，雖經研究開發，但仍未盡察其暗黑藝術。在哥德研究方面，厭

噁曾被提及其影響的價值，但卻缺乏有系統地檢視與理論化。除了關於恐怖在

哥德小說方面廣泛的研究，另一個原始的情動，厭噁，被指出其影響的價值，

扮演重要的角色在於捕捉愉悅的厭噁與厭噁的愉悅於哥德黑暗美學的模稜性，

如此重要但仍缺乏闡釋與理論化。此論文目標在於，透過重新解讀在《夜訪吸

血鬼》、《沉默的羔羊》與《美國殺人魔》中有名/惡名的哥德怪物，多面檢視研

究厭噁美學特性。 
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Abstract 

Gothic studies have developed a world of its own. Criticisms and theories 

struggle to capture and examine various patterns of darkness and eeriness in Gothic 

literature through employing customized methods and jargons. The Gothic is not just 

about fictional stories; it shapes and articulates certain human experiences, and 

explores the societal and cultural circumstances. The studies of the Gothic aesthetics 

are mostly related to Edmund Burke’s and Immanuel Kant’s concepts of the sublime, 

elaborating the darkness of human subjective experience, in which the force of the 

sublime and terror is emphasized, especially the feature of “overwhelming” effect. 

Gothic aesthetics, in facets of sublime, terror, and horror, has been elaborated but not 

exhausted its art of darkness. Apart from extensively studied terror in Gothic novels, 

another primitive affect, disgust, which cannot be denied its affecting value but still 

lacks elaboration and theorization, plays a significant roles in the grasp of the 

ambivalence of pleasurable aversion and aversive pleasure of Gothic aesthetics of 

darkness. This dissertation aims at interrogating the multifaceted aesthetics of disgust 

via re-examinations of in/famous Gothic monsters in Interview with the Vampire, The 

Silence of the Lambs, and American Psycho. 
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Introduction 

Gothic Studies: An Overview 

Gothic studies have developed a world of their own. Criticisms and theories 

struggle to capture and examine various patterns of darkness and eeriness in Gothic 

literature through the application of customized methods and jargons. According to 

Algee-Hewitt, such patterns, “subordinated within the aesthetics of the picturesque, 

enable the construction of a narrative space, figured as a single aesthetic unit, through 

which the reader’s experience of the text is legislated” (318). The Gothic is not just 

about fictional stories; it shapes and articulates certain fundamental human 

experiences, and explores the societal and cultural circumstances. Studies of Gothic 

aesthetics1 are mostly related to Edmund Burke’s concept of the sublime, with which 

terror is profoundly associated, his ideas of extreme aesthetics influentially 

elaborating the excessiveness of a human subjective experience. In Gothic aesthetics, 

the force of the sublime and terror is emphasized, especially the feature of an 

“overwhelming” effect (Beville, 2009, 26); exaggeration, one of the signatures of 

Gothic, utilizes “strong flavours” of terror to attack sensory organs of aesthetic 

judgment (Battles 65). 

Gothic aesthetics feature in several modes of controversy. Dongshin Yi examines 

“the gothic aesthetics of the beautiful,” which stresses the non-abstract, non-

                                                 
1 The term “Gothic aesthetics” adopted in this dissertation is a hybridity of a “way to cope with  . . . 

gothic experience” (Yi 19) and a “discursive point of departure, a field of power/knowledge setting off 

the worried movement, the text that creates texture” related to the “anxious sense of itself” (Miles 30). 
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formulaic, and spontaneous method of evoking judgment of taste. He analyzes such 

aesthetics as ways of inclusion rather than blockage in order to encompass the 

“irresistible force of circumstances” and to produce harmony within heterogeneity 

(64). Sandner associates Richard Hurd’s theorization of a “Gothic aesthetics” with 

Burkean ideas of “perception and pain” in the sublime, indicating the function of 

temporal sensational effect and affect. He points out Ann Radcliffe’s employment of, 

for instance, “explained supernatural” elements to generate supernatural affect but 

circumspectly “explain away” it, thus minimalizing its threat to the stability of 

imagination (2). However, even if the force of menace is restricted to a certain extent, 

it is almost impossible to fully restrain Gothic penetrability. In addition, Alder, in his 

study of Gothic literature, elaborates the terror of bodily grotesque via an “extensive” 

and “expansive sublime,” which wanders in-between the halfway of hybrid space and 

crosses boundaries (23). 

Bomarito observes that familiar borders between oppositions are challenged or 

threatened with dissolution in Gothic literature. Seemingly irrelevant and even 

opposite elements are mingled in an atmosphere of death, evil, or terror (1). Blurring 

categories requires the means of integrating and mixing various relational and even 

contradictory elements. Gothic aesthetics of sublime constructs an atmosphere via 

transformatively hybridizing “barbaric,” “inhumane” modes, devices of monsters, and 

gloomily dark spaces of “underworld” or “dystopia” (Alder 42). The choice of 

aesthetic discourses enables the Gothic to cross boundaries of various aspects (Auger 

71). Gothic aesthetics can cause a “collapse of boundaries” via shedding light on the 

darkness and triggering the force of transgression in ruins, destabilizing the margins 

between the mental status and the world, the “imagined” and the “real,” the 

“normality” and the “abnormal” (Edensor 15; Picart 24). Beville relates Gothic 
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aesthetics to terror and the play of subjectivity, which utilizes “grotesques” and 

“abjections” to blur the borders between good and evil, and beauty and ugliness 

(2009, 199).  

Moreover, the Gothic is recognized as “the primary mode in which to explore 

terror and other extreme feelings” (Punter 207). One such mode of excessiveness, the 

sublime, has often been stressed in this genre, not only due to its transgressiveness but 

also to its extreme sensation-arousing qualities (approximate to the overloading 

experience of disgust). The sublime and disgust both occur when spectators’ limits of 

sensual reception are tested, which can be oxymoronically aversive, terrifying, and 

gratifying. Spooner analyzes this excessive ambivalence of the sublime via Burkean 

ideas: 

Perhaps owing to this turn to religion, mid-century Britain found the 

aesthetics of terror congenial, whether arising from meditations in a country 

graveyard, or the sublime in nature. In his influential On the Sublime and 

the Beautiful (1757) Burke theorised that in all cases a sense of terror 

underlay our experience of the sublime, provided the viewer was safely 

accommodated. A sight of nature’s vastness from the top of a mountain 

would be sublime; the same view from the perspective of someone falling 

down it would be simple terror. For this reason Burke’s sublime is always 

oxymoronic: a dreadful pleasure. (14) 

Burkean aesthetics divulge the peculiar doubleness of the sublime, which can not only 

inspire terror and disgust, but also “draws eyes and imaginations, in fascination, to 

peep behind the curtain of limitation in the hope of glimpsing illicit excitements made 

all the more alluring for bearing the stamp of mystery or prohibition” (Botting 2). 
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In the Gothic aesthetics of sublime, disgust and attraction coexist, and the former 

can enhance the latter. This paradoxically appealing transgressiveness composes 

refutation and aversion with fascination and craving, which “not only provoke[s] 

repugnance, disgust and recoil, but also engage[s] readers’ interest, fascinating and 

attracting them” (Botting 6). Beville further elaborates this oxymoronic feature, 

revealing the Burkean sublime as “one of the most fundamental philosophies 

underpinning Gothic aesthetics” (Beville, 2009, 26): 

[The sublime] had a remarkable impact on the “original” Gothic, and its 

orientation toward the dark side of human subjective experience. 

Significantly, the Gothic, as it evolved, retained this preoccupation with the 

sublime and the power of terror as an overwhelming experience for the 

subject, and an intensification of this focus is evident as the genre moves 

toward postmodernism. In On the Supernatural in Poetry, which is 

undisputedly inspired by Burke’s philosophical enquiries, Radcliffe notes 

that terror, unlike horror, is regarded as bearing only a suggestion of the 

grotesque. In its obscurity, it stimulates the imagination, causing 

simultaneous fear and fascination. It is, according to Radcliffe, a route to 

sublime experience for this reason and should be taken as the prime focus of 

Gothic narrative (Radcliffe 1826, etext). Radcliffe of course, led by subtle 

example in works such as The Mysteries of Udolpho and A Sicilian 

Romance and her approach to the role of literature in the evocation of 

feelings of “pity and terror” is clearly derived from Burke’s Of Words. 

(2009, 28) 
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Thus, the sublime can paradoxically arouse aversive dread and attraction. The Gothic 

accentuates its undefinable addictive deprivation and repulsively overwhelming 

stimulation of sensation and imagination. 

Also, Mishra notes that Lyotard’s sublime is extraordinarily “Gothic,” which 

emphasizes the sublimate “privation,” “uncertainty,” “unsayable,” and 

“noncorrespondence” characteristics, offering “no consolation” of the beautiful and of 

the elevation, but the “superabundance of the sublime” (Mishra 42). Mishra stresses 

that his elucidation of the sublime demonstrates: 

Gothic effects in our readings of Gothic texts. Referring to Burke’s terror, 

his “entirely spiritual passion,” Lyotard continues: “Terrors are linked to 

privation.... What is terrifying is that the It happens that does not happen, 

that it stops happening.” (42) 

Akin to the sublime, the disgust, according to Julia Kristeva, can be simultaneously 

“horrendous” and “delightful” (137). In the process of aesthetic disgust, the effect 

would be both ambivalently displeasing and pleasing, in which, however, the pleasure 

seems to slightly outstand. Winfried Menninghaus points out that “a careful reading 

of the ‘classic’ aesthetic theories reveals unexpectedly complicated relations between 

‘disgust’ and aesthetic ‘pleasure’” (7). Noël Carroll argues that “the disgust 

engendered by the fiction appears to be essentially, rather than contingently, 

connected to the relevant audience’s pleasure” (193). Ross Wilson remarks that 

“disgust is central to Derrida’s reading because, like the sublime on de Man’s 

account, it cannot be reduced to the rigours of the Analytic” (197). Korsmeyer 

stresses the significance of aesthetic disgust: “Once nearly overlooked in theories of 

emotion and aesthetic apprehension, disgust is now given center stage in many 
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analyses” (8). Because of such significance, this aversive affect, disgust, will be 

further examined. 

Disgust, this peculiar unsettling disposition of encountering beyond and 

overwhelming manifestations, is wrought by one of the fundamental attributes of 

disgust, shared by the sublime as well, that is, excess. This extremity plays a crucial 

role because, for instance, even if feasting on luscious cuisine and beverage, the 

superfluous consumption of them can ultimately trigger nausea and disgust. The 

excess of fierceness can accumulate to a certain summit capable of disrupting the 

numbness and calmness of spectators. The study of Gothic aesthetics, through its 

facets of sublime, terror, and horror, has been elaborated upon, but its art of darkness 

has not been exhausted, for it represents “explorations of mysterious supernatural 

energies, immense natural forces, and deep, dark human fears and desires that gothic 

texts apparently found their appeal” (Botting 2-3). Besides the terror and horror, 

another highly related affect—disgust—is involved, but it lacks inspection and 

theorization in the field of gothic studies. Apart from the extensively studied terror in 

Gothic novels, disgust plays a significant role in the grasp of the ambivalence of the 

pleasurable aversion and aversive pleasure of a Gothic aesthetics of darkness. This 

dissertation aims at interrogating the multifaceted aesthetics of disgust via re-

examinations of in/famous Gothic monsters in Interview with the Vampire, The 

Silence of the Lambs, and American Psycho, disclosing the textures and 

characteristics of this relatively less studied area. 

Chapter Organization 

Since the components of disgust in the Gothic is considerably entwined with 

monstrous figures, the first chapter reconnoiters diverse perceptions and conceptions 

of monsters, revealing the oxymoronic forces of destructive creativity. Literary 
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notions of monsters are briefly introduced, paving the way for the examinations of the 

plausible theoretic connections between the aesthetic disgust and monstrosity, which 

includes the investigations of repellent monsters’ philosophical deliberations, 

etymology, connotations, and hypothetic actions. The associations between the 

disturbing aggressiveness, puzzling or purposeless actions, monstrous impact, 

intriguing ugliness, and enticing repulsion are elaborated, which involves relevant 

inspections of the Gothic sublime and murderous rituals to divulge the dissimilar but 

related traits in the crossbreed affects of anxious repulsion and monstrous pleasure. 

The second chapter probes the aesthetic disgust of the Gothic classical monsters, 

vampires in Interview with the Vampire, one of the pioneering fictions that 

aestheticizes these blood-drinking creatures. The two vampiric devourers of humans, 

Louis and Lestat, are mainly investigated to disclose two types of aesthetic disgust of 

the Gothic monsters, empathetic and apathetic. Louis is a struggling vampire with 

blood thirst and self-disgust, which induces empathetic or sympathetic repulsion and 

multifaceted fascination. Lestat, in Interview, is a one-dimensional2 remorseless 

vampiric murderer that recreates Louis as a vampire without the capability to provide 

Louis knowledge other than survival skills. Unlike Lestat, Louis’s attractiveness is 

related to his conflicting self-disgust, which transform him into a peculiar 

unpredictable hybridity of savagery and spirituality. His struggle and Lestat’s stasis 

are examined with the concepts of “free play” and disinterestedness in modified 

Kantian aesthetics to accentuate their empathetic and apathetic traits of aesthetics 

disgust. 

The third chapter analyzes Hannibal Lecter, the alluring and erudite Gothic 

monster in The Silence of the Lambs, and the aesthetic disgust is not only detected in 

                                                 
2 In other works of Anne Rice, Lestat is developed varyingly. 
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his puzzling works of murder and manipulation but also his artistic characteristic and 

penetrative education of dissecting murderous artworks. This section re-examines 

Hannibal Lecter’s various monstrous representations to reveal how his art of repulsive 

kill utilizes fear and disgust as enhancive emotional anchors of (as his name suggests) 

cannibalistic lectures which include dissolving the borders between oneself and the 

monsters, artistically digesting their seemingly chaotic murders, and possibly 

eventually becoming one of them. Fear and loathing may not only be external threats, 

but they may also be the empathic imagination of becoming the threats, as well as of 

being the intuitive enjoyment of being one.  

The fourth chapter examines the homicidal fantasy of Patrick Bateman in 

American Psycho, a disgusted/disgusting murderer whose yuppy attractive appearance 

and “human shell” is sustained by his socio-economic status, stereotypical talk of 

success, and bodily maintenance. His biased narrative of the disgust toward 

“inferiors” is analyzed with the cognitive impasse of the judgment of taste. Bateman’s 

portrayals of anxious self-alienation and unreliable/imaginary depiction of his 

repulsive methods of murders are dissected with the imaginative and repetitive facet 

of the aesthetic disgust, including the explorations of his offensive soliloquies, sexual 

abuses, tortures, cannibalism, and various brutal slaughters, which eventually leads to, 

beyond conceptual and cognitive judgment, aesthetic elucidations of his impulsive 

imagination of repulsive murderous play with the beholden. 

Kant’s Aesthetic Judgement 

As a first approximation, we will say that by “aesthetic judgement” Kant means 

those judgements in which feeling of pleasure is predicated of (First introduction 

VIII) or connected to (Section 36) our “merely judging” something (Section 45). It is 

any judgement that can be expressed in the following way: “When I look at or listen 
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to that object or event, lam pleased by the mere experience of it, and say that it is 

beautiful or sublime.”  

Our word “aesthetics”—meaning something like the experience or study of fine 

art and perhaps also the beautiful or sublime in nature—was coined by the German 

philosopher Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten in the generation immediately prior to 

Kant. Kant uses it to refer generally to the sensible aspect of our cognition of nature 

(thus the section in the Critique of Pure Reason that deals with the pure forms of 

intuition is entitled the “Transcendental Aesthetic”). But he also follows Baumgarten’s 

narrow usage, which is now the standard usage, to refer to those sensible objects 

valued as art or as being beautiful. Baumgarten’s account of art was essentially 

cognitive: although art objects were of course sensible, their value lay in the manner 

in which their sensible form was actually a type of knowing. Art is therefore judged 

by reference to its perfection and clarity as such sensible knowledge. Kant’s account 

of aesthetic judgement is to a great extent a reaction against Baumgarten. In 

particular, since the judgement in question is reflective, and does not proceed by way 

of concepts, aesthetics has nothing to contribute to knowledge. Kant is concerned to 

“loosen up” concepts such as beauty, art, and taste—so that they are not confused with 

cognition of objects in nature—but without losing the sense that judgements about art 

and beauty have some validity beyond simply the sensible interest I happen to take in 

them. (Kant also calls the aesthetic judgement a judgement of Taste.) 

In effect, Kant is just assuming that there are such things as aesthetic 

judgements. Clearly, we make judgements about things (paintings, literary works, 

films) that we can call “art”. Clearly, also, we say that natural objects (flowers, a coral 

reef, the shape of the DNA molecule) are beautiful or sublime. It is possible, however, 

that what we think are “aesthetic” judgements are not; they are perhaps just ordinary 
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judgements of sensible interest masquerading as something distinctive. Kant tries to 

show that judgements, and especially reflective judgements, really are distinctive 

types of mental acts. That is, Kant argues for transcendental necessity of assuming the 

existence of reflective judgements at least, and the principle of purposiveness as the 

legislative principle for judgement in general. But Kant never explicitly sets out to 

demonstrate the existence of aesthetic judgements against an aesthetic sceptic. Rather, 

he does so indirectly: pointing to the empirical fact of what appear to be aesthetic 

responses, which are phenomena that require explanation. 

In the aforementioned definition of aesthetic judgement, the object or event 

could be a natural landscape or seascape, a bird’s song, or a flower. Or it could be a 

human artistic production, such as a painting, poem, musical composition sculpture. 

We might think that Kant is slightly unusual in believing that judgements about 

natural objects and judgements about artificial objects are not very different. 

However, this was not out of place in eighteenth-century thought, and in some ways 

continues today. The simple definition given above, then, has already expanded to 

give us three concepts that need sorting out: taste, pleasure, and beauty. After that, we 

have the problem of explaining the meaning of the phrase we used: “mere 

experience”. 

“Taste” is at, old-fashioned word, and it s liable to get in our way when we are 

trying to understand Kant. As we will see in more detail, by “taste” we do not mean a 

sensation in the mouth. We mean something more akin to when we say someone has 

“good taste” or “bad taste”—that is, someone who is good or bad at judging the 

aesthetic merit of things. However, “good taste” could just mean “good fashion 

sense”. Kant thus distinguishes between taste for the agreeable (a judgement of 

sensible interest) and taste for the aesthetic (an aesthetic judgement), although 
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subsequently, he usually uses “taste” only in the second, much narrower sense. Thus, 

by “taste” Kant meant something very simple: our ability to judge natural objects or 

works of art to be beautiful (Section 1, Introduction VII). For Kant, then, the aesthetic 

judgement is a judgement of taste—a judgement which says the mere experience of 

something “is liked” (or “delights”, or “satisfies”) me (Section 2) and is thus judged 

beautiful. 

Pleasure or liking (or the opposite: displeasure or pain) is a traditional way of 

describing one’s response to nature or art. For the moment, let us focus on the 

“surface” relationship between beauty and pleasure. For Kant, pleasure is a sign of 

our being in the presence of beauty. But I can receive pleasure from other things, too. 

Formally speaking, then, aesthetic judgement consists of connecting this sign to its 

proper “origin”: the beautiful object. 

One problem appears immediately: whether we in fact feel pleasure with respect 

to art. Naturally beautiful objects are less troubling: to feel pleasure in a landscape or 

a Flower is precisely to feel pleasure in looking at, smelling, walking in, and so on. A 

common enough experience, we might agree. Today, however, it seems we do not 

always expect to respond with pleasure to fine art, especially to contemporary art. 

Much modern and recent art is deliberately grotesque, upsetting or repulsive,  or else 

simply emotionally cold, and we accept that. On the face of it, this discounts Kant’s 

aesthetic theory from the outset, as it discounts virtually every aesthetic theory prior 

to this century. Let us extend the point further to popular culture. We do not go to the 

cinema or theatre just to be “grossed out” by a shlock horror film, but precisely to 

enjoy ourselves while, and indeed because of, being grossed out. How? There is 

pleasure involved because of the displeasure, and the displeasure is redeemed by the 

film’s being entertaining, interesting, oddly sexy, funny, or part of a “cult” 
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phenomenon that we enjoy participating in. 

What is true for popular culture, however, is also true for “serious” art (assuming 

that this distinction can be made reliably). But probably we need to broaden the 

notion of pleasure to the notion of some kind of sense of “gain” with respect to our 

purposes or interests. We may respond with anger and shock to a contemporary work 

of art, and this first response is certainly not pleasurable. Nor is it yet a response to a 

work of art. For such anger and shock often come hand in hand with a statement like 

“This is not really art—It is trash.”  Arguments about censorship often proceed in 

just this way. Precisely to the extent that we accept that something is art – however 

that may happen – the anger and shock are transformed into something else at least in 

part. Perhaps the anger and shock have helped me to see something afresh, or have 

helped me to think about or understand something differently, or change the person I 

am. This change may be disturbing in itself, but with respect to the fulfillment of its 

goal or purpose can certainly be described as a “gain”. Even today, despite our 

twenty-first-century sophistication, it is difficult to get away from the idea that art 

must have something redeeming about it, not necessarily to reward the viewer so 

much as to justify its existence. 

Sometimes the arguments needed to link contemporary art to pleasure, even 

when broadened to “gain”, may be slightly strained. It is precisely at these points of 

strain that arguments about “what is art” become most heated, if not always most 

interesting. But perhaps such arguments are heated and uninteresting, precisely 

because the two sides are fixed on quite different notions of “taste”, “pleasure” and, 

indeed, “art”. For Kant, pleasure simply means “the feeling of an enhancement of 

life”. 

The word “beauty” also strikes us as old-fashioned, and Kant’s phrase for “fine 
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art” [schöne Kunst] assumes beauty [Schönheitl. We are more likely to call a kitten 

“beautiful” than a sculpture in a contemporary art gallery. But “beauty” was merely a 

current word in Kant’s day, just as taste was. For Kant, beauty starts out as simply a 

name for that which pleases in the mere experience of it. In other words, for the 

moment, all we know is that for Kant beauty is a name for the “something distinctive” 

about art or certain natural things which we discussed above. For the moment, we 

need not associate beauty with what anyone, in any historical period, happened to call 

beautiful. 

The point is that while there is certainly a minor difficulty to he overcome in 

Kant’s antique language, this is no insurmountable barrier. We need to forget our 

automatic responses to words like “beauty” or “taste” and try to think our way into 

Kant’s mode of thought, or at least not be sidetracked by mere terminology. 

In Chapter 4 of Lessons on the Analytic of the Sublime, Lyotard explicates the 

term “respect” that is depicted in Paragraph 27 “On the Quality of the Liking in Our 

Judging of the Sublime” of the Critique of Judgment. Lyotard’s way of explicating 

“respect” seems to me quite different from Kant’s way of explicating “respect”. Thus, 

I would like to examine Lyotard’s explication of Kant’s “respect” in order to see if 

Lyotard’s explication of “respect” is appropriate or not. 

 In page 118, Lyotard points out “respect is barely a feeling”. However, Kant says 

“the feeling that it is beyond our ability to attain to an idea that is a law for us is 

RESPECT” (Kant 114). We can see that Lyotard attempts to negate that “respect” is 

“feeling”. It seems to me that Lyotard’s negation (respect is barely a feeling) is 

unnecessary and problematic. The reasons: First, Lyotard himself contradicts himself. 

He explains “the thought that feels respect is the thought that wants” (Lyotard 118). If 

“respect is barely a feeling”, why does he say that “the thought that feels respect”? 
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When we say “I feel happy”, this means that “happy” is a feeling. From Lyotard’s 

words “respect is barely a feeling” to “the thought that feels respect”, we can see his 

own contradiction. Second, before reading Lyotard’s explication of “respect”, I can 

understand “the feeling of the sublime in nature is respect for our own vocation” 

(Kant 114). In my understanding, “respect” is “the feeling of the supersensible 

vocation” that is “in harmony with the law [of reason]” (Kant 115). In the sublime, 

“respect” is the key in the change of the displeasure (results from the imagination’s 

inadequacy) into pleasure. Although my understanding to Kant’s “respect” may not be 

completely correct and clear, Lyotard’s explication of Kant’s “respect” makes 

“respect” more confusing. Lyotard explains that “respect” is a “ ‘blank’ feeling ” 

(Lyotard 118). Again, he contradicts himself. He negates that “respect” is a feeling but 

says “respect” is a “ ‘blank’ feeling ” (Lyotard 118). How can “respect” be a feeling 

and not be a feeling at the same time? This confuses me. Since Lyotard’s explanation 

of Kant’s “respect” has contradictions and confusions, it seems to me that his 

explanation is quite unnecessary. 

 In page 117, Lyotard indicates a misunderstanding that we may have when we 

encounter Kant’s “respect”. The misunderstanding is that “one is tempted to conclude 

that respect is the sensation that we are looking for, the sensation which in the sublime 

results for thought from the presence of the Idea of reason” (Lyotard 117). Then he 

gives a correction “ ‘respect’ is explicitly (and strangely) described here as the affect 

provoked in thought not by grasping the absolute whole; rather, it is provoked by the 

incommensurability, the Unangemessenheit, of our ‘power’ (unseres Vermögens) of 

our faculty to grasp, zur Erreichung, at this moment” (Lyotard 117). He questions 

“what is the power?” (117). It seems to me that his correction is inappropriate. The 

reasons: First, in reading Kant’s “respect” in “On the Quality of the Liking in Our 
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Judging of the Sublime”, I do not see any evident reason that would “tempt” me “to 

conclude that respect is the sensation that we are looking…” (Lyotard 117). In the 

Critique of Judgment, Kant clearly indicates that “respect” is “the feeling that it is 

beyond our ability to attain to an idea that is a law for us” (Kant 114). It is not easy to 

find that Kant’s words lead us to the misunderstanding that Lyotard points out. 

Second, in reading Kant’s “respect” in “On the Quality of the Liking in Our Judging 

of the Sublime”, it is also not easy to see that Kant’s description of “respect” leads us 

to the question of “power” that Lyotard points out. It seems to me that Lyotard’s 

strategy is to make a question and then answer it. Sometimes his question is not 

persuasive to be a question that needs to be asked.  

 From the above, we can see that Lyotard’s explication (in “The Sublime as 

Mathematical Synthesis” of Lessons on the Analytic of the Sublime) of Kant’s 

“respect” (in “On the Quality of the Liking in Our Judging of the Sublime” of the 

Critique of Judgment) is not quite appropriate. 

"The judgment is only aesthetic, and refers the object's presentation merely to the 

subject" (Section 6; compare also Section 1). Properly understood, in saying that the 

presentation is referred wholly "to the subject", Kant seems to be claiming that our 

judgment of the beautiful is an activity in some way self-contained within my inner 

mental sphere. This idea of being "self-contained" is found, for example, in Kant's use 

of the word "contemplation" (Section 5). And this is part of what was meant above by 

the definition of the aesthetic judgment as being based upon "mere experience".  

However, the aesthetic judgment being based upon "mere experience" may seem 

odd for at least two reasons. First, if I am judging a poem, for example, I must have 

some information in advance, which is not part of this self-containedness - namely the 

meanings of the words used, knowledge of grammar, idiom and indications of tone, 
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and so on. The same would go for most other art forms: a certain level of what we 

might call "enabling knowledge" is necessarily involved. That is why, when visiting 

an art museum I might wish to buy a guidebook, or read up on the artist or period in 

advance. Now, certainly, the guidebook could not substitute for the experience itself, 

or the formation of a judgment, but it does help enable that experience. Thus, one 

might argue that such a judgment cannot be self-contained. 

 Second, Kant himself later says that one's taste can be "developed" or 

"cultivated" (at, for example, Section 60). That is, a failure to have taste can be 

changed to competent taste through the proper education. This is a familiar enough 

idea: we do not expect children, for example, to have very advanced tastes in art. This 

means that at least some judgments have as a condition (though not an a priori 

condition) the development of taste. Kant goes so far as to claim that "taste is 

precisely what stands most in need of examples" (Section 32). But again, if a 

particular judgment requires such development, in what sense is it merely 

contemplative and self-contained? 

 Perhaps the above objections could be answered in this way. Kant may admit that 

knowledge (of the meanings of words) or experience (which develops my taste) may 

indeed be useful or required. But what we call “enabling” knowledge or experience 

will never constitute knowledge of what kinds of properties make things beautiful (cf. 

Section 32, 45-51). That is why Kant insists that pleasure and pain are the only mental 

“presentations” that cannot be made into a concept (for example, Section 3). In other 

words, the beautiful does not and can never rest upon an objective concept of the 

beautiful, or any other such concept, inclination or value, which exists in advance. 

Thus Kant says the aesthetic judgment is not itself a “cognitive judgment”, i.e. is not 

knowledge (Section 5). Saying therefore that “I like beautiful things” is not a 
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prejudgment – it is virtually a tautology (something like “Pleasurable feelings are 

pleasurable”) which thus pre-determines nothing. It follows that there is no 

determining concept of the beautiful. 

 It may be that what we have called enabling knowledge can be brought to bear 

on an object in different ways. In my judging of a Medieval painting, for example, I 

may look for various standard iconographic symbols. You, however, may judge it in 

terms of the artist’s technique and material. We are both looking at the same painting, 

but are forming different presentations of it. Thus, if two people disagree in their 

aesthetic judgment, it may be because of an interest in the object. However, it may 

also be because they are interpreting the object differently and thus in effect judging 

different objects. Kant only rarely touches on this issue (for example, at the end of 

Section 16).  

Aesthetic Disgust 

Can disgust “itself” be pleasing? One may reply to this enquiry in two directions: 

functions or components. The functions of disgust not only regard its basic aspect, 

survival, but also its “vitalizing” of faculties. According to Kant, aesthetic pleasure 

involves “the enlivening of its cognitive powers” (53). Disgust certainly can defreeze 

spectators’ static status and activate their cognitive abilities. Strictly speaking, though, 

it is the activation itself that arouses pleasure; disgust and the enlivening can enhance 

each other continuously, different from the ideas of its function as hooks rather than 

participants, or the pleasure from the transformation or diminution of its negative 

impact.  

Inspecting the components of disgust may be relatively complicated. According 

to Susan Feagin, “a full account of how we can come to find something like disgust 

enjoyable requires a sensitive analysis of its component feelings, and the roles they 
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can play in an individual’s psyche.” Disgust contains various “feeling components,” 

which can be “enjoyed” (Feagin 81). Disgust is, according to Carroll, an emotion 

(etymologically meaning “moving out”), involving “the experience of a transition or 

migration—a change of state, a moving out of a normal physical state to an agitated 

one, one marked by inner movings” (28, 24). The “inner movings” and the “feeling 

components” of disgust are key factors to be examined in order to clarify why this 

seemingly negative emotion can be pleasurable.  

According to Feagin, the feeling components of disgust include “the adrenalin 

rush, the tingles and the queasiness,” all of which can be enjoyed (81). She employs 

the experience of getting drunk as an example. For experienced people, the related 

feeling of nausea is not only expected but also treated as an incentive to reinforce 

such experience. Once people learn how to deal with this process, “if it ceased to 

produce the affective components of repulsion, it would cease to attract (at least to 

that extent)” (82).  

If disgust is regarded as an incentive, can this emotion itself be pleasurable? For 

instance, spectators who would like to see gory autopsy and murder in the television 

series CSI may enjoy the smooth rhythms and atmosphere of the investigation due to 

and closely surrounding the disgusting kill. However, disgust is more like “the price 

we are willing to pay for” the above-mentioned enjoyment (Carroll186). As long as 

the emotion of disgust lingers, the pleasure does, too. It does not simply function as an 

eye-catcher, but significantly partakes in the whole process that can please the 

audience. Nevertheless, such pleasurable components merely accompany disgust, 

which itself is not really enjoyed. 

Could the pleasure be surely connected with disgust? Carroll points out that one 

may savor this repulsive emotion via a “metaresponse,” which “involves a kind of 
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satisfaction in the fact that one is capable of withstanding heavy doses of disgust and 

shock” (193). One enjoys the nauseating elements because she is satisfied with herself 

being able to cope with such hideousness. The enjoyment is connected with the 

disgust. To be more precise, the gratification is associated with the satisfying 

knowledge of one’s own capability of confronting the disgust.   

Feagin argues for a different account of the pleasure of disgust, her ideas of 

“meta-pleasures.” She points out that “one may take pleasure in exercising one’s 

ability to have the kinds of responses one is supposed to have in response to a given 

work” (83). This perspective differs from the Kantian idea of pleasure as derived from 

“enlivening” one’s abilities. Feagin remarks that the audience can enjoy the awareness 

of being in the status of disgust since having this emotion and its feeling components 

are an “appropriate response.” The circumstances wherein the spectator is able to 

enjoy disgust, a repulsive emotion, can give him or her pleasure, too (Feagin 83). The 

focus of this pleasure is on the possession of the ability. In other words, one is pleased 

by having such an ability to enjoy. The pleasure results from being able to take 

pleasure.  

Another meta-pleasure is that spectators can enjoy the fact that they are capable 

of flexibly adjusting themselves to appreciate disgust. This hideous emotion 

supposedly repels people unless they can change or modify their perspectives. Hence, 

the awareness of possessing this ability to flexibly modify oneself can please, too. 

The theory of “meta-pleasure” basically asserts that one can enjoy one’s own 

response to disgust. It is not exactly concerned with whether disgust itself is 

displeasing or not. For Carroll, the affect of disgust does enhance the attraction of the 

literary works:  
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In my account, disgust is inextricably bound up with the attraction of the genre 

insofar as it is a regularly recurring concomitant of the fascination which is the 

source of the pleasure in the genre. Some monsters probably could not be 

fascinating unless they were also disgusting. (86) 

Nevertheless, its capability of attractive enhancement does not neutralize its negative 

feature, which means it can still arouse “an uncomfortable affect.” The disgust itself 

can be the factor of attraction, augmenting the monster’s fascination. The affect of 

disgust can reinforce the attraction of monsters.  

The “uncomfortable” feature of disgust does not decrease its enchantment. It 

does not require meta-responses and meta-pleasures to reveal its enjoyment. Disgust 

can stir pleasure without the neutralization or the reasoning of its displeasing nature, 

similar to Lyotard’s elaboration of the Kantian sublime paradox: 

As it is expounded and deduced in its thematic, sublime feeling is analyzed as 

double defiance. Imagination at the limits of what it can present does violence to 

itself in order to present that which it can no longer present. Reason, for its part, 

seeks, unreasonably, to violate the interdict it imposes on itself and which is 

strictly critical, the interdict that prohibits it from finding objects corresponding 

to its concepts in sensible intuition. In these two aspects, thinking defies its own 

finitude, as if fascinated by its own excessiveness” (55, italics added). 

In the sublime, the imagination approaches the limits of representation as if it 

violently defeats itself in order to show its strength. Lyotard deliberates the 

paradoxical aspect of the sublime, which is interconnected with positive negation and 

fierce play, constantly refuting its known borders of power range so it expands to 

extremity. Comparably, the sublime and disgust both disrupt the reasoning process, 

wherein the “inevitable” and “unreasonabl[e]” fascination performs as an energy “for 
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the vital force” which is a dynamical metaphor of pleasure (Lyotard 55, 61), related to 

the “animating3” principle “which sets the mental powers into a swing that is 

purposive, i.e. into a play which is self-maintaining and which strengthens those 

powers for such activity” (Kant 142).  

Furthermore, the theoretical complications of aesthetic disgust are elucidated in 

The Critique of Judgment: “One kind of ugliness alone is incapable of being 

represented conformably to nature without destroying all aesthetic delight, and 

consequently artistic beauty, namely, that which excites disgust” (141). In other 

words, if works arouse disgust, aesthetic pleasure is not possible. Thus, could we 

simply conclude that disgusting works cannot be fine art? How can CSI and other TV 

series about hideous murderous crime scenes be so popular? Even if one refutes the 

idea that popularity does not qualify them as art, classical literary works such as 

Oedipus the King, Medea, Hamlet, and so forth, are smeared by the blood of patricide, 

regicide, filicide, and homicide, yet they are commonly recognized as fine art. Are 

those killing scenes different from the murders that provoke disgust? Do their murders 

differentiate in kind or in degree? From the judgment of taste, what kinds of murder 

are they? Actually, through closer examination, Kant’s aesthetic treatise provides 

explanations on disgusting artworks related to the “superiority” of fine arts that can 

represent ugly repulsive works such as “the Furies, diseases, devastations of war, and 

the like” in an aesthetically delightful way: “Things that in nature would be ugly or 

displeasing” can be manufactured as works of art (141). 

Nevertheless, Mary A. McCloskey asserts that “ugly” artworks should be 

considered counter-instances against Kantian ideas of aesthetics: 

                                                 
3 This animating and enlivening arousal of pleasure can be in the artworks of “Genius” which will be 

discussed later (Kant 136, 144). 
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To consider the first horn of this dilemma in relation to Kant’s position. The 

“problem of the ugly” is usually explained in connection with works of art rather 

than natural objects or humble artefacts. So Goodman explains it. Thus such 

works as Gruenewald’s Crucifixion, Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex and Goya’s 

Witches’ Sabbath are thought of as works of aesthetic worth which are ugly or at 

least non-beautiful. Since Kant holds that being beautiful is a necessary condition 

for a work’s having aesthetic worth, such counter-instances count against his 

theory, given that they are accepted. (10) 

Human creations can be ugly but with “aesthetic worth,” exemplified in classically 

recognized artworks. Ugliness is usually associated with humans, not nature, which is 

transformed from mere refutation to ambivalently repulsive pleasure via artistic 

representation. This assertion of McCloskey’s does not completely exclude ugliness 

and disgust from Kantian aesthetics because the experience of disgust can vary 

subjectively. Objects that are regarded as ugly and disgusting may be pleasant or 

naught to someone. Worms, for instance, can be disgusting but not to everyone. Kant 

claims that “one kind of ugliness … excites disgust,” but not “all kinds of ugliness … 

excites disgust” (141). Moreover, not all matters that are commonly considered 

disgusting necessarily arouse disgust. Only the works that “excite disgust,” according 

to Kant, cannot be of artistic delight. If the generally recognized disgusting objects do 

not arouse disgust to certain spectators, they can still be treated as artworks to them.  

Besides, disgust is “attractive for Kant precisely on account of the chances and 

possibilities inextricably entangled with these dangers” (Menninghaus 113). John 

Macarthur notes that “Derrida insists that Kant depends on the radical singularity of 

disgust, its inability to be named” (Macarthur 35). Although disgusting ugliness and 

monstrosity are regarded as an aesthetic disvalue by most aestheticians, Carolyn 
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Korsmeyer points out its uniqueness and “advantage,” that is, the capacity to 

“confoun[d] no contrary beliefs” with “special aesthetic force” which can “transfers 

the immediate aversion of disgust to the work of art” (Korsmeyer 56). 

According to Beville, this penetrating force of “aesthetic sensibilities” is 

triggered by disgust, the response to the “primitive and biological fears.” The 

aesthetic imagination can be aroused by diseased spectacle such as repulsive 

monsters. Zombies and vampires, for instance, are monstrous creatures dangling 

around the category of death and life. These creations of human imagination can not 

only devour both human flesh and their conginitive judgments, but also can stimulate 

and unleash their faculties of aesthetic activities (2013, 49). In other words, disgust, 

one of the “fear responses” related to human survival instinct, activates “aesthetic 

sensibilities” to generate “imaginary” monstrosities, which embody the primordial 

and biotic fright and disgust. This aesthetic emotion continues to exist, thrive, and 

inspire the “popular imagination” (Beville, 2009, 49). This artistic or fictional 

stimulation and reaction offers no apparent religious or spiritual transcendence and 

consolations, but drags spectators to mere performances of flesh and blood. This 

dramatic sensual inspiration of disgust is similar to the less indicated, “visceral” facet 

of the sublime. 

Stephen K. White analyzes this “secular” aspect of the sublime via Burkean 

notions (concerning the “human infinite”), revealing a “new aesthetic-affective 

dynamic,” not only connected to shock and infinity derived from nature, but also to 

the “human infinite,” genius artworks, considered as “humanization” of the sublime, 

the worldly sublime which is “increasingly associated with feats of human 

subjectivity” (74-75). This new facet of the sublime does not necessarily exclude 
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Kant’s perspectives; rather, they function like a supportive instrument to interpret 

human monstrous works in Gothic literature. 

This “subjective” trait of the sublime can be attributed to Kant’s purposiveness 

that frees aesthetics from the restraint of purposes and the “argument by design,” 

which readjusts the focus on the spectators’ play with artworks, refusing conceptual 

fixations and treating aesthetics as “a means to apprehension instead of an act of 

transcendence” (Sha 2).  

What are the discrepancies and similarities between disgust and the sublime in the 

Gothic? The conventional comprehension of the sublime involves an aspect of 

moving beyond, but disgust lacks of “beyondness” or, at least, differs in that respect, 

as it encounters no transcendence. Combining the previous elaboration of the visceral 

sublime with disgust may result in a hybrid lens, that is, aesthetic disgust. 

In other words, aesthetic disgust is an extreme disposition encouragement that 

offers no ethereal solutions, arousing people’s sensation but not providing a higher 

purpose, reason, elevation or beyond, as a deep dark abyss devouring light, which, 

however, encourages spectators to confront4 and cope with the bare, visceral 

existence, the purposeless purposiveness of the spectacles. Since these discursive non-

objective judgment of taste are presently inclined to, which leans towards the probe of 

perception and potential reactions of the beholders, the spectacles that are 

conceptually considered negative can be aesthetically judged positive and pleasurable. 

Foucault points out the aestheticization of revolting crime in literature and its key 

attractive interplay:  

                                                 
4 One could fall in the interwoven mood of angst and disgust because the enclosing darkness is similar 

to the void beyond established or establishing knowledge, which is comparably encountered in the 

sublime, akin to Heideggerian angst confrontation. 
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A literature in which crime is glorified, because it is one of the fine arts, 

because it can be the work only of exceptional natures, because it reveals 

the monstrousness of the strong and powerful, because villainy is yet 

another mode of privilege: from the adventure story to de Quincey, or from 

the Castle of Otranto to Baudelaire, there is a whole aesthetic rewriting of 

crime, which is also the appropriation of criminality in acceptable forms. 

(2006, 68)  

The artistic splendidness of transgressive forces is underlined and “justified” its 

entitlement to be read aesthetically. Foucault further explicates this privileged 

felonious right and its tactics of performance: 

In appearance, it is the discovery of the beauty and greatness of crime; in 

fact, it is the affirmation that greatness too has a right to crime and that it 

even becomes the exclusive privilege of those who are really great. The 

great murders are not for the pedlars of petty crime. While, from Gaboriau 

onwards, the literature of crime follows this first shift: by his cunning, his 

tricks, his sharp-wittedness, the criminal represented in this literature has 

made himself impervious to suspicion; and the struggle between two pure 

minds - the murderer and the detective - will constitute the essential form of 

the confrontation. (2006, 68-69) 

This struggle proceeds similarly to the aesthetic contest between unbounded forces 

and unbendable stasis, the artistic play between the faculty of imagination and 

understanding. Beauty, via repulsive means of ugly representations, is remarked not 

simply as a dull formulaic judgment of cognition, but as a vigorously transforming 

interactions of enlivening forces that are born and expire continuously and 

interchangeably.  
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Pleasure of Displeasure: The Aesthetics of Ugliness in CSI 

Open up a few corpses: you will dissipate at once the darkness that 

observation alone could not dissipate.  

—Michel Foucault 

Beautiful art displays its excellence precisely by describing beautifully 

things that in nature would be ugly or displeasing. The furies, diseases, 

devastations of war, and the like can, as harmful things, be very beautifully 

described.  

—Immanuel Kant 

 Crime and detective dramas such as CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, CSI: New 

York, CSI: Miami, Criminal Minds, and NCIS: Naval Criminal Investigative Service 

have dramatically mushroomed in recent years. CSI, especially, has been ranked in the 

top ten of the Nielsen ratings since 2001 (Kissell, 2001, 26). It “has become the 

hottest program on television, ranking as primetime’s most-watched show (averaging 

nearly 30 million viewers) and becoming the Eye net’s top-rated scripted series since 

‘Murder, She Wrote’” (Kissell, 2002, 20). Its popularity comes with reproach. CSI has 

been accused of fictional exaggeration of forensic science. Dan Krane, DNA 

specialist, indicates that in CSI people “never see a case where the sample is degraded 

or the lab work is faulty or the test results don’t solve the crime.” “Real scientists” 

criticize that this crime show does not provide audiences with scientific knowledge 

but fictional science or science fiction (Willing, A.01). Pettey and Bracken also point 

out “such distorted presentations often imply that scientists are the ‘truth’s ultimate 

custodian’ (Pettey & Bracken 6). CSI sets up, Harrington argues, a “fantastic world 

where ambiguous or disruptive identities can be fixed by the traces of DNA left by the 

individual; a world where crime can be solved, the truth known with certitude, and 
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order restored” (366). He upholds that “fictive vision” of stability and reinstatement 

of order is the significant feature of attraction in CSI (379). According to Tait, in the 

“fictioned universe” of CSI, “evidence is rarely open to interpretation” (48). Gever 

also suggests that CSI fictionalizes “the matching process” of DNA “as definitive” 

and “ignores successful challenges to the iron-clad veracity of this method of 

identification” (453). The CSIs resemble “the most perfect reasoning and observing 

machine the world has seen” (Harrington 372). However, these critics overlook 

several “imperfections” and ugliness in this crime drama. In addition, they 

oversimplify or disregard the attraction of the aesthetic aspects of CSI. Harrington 

simply mentions that “the show visually alludes to its own autopsy aesthetic” (375). 

Tait summarizes that in CSI “science is staged as an aesthetic, with the performance 

of procedures set to contemporary music” (49). Otherwise, they just remark, “the 

aesthetic style of the program never tries to mimic documentary realism” (Gever 49). 

What is the aesthetic style of this popular crime show? What elements are 

“beautified”? Does beautification fully express the style of this TV series? Is the 

perfection of the CSIs the factor that induces the pleasure of appreciation? According 

to Geraghty, the analysis of television programs pays less attention to “the audio and 

visual organization” since critics thought “television’s audio/visual 

pleasures are often deemed to be limited by size of screen and poor-quality 

image” (33). In the following passages, I reveal that the doubts, contradictions, 

weakness, ugliness, imperfections, and terror are the elements that distinguish the 

aesthetics of this crime drama. The intensive aesthetic effect of ugliness and terror 

will be elaborated via Lyotardian and Kantian theory of negative aesthetics from three 

aspects of CSI: the process of investigation, the criminals, and the crime scene 

investigators.  
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 In his Attempt to Introduce the Concept of Negative Magnitudes into Philosophy, 

Kant indicated “the opposition of the beautiful and the ugly.”  For instance, 

“displeasure has its positive grounds as much as pleasure and can be called ‘negative 

pleasure.’” Also, “aversion can be called a negative desire, hate a negative love, 

ugliness a negative beauty, blame a negative praise” (Wenzel, 1999, 417). This idea of 

ugliness has been much less discussed than the idea of beauty. Although in his most 

representative work of aesthetics, the Critique of the Power of Judgment, Kant 

pondered over the “Analytic of the Beautiful” instead of the “analytic of the ugly.”  

It is because “‘Analytic of the Beautiful’ is sufficient for the larger purpose of the 

Critique of the Power of Judgment. One can modify Kant’s explanations of “the 

Beautiful” to obtain “the Ugly” (Wenzel, 1999, 420).  

Wenzel, in addition, points out “the ugly can be fascinating and hold our 

attention for a long time. We can even be obsessed by something ugly” (2005, 132). 

For example, when one listens to music, several discords displease one for a while 

and become impressive and pleasing reinforcement of experience later. This 

unpleasant ugliness eventually “enhances the experience and strengthens our 

faculties” (132). 

 A more intensive aesthetic experience of ugliness or disharmony is treated in 

Kant’s “Analytic of the Sublime” and Lyotard’s “The Sublime and the Avant-Garde.”  

Lyotard pointed out “pleasure and pain, joy and anxiety, exaltation and depression—

was christened or re-christened by the name of the sublime” (455). This experience 

sometimes mingles terror with pleasure. Kant’s and Lyotard’s idea of sublime is not 

merely about the “elevation” discussed by Aristotle but about “intensification” 

(Lyotard 459). When one confronts displeasing and even menacing spectacle, one is 

aroused and agitated. In the process, according to Kant, one would be through “an 
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enlargement of the mind which feels itself empowered to overstep the limits of 

sensibility from another (practical) point of view” (2000, 138). We may call this 

process an extreme entertainment that agitates, threatens, terrifies, and displeases us at 

first in order to intensify our aesthetic experience and feeling of pleasure. It gives us 

“feelings of mixed wonder and oppression” (Will 16). The ugliness and the sublime, 

the negative judgment of taste, I will elaborate, are the powerful weapons of CSI.  

 In every episode, the scene begins with an ugly and cruel murdering process or 

the murdered victim. The investigator would arrive at the terrifying scene and 

examine the body and the surrounding. In “Sex, Lies and Larvae” (Season 1, Episode 

10), the victim is found crawling with maggots. The crime scene is disgusting and 

gruesome. After Gilbert Grissom, the supervisor of the CSIs, via clear scientific 

procedure, tries to reveal the date of the death, the ugly impression of the maggots and 

the decomposing corpse somehow changes. Things that appear “ugly at first become 

beautiful when taste is more ‘educated’ and when we have learned how to take new 

perspectives. A more sophisticated play between imagination and understanding may 

produce harmony where earlier perception has produced only disharmony” (Wenzel, 

2005, 132).  

 After collecting evidence from the crime scene, the autopsy of the victim would 

begin. The coroner would cut the corpse open and reveal its inside to the audience. 

Via digital effect, CSI creates “images that evoke the somber realness of human 

flesh—dead, weighty, inert human flesh.”  It “combines eyewitness accounts with 

statistical data to produce images of truth akin to . . . ‘anatomical realism’” (Gever 

456, 457). The corpse is “fictioned” to look more “dead” and terrifying than one can 

see in reality. Jermyn elaborates that such “violence presented in graphic detail, over-

emphasizes reality. . . . In real life, action is never viewed with such concentrated 
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focus. . .” (60). This method of “realism” agitates viewers and tests their limits of 

sensibility.  

After opening the dead body, the coroner and the CSIs would discuss and attempt 

to determine the cause of death. They not only talk about the process of murder, but 

also visualize it. Audiences would see how the organ is penetrated by a sharp object 

and how the blood floods and spurt from the artery or brain. Meanwhile, the sound of 

penetration and spraying would be produced.  

When the CSIs know the cause of death, they would look for murdering weapons 

and collect evidence from the suspects. They will simulate and visualize the process 

of murder in various ways in order to find out which one is the most possible. Viewers 

would see the victims are killed repeatedly and variously. It is like listening to a 

symphony—some parts repeat, and some vary. The music of death continues to 

stimulate audiences’ sensibility. 

Although the autopsy and simulation of bodily lethal penetration in CSI is 

frightening, it does not “destroy all aesthetic satisfaction” and “arouse loathing” 

(Kant 190). Van Dijck explains the spectacle of body opening:  

It seems much easier to watch such an operation via the screen, as it somehow 

distances the patient from his own body and protects him from the direct view 

that may trigger feelings of fear or shame. (224, my italics) 

The body is filtered and cleaned up by both the endoscopic camera and the 

television camera. Surgery is turned into a non-invasive, almost aesthetic 

experience, unadulterated by pain, scarring instruments or potential 

complications. (227, my italics)  

The autoptic vision is adjusted to arouse discomfort but not overwhelming disgust. 

This adjusted vision makes it possible for viewers to stand the displeasure at first and 
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continue to watch the whole show. Therefore, they can have a “wider context” to 

transform the displeasure into pleasure (Wenzel, 2005, 132).         

According to Harrington, “CSIs dramatize a stable body, one whose DNA acts as 

a flawless signifier of identity.”  He also argues that “this sense of identity as stable, 

tied to biology, promotes a conservative, reassuringly clear understanding of 

individual identity, including sexual identity” (374). However, he fails to notice the 

“unstable” elements that reveal DNA as an imperfect “signifier.”  In “Bloodlines” 

(Season 4, Episode 23), the victim, Lindley Parker, is raped and survives at first. She 

identifies Todd Coombs as the rapist. The CSIs find that Todd’s DNA does not exactly 

match. Although Lindley insists that he is the criminal, CSI Grissom decides to 

believe in the DNA test. Todd is released, and then Lindley is murdered. At last, the 

CSIs find out that Todd is the rapist and the murderer. Todd is, medically speaking, a 

“Chimera” whose fraternal twin brother’s cell merged into his. Thus, he has two sets 

of DNA. In this episode, the “stable” and “flawless signifier of identity,” DNA, is 

challenged. This stain or ugliness of the investigation does not devaluate CSI. On the 

contrary, it impresses viewers and gives them more pleasure (Huntley, May 2004).   

In “Sex, Lies And Larvae,” although Grissom pays lots of effort to observe the 

maggots from the victim, breeds them in order to determine the timeline of death and 

convicts the suspect of murder, his superior stops him and tells him that his evidence 

will not be understood and recognized by the jury. Thus, the scientific methods are 

frustrated. The disappointing and ugly side of crime scene investigation is shown.   

Actually, in the first episode of the first season, “Pilot,” the imperfections and 

ugliness are already there. Although Brunsdon notices “a move towards the 

medicalization of crime within the crime series, with the focus moving away from the 

police as the solvers of riddles to pathologists and criminal psychologists,” he ignores 
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a move from the cold forensic scientists to the sentimental CSIs (242). In the show, 

the crime scene investigators are not the “perfect reasoning and observing machine” 

(Harrington 372). Warrick Brown has a gambling problem. Holly Gribbs is shot. Jim 

Brass is easily angered. Catherine Willows is troubled by her single motherhood. Gil 

Grissom is frustrated by the politics of his superior. Huntley elucidates the 

characteristics of the CSIs:  

CSI established its quirky characters early on, through their interactions in the 

lab or their reactions to the cases they’ve worked on. The writers and actors have 

inserted details about the characters so smoothly into the narratives that 

audiences ingested the information without really realizing it. (Huntley, Nov. 

2004)   

In “Gum Drops” (Season 6, Episode 5), CSI Stokes almost obsessively searches for a 

little girl. Without being calm and objective, he believes the girl is still alive and acts 

accordingly. In “Crate ‘n Burial” (Season 1, Episode 3), CSI Willows wants to 

disregard the law and help Charles who covers for his grandson. She wonders if they, 

the CSIs, can assist the alive rather than the deceased victims. In “Goodbye and Good 

Luck” (Season 8, Episode 7), after a series of accidents and frustrations, CSI Sidle 

doubts the CSI, the legal system, and her power to help people. She and CSI Litra 

inspect an abused woman who is stabbed in the back. Meanwhile, the woman’s 

husband comes back and tries to punch her in front of them. 

  Litra (about the Jimenez's): How are we going to handle this? 

Sidle: Well, the guy's under arrest. 

Litra: He'll be free by tomorrow. Her husband is obviously abusing her. 

(sighs) There's got to be something we can do. 

Sidle: We'll be back for her body next month. Or his. Or both. There is 
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nothing you can do about this, Ronnie. Don't kid yourself.  

Marlon West, a boy Sidle tries to save, commits suicide in jail. It is the last straw that 

breaks the camel’s back. She leaves CSI. In her letter for Grissom, Sidle expresses the 

sadness, the very ugliness of being a CSI: 

Truth be told, I’m tired. Out in the desert, under that car that night, I 

realized something, and I haven’t been able to shake it. Since my father 

died, I’ve spent almost my entire life with ghosts. We’ve been like close 

friends, and out there in the desert, it occurred to me that it was time for me 

to bury them. I can’t do that here. I’m so sorry. No matter how hard I try to 

fight it off, I’m left with the feeling that I have to go. I have no idea where 

I’m going, but I know I have to do this. If I don’t, I’m afraid I'll self-

destruct, and worse, you'll be there to see it happen. (Season 8, Episode 7)    

 In “'Who and What” (Season 8, Episode 6), Terry Lee Wicker, the cold-blooded 

criminal who kills women and children contingently. The blue paint killer, in “What's 

Eating Gilbert Grissom” (Season 5, Episode 6), sets a blue paint trap and murders five 

people. He looks ordinary and kind, but he takes lives from his victims without 

hesitation and remorse. In “'Pirates Of The Third Reich” (Season 6, Episode 15), 

Sneller experiments on people. He dissects them alive and tortures them to death. 

Sneller even sews two people together at their back. He doest not care that his victims 

are girls, boys, students, or his brother. Out of these inexplicably monstrous and 

horrifying behaviors arouse “the ‘soul-shattering’ sense of awe and wonder one 

experiences upon encountering a phenomenon which truly exceeds the grasp of 

understanding.”  “An apprehension of sublime” is agitated (Will 7-8). 

 The “cinematic appearance through high-resolution images and high-colour 

depth” beautifies CSI shots (Tait 53). This crime drama is “unique in its visual 
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aesthetics and, at times, non-linear story progression” (Foss 5). Its accurate, 

sophisticated, and smooth progress of investigation certainly intrigues viewers. 

Nevertheless, “the point of fictional media is not to devise ‘accurate/educational’ 

communications about science, but to produce images of science that are entertaining. 

These images have an impact on Americans” (Kirby, 263, my italics). In CSI, the 

ugliness and displeasing sublime, less noticed by critics, stimulate various impacts. 

Besides the experience of beauty, the ugliness “enriches” and “enhances” a viewers’ 

aesthetic experience, and the shocking sublime drives them to “overstep the limits of 

sensibility” (Kant 138).  

Dark Creativity 

David Cropley points out the alluring but disturbing creativity:  

A slightly more complex explanation for the relationship between creativity and 

mood disorders is that in a negative affective state one is more thwarted, more 

driven to solve a problem or express oneself, and thus one forges stronger 

associations in memory. Later on, when one returns to this negative affective 

state, one has access to a richer web of associations to draw on. Thus it is not a 

simple question of which causes the other; one enters a positive-feedback cycle 

in which the negative state inspires the art, but the desire to create art pulls one 

back into the (richly fertile) negative state. A classic example of how darkly 

surprising the result can be is Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. Here, the creative 

artist delves deeply into the grave, into death itself, to create ‘life,’ which turns 

out to be a monster. (279) 

This excessive dynamics of aesthetic disgust can be demonstrated via the monstrous 

artists/murderers in Gothic crime literature with experiments of human struggle and 

the potentialities burst in the edge of death, which they consider the possible moment 
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of splendor from the original banal everyday lifeform. Artistic murderers tear up the 

comforting everydayness, the unadventurous status, and arouse the possible 

unexpectablities which are pleasurably expected by them and in aesthetics. Freedom 

is one of the conditions of aesthetic play; similarly, monsters and disgust is potentially 

able to dissolve the established restriction that restrains freedom, enabling more 

chances to explore potentialities. The artistic monstrous disgust rarely annihilates 

constraints completely; rather, it removes the original monotonous situation, and 

facilitates the process, the cycle of recovery and damages, back and forth. Cruel 

murderous monstrosity appears to be motiveless and purposeless; however, once the 

pieces are collaged, original random cases explain the purposes of each other, which 

can be interpreted in Kantian terminology, the purposiveness without a purpose. 

This monstrous aesthetics of disgust may de-stabilize individuals’ established 

mode of perception and coping, which presents subjects opportunities to “see” the 

beingness of life via mortality and to apprehend the “awe,” confronting the almost 

unbearably unsettlement that approaches to the extreme experience akin to the 

sublime. This radical confrontation highlights more monstrous excessiveness than 

grasping inner counter power, more aversive reiteration and agonizing play than 

pleasurable reconciliation after the initial displeasure. This quasi-sublime without 

transcendence characterizes the monstrous repulsive aesthetics of the gothic crime 

literature in various aspects. 

 The experience of destabilizing monstrosity in the Gothic can be abhorrent and 

anxious, which, nevertheless, does not dismiss its desirability. Lifton expounds this 

seemingly conflictory complex via proposing that 

we crave [the Gothic] because we need it. We need it because the twentieth 

century has so forcefully taken away from us that which we once thought 
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constituted us – a coherent psyche, a social order to which we can pledge 

allegiance in good faith, a sense of justice in the universe – and that 

wrenching withdrawal, that traumatic experience, is vividly dramatized in 

the Gothic. We do not seek out one Gothic experience, read one novel, or 

see one movie, we hunt down many. We do not tell one story, we tell many, 

even as all of them are knitted together by those familiar, comforting, yet 

harrowing Gothic conventions. (273) 

The familiar dramatic negative effect of the Gothic, the “wrenching withdrawal” and 

the “traumatic experience,” is one of the few popular conventions in the twentieth 

century (Hogle 273). In other words, this genre of unsettlement pleases spectators 

with familiar repugnance. This familiarity does not necessarily signify that the 

identical undesirable features are repeated, but the unexpected disquieting impacts can 

be expected and even counted on. This peculiar aesthetics of disgust has its rational 

irrationality, its “code,” “logical complications,” which mixes displeasure with 

pleasure (Menninghaus 36). 

Also, the dynamic and vitalizing incentive is treated as an aesthetic trait whether 

it is derived from the monstrous, the disgusting, or the beautiful: 

The lively and enlivening stimulation of an enduring contemplative pleasure 

is consistently considered as the positive distinctive feature of aesthetic 

“information”—regardless of the specific definitions, refractions, and 

mixtures the beautiful and the varieties of the unpleasant undergo. 

(Menninghaus 36) 

Mary A. McCloskey points out that the beautiful is not the sole “constitutive of 

aesthetic excellence;” ugly monstrosity can be found “examples of things which are 

aesthetically excellent” (9-10). How can gratification be derived from repulsive 
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ugliness? Žižek offers a theory regarding the “excessive pleasure” of “ugly 

jouissance”: 

Contrary to the standard idealist argument that conceives ugliness as the 

defective mode of beauty, as its distortion, one should assert the ontological 

primacy of ugliness: it is beauty that is a kind of defense against the Ugly in 

its repulsive existence - or, rather, against existence tout court, since, as we 

shall see, what is ugly is ultimately the brutal fact of existence (of the real) 

as such. The ugly object is an object that is in the wrong place, that 

“shouldn’t be there.” . . . What shouldn’t be here is thus ultimately 

jouissance itself . . . Jouissance emerges when the very reality that is the 

source of unpleasure, of pain, is experienced as a source of traumatic-

excessive pleasure. (21, 24) 

According to Žižek, the ugly spectacle is the one that “shouldn’t be there,” a 

jouissance that “emerges when the very reality that is the source of unpleasure, of 

pain, is experienced as a source of traumatic-excessive pleasure” (21, 24). His idea of 

jouissance is approximate to the quasi-sublime experience, elaborating the complex 

joy of negative perceptions such as repulsive monsters. The aesthetics of disgust can 

be demonstrated by the monsters’ vigorous engagements, whose assaults, interactions, 

and creations emerge as if being irresistible and inexorable, similar to the 

overpowering force from nature or even supernatural, shocking and revoking 

audiences, stricken by those monsters’ physical strength, their psychological traps, 

and even the very concept of their existence, which intimidates, alarms, and deform 

people’s familiar ways of the world, experiencing the strange and unusual 

unsettlement that lead to a blow, an explosion to spectators’ original status, unpleasant 

at first, attractive in the midst. Such alarming demonstration appears too powerful to 
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resist and to remember its twisted and repulsive ugliness, for these discomforting 

elements able to stimulate numb senses, wiping out dullness, the peaceful boredom, 

the death of mentality that travels to nowhere, stuck and choked. The monstrous 

characters can demolish this stillness with their unpredictable, irregular, and creative 

movements, colorfully and variously, advancing plots, approaching to unknown 

realms, invigorating perception, which may result in complicatedly repellant pleasure. 

Because the elements of disgust in the Gothic are densely tangled with monsters, the 

next chapter inspects several relevant ideas of monstrosity, examining the 

perspectives concerning the attractive repulsion of such outrageous creations. 
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Chapter One: Monsters and Appealing Disgust 

I have never seen a greater monster or miracle in the world than myself. 

—Michel de Montaigne 

He who fights with monsters should look to it that he himself does not become a 

monster. And when you gaze long into an abyss the abyss also gazes into you. 

—Friedrich Nietzsche 

Monsters: An Overview 

Monsters are powerful imaginative complexities in the literary world. David 

Punter elucidates that,  

from classical times through to the Renaissance, monsters were interpreted 

either as signs of divine anger or as portents of impending disasters. . . . By 

the eighteenth century the horrific appearance of the monster had begun to 

serve an increasingly moral function. (Punter, 2011, 263) 

Lately, the manifestations of monsters, especially the Gothic monsters, become more 

earthly and humanoid, “involve[ing] a shift in sympathies and perspectives” (265). 

The monsters may be eliminated or punished in the end; however, their eradications 

are demonstrated “in such a way as to effect catharsis for the viewer or reader, who 

sees his or her unacceptable desires enacted vicariously and then safely ‘repressed’ 

again, or it may encourage sympathy for the monster and thus serve to critique the 

cultural norms which the monster violates” (Hurley 198). Concepts of monsters, the 

influential components in gothic worlds, renovate and transform through time and 

space, continuing to demonstrate their energy and creativity, whose aspects of disgust, 
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the rousing scent of monsters, remains a field needing more exploration. In this 

chapter, the near modern changes of the notions concerning monsters and their 

spheres related to disgust are inspected in order to visualize and grasp the momentum 

and characteristics of the repulsive aesthetics of monstrosity, the significant repellent 

but alluring literary forces able to prompt the play of human faculties. 

The disquieting monstrousity can be observed in the etymology of monsters, 

which suggests “to warn” and “to demonstrate.” Gothic monsters such as Hannibal 

Lecter demonstrate splendidly damaging power and arouse disgust via methods 

related to excesses, including visceral excess, excess of narrative, and excess of affect. 

The Gothic, in fact, “is about excess” (Hurley 194) and monsters; in other words, it 

seeks to demonstrate with warning and excess. Its villains are artists and performers 

of death and destruction, talented at divulging to people the very existence of life via 

the lack of it.  

Monsters are also excessive5 in their modes of ambiguity and resistance to 

classification (Salisbury 126), which contradictorily demonstrate and conceal 

themselves at the same time. Daniela Carpi notes this opacity concerning the 

hybridities:  

All hybrids are crossbreeds of nature and are resistant to specific 

identification. . . . The aesthetics of the monster demonstrates a transition 

towards a new awareness of the human standard. In the case of 

Frankenstein, Victor’s manipulation of the monster’s body condemns it to 

solitude, while in Patchwork Girl her multiple nature describes her as a 

harmonious compound of different pieces. . . . Frankenstein’s monster 

                                                 
5 Monsters were “used in the classical world to describe births of unusual form” (Salisbury 126). 
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interprets personhood as sameness, Patchwork Girl intends it as interacting 

patches. (16) 

Alex Neville Sharpe further underscores the excessive intimacy between hybridity 

and monstrosity:  

In pursuing this theme of hybridity we begin to understand what is at stake 

in the monster concept. Monsters engender fear, horror and fascination, and 

usually all at once. . . . [M]onster status is an effect of hybridity itself. 

(Sharpe 30)  

Such crossbreeding categorial indeterminacy can induce curiosity and insecurity, 

which resembles the repulsive ugliness of monsters that simultaneously repels 

spectators and drags them to the “un-dull” aesthetic repulsion as if its darkness hides 

in-between lighted surroundings, in which the concealment reveals itself and draws 

attention.  

This paradoxical characteristic and discomfort also can be experienced in the 

sublime. According to Emily Brady, although the sublime experience involves fierce 

peril and extremities, it is categorized “a ‘safe’ form of aesthetic value,” which does 

not only educe fear and anxiety but also “uplifting feelings and a sense of our place in 

relation to nature ultimately come to the fore in this type of response.” Without 

sublime elevation, monstrous ugliness stirs “affective responses ranging from dislike 

to repulsion and disgust,” which does not annihilate its value because the spectacle of 

the monstrous ugliness is not “plain or insignificant” but of “interest, curiosity, and 

fascination,” capable of evoking “wonder or enchantment” (Brady 179). 

The “enchantment” of ugly monstrosity can be observed in the dynamics of 

monsters’ transgressive movements, such as their mystifying motivations and their 

messages or perspectives embedded in the representations of their victims. Such 
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monsters’ repulsive ugliness is exposed via the traces left by their destructive works, 

where any “light” only dimly illuminates the dimmed. This loss initiates a movement 

concerning the retrospection of the absence and coping with the newly distorted 

presence. The previous static being-at-homeness is freed, and aesthetic play with the 

freshly formed circumstance is made possible (Zarifopol-Johnston 168). Via 

monstrous acts, the original lives are terminated, so their aliveness is possibly 

detected and even appreciated. 

The domain disturbed by monstrosity gradually blurs (Stephanou 140) or even 

transforms the immobile perception of “light” and its opponents, re-forming a new 

reality such that one could pay more attention to its dynamical and sensational 

representations without being obstructed by its evilness which sicken but not paralyze. 

The “color” that the monstrous villains spill into the fictional realm appears dark and 

chaotic at first, but, after forsaking one’s fixation with normality and encounter the 

afresh twisted reality, one could embrace or at least glimpse its emissions and 

aesthetic merit in the previously deemed repulsive ugliness. 

Such repulsive monstrosity resembles a “black hole” that, though it is 

horrifyingly annihilative, attracts surrounding existence, which contains massive 

forces and can only be detected via its interaction with other powers and matters 

(Botting, 2008, 149). If the condition of the aesthetic judgment is disinterested, it is 

only the force that can initiate an aesthetic interplay considered significant, whether 

its source is monstrous or not.  

Furthermore, these imaginational monsters with splendid forces, arousing 

confusion and repulsion, exist in unclear categories and labeling systems, which may 

need a peculiar language or approach of uncertainty and indeterminacy through which 

to glimpse their art. The Critique of Judgment, the aesthetic judgment, is the third 
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critique cultivated by Kant, which attempts to form an unprecedented approach to 

“knowledge” that is not bounded by the limited and determinate conceptual cognition. 

This indeterminacy provides rooms for aesthetic free play to take place. According to 

Deleuze, the “delayed reaction of the centre of indetermination” would generate 

action (64). He “proposes a logic, and language, of sensation,” which can be applied 

to the lairs of monsters, the Gothic, “long been regarded as a genre of sensation.” This 

method is “not through concepts as philosophy does, but through aesthetic affects” 

(Powell 87).  

This aesthetic indetermination of monsters involves ambiguities and 

ambivalences that obscure conceptual boundaries, causing confusion and 

indeterminacy and providing probabilities for the aesthetic play. In Gothic novels, the 

borderlines between monsters and humans are often muddled; monsters can be more 

human than their creators, or modified forms of humans. Kelly Hurley remarks that 

the Gothic represents human bodies as between species: always-already in a 

state of indifferentiation, or undergoing metamorphoses into a bizarre 

assortment of human/not-human configurations. The Gothic also mapped 

out alternate trajectories of evolution than the one set forth by Darwin, 

imagining monstrous modifications of known species, or the emergence of 

horrific new ones, in accordance with the logics of specific ecosystems. (10)  

This transformative recreation of established concepts, the “distortion of the [monster] 

metaphor,” defrosts the fixation and offers the possibility for aesthetic play, “inspired 

by a radical aesthetic intention, which proceeds by destruction and results in 

creation—of a monster, virtually nameless, existing as an opaque sign” and 

“constructed when nonhuman vehicles couple with human tenors” (Corngold 9; 

Clarke 83). 
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 Similar monstrous opacity, the puzzling purpose(lessness) of murder, can 

transform a serial killer to a monster, whose “mysteriousness of the motives” can 

challenge the established category and augment its image of revoking but alluring 

monstrosity. Adam Morton notes that 

the difficulty in understanding the criminal turns him into a diabolical 

monster, something like a vampire or a werewolf. The fictional image of a 

serial killer combines this half-human category with that of a more 

traditional killer, with motives and means that the detective has to uncover. 

The result is plots which combine an intellectual puzzle with a primeval 

horrified fascination. (95) 

This repulsive, monstrous but fascinating “mysteriousness” can be detected in one of 

the traits of aesthetics, the purposiveness without a purpose, which provides 

opportunities for spectators to aesthetically play with the spectacles without being 

restricted by determinate concepts and purposes.  

The Monstrous Sublime 

Such indeterminacy, purposelessness, and monstrosity also involve in the 

modules of the sublime, especially the “monstrous sublime,” which can be “viewed as 

a means of calling into question the universe of dominant conceptualizations” (Wayne 

124). Richard Kearney analyzes the association between monstrosity and the sublime: 

In an age of secular Reason, unreason appears all the more disturbing. We 

have already noted how the [monstrosity] provokes contradictory feelings 

of anxiety and attraction, and this very ambivalence is greatly exacerbated 

in the growing cult of the sublime which pointedly mocks Enlightenment 

rationalism. (118)  
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Maria Beville further points out that “[Kant and Burke] have offered modes of 

reconciling the two concepts [monstrosity and the sublime] in the monstrous sublime. 

Burke, with his 1757 essay, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Sublime and the 

Beautiful, outlines the monstrous as a source of the sublime.” For example, Burke 

considers “revolutionary horror, in his view, is both monstrous and sublime and the 

mob is a monstrous embodiment of sublime fear” (Beville, 2013, 54). Robert Clewis 

analyzes Kantian monstrosity, indicating that “there can be a positive, pleasant (and 

not simply negative) aesthetic response to the monstrous,” which encourages 

“(mixed) aesthetic pleasure” (Clewis, 2009, 112-3). Kant argues that “an object is 

monstrous if by its magnitude it annihilates the end which its concept constitutes” 

(2006, 140). The monstrosity is generated if, “through its material exorbitance,” a 

spectacle “exceeds its ‘natural destination’” (Vine, 2013, 41-42). The monstrous 

display would defy its “end” via “exceeding [its] notion.” For instance, 

“Frankenstein’s monster possess too much body: in [its] magnitude and materiality 

[it] exceed[s] [its] own concept” through “overwhelming conceptuality with 

corporeality” (Vine 42). In his “The Sublime and the Avant-Garde,” Lyotard points 

out that “pleasure and pain, joy and anxiety, exaltation and depression—was 

christened or re-christened by the name of the sublime” (1991, 92). This extreme 

process mingles opposing feelings, which would result in “intensification” rather than 

merely “elevation” proposed by Aristotle (Lyotard, 1991, 100). When one confronts a 

displeasing and even menacing spectacle, one is aroused and agitated. In the process, 

according to Kant, one would be through “an enlargement of the mind which feels 

itself empowered to overstep the limits of sensibility from another (practical) point of 

view” (138). We may call this process a monstrous entertainment that agitates, 

threatens, terrifies, and displeases at first in order to intensify our aesthetic experience 
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and feeling of pleasure. It gives us “feelings of mixed wonder and oppression” (Will 

16). As Robert Clewis observes,  

The lack of perfection that is intrinsic to the monstrous . . . Kant 

characterizes a universal monarchy as a monster that is so dysfunctional that 

it ends up destroying itself . . . While it is true that an object that is capable 

of eliciting dynamical sublimity sublime by magnitude must be able to elicit 

terror, we do not feel actual fear and, in fact, we feel a certain kind of 

pleasure in the face of the object. (113)  

The monstrous sublime is a vastly conflicting combination. The dynamics closest to 

this monstrous sublime are the similar forces that arouse disgust and terror.  

What may be most repulsive is that one apprehends that this shockingly painful 

process may lead to nowhere, no reward, elevation, or deep knowledge, which is 

considered “a version of the sublime utterly without transcendence” pursued in the 

Gothic novel, “tak[ing] us deep within rather than far beyond the human sphere” 

(Morris 306). “Anything ‘fearsome’ is always encountered as an entity within-the-

world” (Being and Time 185). That is, what one fears is something that is in the 

world, the familiar realm. To speak more clearly, when one fears, one knows what the 

fearsome object is. This feature is one of the Heideggerian views of fear. For 

Heidegger, one is in the mood of fear because one tries to “di[m] down” the 

“uncanniness” (“unheimlich,” “unhomelike[ness],” “not-at-home[ness]”) that one 

cannot tolerate (Being and Time 189 and its footnote). The way to dim down 

uncanniness is to put oneself back to the “world,” the familiar environment that 

contains one’s familiar order, value, system, and so forth. Putting oneself back to the 

familiar “world,” in Heideggerian terminology, is “fall[enness]” (179). In a word, one 

is fearful because one wants to “fall” back to the familiar “world” for dimming down 
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the uncanniness that is intolerable. “Fallenness,” for Heidegger, has neither moral nor 

religious indication. “Fallenness” is neither positive nor “negative” (Being and Time 

175). It is simply a description of how one reacts to the uncanniness. “Fallenness 6” is 

that one remains in the “throw[nness]” (179). On the other hand, in angst, what one is 

about to face is no longer familiar and “definite.” That is, unlike in the mood of fear, 

the object of angst is “indefinite,” unknown, and unsure (187, 186). The threat is 

“nowhere,” which does not mean nothing. The threat as an object of angst is 

“nowhere” because one cannot be sure where it dwells, in which region it lies, and 

from which direction it would “stifles one’s breath” (Being and Time 186). 

Heideggerian fear, angst, and the relevant ideas such as “uncanniness,” “thrownness,” 

“fallenness,” “resoluteness,” “guilt,” and “conscience” indicate a crucial choice, that 

is, to flee or not to flee. When one encounters the monstrous sublime spectacle, to flee 

means one is in fear, tries to dissolve the feeling of uneasiness, and prefers that the 

order of one’s life comes back. Not to flee means that one is in angst, can attempt to 

tolerate the feeling of uneasiness, and will start to explore the realm of unfamiliarity. 

The moods in Heideggerian theory can be utilized to analyze the literary texts of 

disgust in order to reveal if the mood elements in them are possibly approximate to 

angst or a mere status of fear. Such moods are basically ways that people cope with 

their worlds, not only emotions and feelings but also how their circumstances affect 

them and vice versa. Heideggerian angst is the mood that occurs when one approaches 

                                                 
6 According to Heidegger, when one is born, one is “thrown” into the “world” and “sucked into the 

turbulence of the [they]” (Being and Time 179). The “they,” roughly speaking, means the ideology, the 

grand narrative of the world. In other words, one is thrown into the world, the “turbulence” of the 

ideology when one is born. However, it is one oneself who decides to stay in the “thrownness,” to 

“fall” into the familiar world when one cannot tolerate the “uncanniness,” the threat to one’s feeling of 

safety of being in the familiar world. In other words, when one wants to regain and remain the feeling 

of safety or “at home,” one “falls.” 
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the realm beyond familiar established knowledge around our “circumspections,” 

similar to the not-at-home experience of the sublime.    

From Heideggerian perspective, monsters disturbs everyday “busyness,” the 

everyday being-at-homeness, and thus provide an occasion to listen to the screaming 

of the “silence.” The “screaming” can be the voice of the call. The “silence” can be a 

mode for listening to the call of the overlooked potentialities. The “screaming” offers 

an opportunity. Following the track of Heidegger’s idea of “calling,” the noise of 

everydayness is “silenced” in order to hear the “screaming” of the “voice.” 

Paradoxically, continuing to explore and even embrace7 the potentialities of 

conceptually “fruitless” confrontations creates pleasure via continuing to play on its 

purposelessness and destructiveness, free from the obsession or distraction of wanting 

to seek higher purposes, committing to the uncommittable and enjoying the 

overloading impact of transformative forces (Vine 41). This repulsive aesthetics of 

monstrosity can be grasped as the monstrous sublime without elevation or 

transcendence. Maria Beville elaborates the transformation and the attribute of the 

monstrous sublime: 

                                                 
7 In angst, the world of “familiarity collapses” (Being and Time 189). At the moment of being in the 

mood of angst, the world that is constructed by words, concepts, ideologies, values, orders, and laws 

becomes insignificant. One in angst is about to enter the realm beyond all knowledge and find out the 

groundlessness of the “ground” of the world. However, it is still possible that one stops entering and 

turns to fleeing, fearing, and falling. The journey of investigation of the very nothingness of the 

familiar world would possibly be halted. What can help angst to continue and prevent one from falling 

back to the seemingly homey place of the familiar world? The idea of “resoluteness,” which “exact[s]” 

angst, may be helpful and needs to be introduced (305).  

“Resoluteness” cannot merely be understood literally. “Resoluteness” is “a way of reticently 

projecting oneself upon one’s ownmost Being-guilty, and exacting [angst] of oneself.” The “guilty,” 

which also cannot merely be understood literally, signifies the “nullity” of one’s basis and ground in the 

world (305). This “nullity” (nothingness) and groundlessness of one’s ground in the world is the 

potential threat that possibly makes one fear, flee and fall. It is “resoluteness” projects oneself upon this 

“nullity” and “exact[s] [angst] of oneself” for preventing from fearing, fleeing, and falling back to the 

familiar world that is occupied by the “they” (the ideology), the words, the concepts, and so forth. It is 

easily “misunderstood” that one with “resoluteness” simply “seiz[es] hold of” things that have been 

“proposed and recommended” (Being and Time 298). 
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Monstrosity is initially considered in philosophical terms by Aristotle in his 

Physics, while the sublime, as the unrepresentable encounter with Other-

ness, is initiated into philosophical discussion by Longinus, in On the Sub-

lime. Significantly, although the sublime and the monster have long been 

interlinked conceptually, it was not until the eighteenth century that the 

excess of Otherness embodied in the idea of the monster was fully acknowl-

edged and considered in relation to a coherent idea of sublimity. (2013, 52) 

Dongshin Yi and Vijay Mishra indicate that the excessive “aesthetic monster” (43) or 

“sublime monster” (2012, 298) accentuates the monstrous forces of the sublime. 

Derrida underlines the monstrous traits of “immense,” “excessive,” and “astonishing” 

in Kantian sublime, and  

responds to a seemingly arbitrary and certainly problematic categorical 

division of the monstrous from the sublime, blurring the distinction as Kant 

does. Explicit in Derrida’s description is a kind of narrative progress in 

which “prodigious” can become “sometimes the monstrous”; implicit in this 

description is the possibility that the monstrous, in turn, can sometimes 

become sublime. (Platt 280) 

Donald Loose elucidates that the distinction between the sublime and the monstrous is 

transformed from a clear one to “undecidable” by Kant in his Anthropology, and notes 

their shared features of “counter-final” and the “fast succession of attraction and 

aversion” (8, 9). Such aversive aesthetics of monstrosity signify an “anti-

establishment,” the distortion of an “ideal of liberty,” and the bodies “overloaded,” 

which allegorizes a “populist aesthetic,” a “body politic” of the “ugly,” indicating 

revolutionary “reconfiguration” (Rovee 148). 
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 This peculiar repulsive aesthetics of monstrous sublime also can be further 

expounded via the associations of the ugliness and the aesthetics. In his Attempt to 

Introduce the Concept of Negative Magnitudes into Philosophy, Kant indicated “the 

opposition of the beautiful and the ugly.” For instance, “displeasure has its positive 

grounds as much as pleasure and can be called ‘negative pleasure.’” Also, “aversion 

can be called a negative desire, hate a negative love, ugliness a negative beauty, 

blame a negative praise” (Wenzel 417). This idea of ugliness has been much less 

discussed than the idea of beauty. Although in his most representative work of 

aesthetics, the Critique of the Power of Judgment, Kant pondered over the “Analytic 

of the Beautiful” instead of the “analytic of the ugly,” yet one can modify Kant’s 

explanations of “the Beautiful” to obtain “the Ugly” (Wenzel 420). He remarks that 

“the ugly can be fascinating and hold our attention for a long time. We can even be 

obsessed by something ugly.” For example, when one listens to music, several 

discords can initially displease but become impressive and pleasing later. This 

unpleasant ugliness eventually “enhances the experience and strengthens our 

faculties” (132). Similarly, the aversive monstrosity can push to the experience of 

aesthetic sublime to “the most extreme mode” (Loose 4). 

 Such repulsive excessiveness and pleasure can be encountered in the reading of 

vampires, the representative Gothic monsters. Mary Mills notices Philip Shaw’s 

argument that the sublime “seeks to ravish and intoxicate the audience” is densely 

associated with the “responses to vampire stories,” which oxymoronically disgusts 

and captivates the spectators (177).  

This peculiar dynamics, the aversive aesthetics of monstrosity can be further 

observed in the realm of vampiric literature, the area of representative gothic 

monsters, feeding on humans’ blood and imagination, with various immoral and 
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creative tricks and powers, lethal but irresistible. In the vampire domain, disgust 

smears everywhere, derived from their murderous actions, also from their inability to 

settle themselves in or out of the world, either too dull to last forever or too anxious to 

parish in dullness. This different form of coping with the world provides new angles 

to approach the surroundings, the established knowledge, and the known sphere. 

Vampires’ ways of living can refresh spectators, via disturbing and disgusting effects, 

keeping their perception renewing, playing with the encountered. This aversive but 

tempting mode, in the next chapter, is further investigated. Also, in order to advance 

the grasp of the repulsive aesthetics of monstrosity, it examines the immortal 

wonderer between monstrosity and humanity in Anne Rice’s Interview with the 

Vampire. 
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Chapter Two: Interview with the Vampire 

Vampire and Popularity 

Vampire stories and folklores emanate from discursive areas; however, it is 

rather certain that the repulsive but attractive vampiric monster images in the present 

popular culture are primarily derived from Anne Rice’s Interview with the Vampire. 

Nearly at the end of the Eightieth century, vampires invaded the popular literary 

world. Since John Polidori’s successful The Vampyre in 1819, literary vampires grow 

more powerful and perpetual than any other monstrous predecessors (Punter, 2004, 

268). 

Although their popularity continues to soar, in these early Gothic texts, vampires 

are depicted primitive, beastly, and savage rather than superior or even “human” 

creatures, whose ancient shadowy residents and reclusive comportments distance 

themselves from humanity’s sphere. The primary aesthetic difference emerges in a 

comparison between Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897) and Anne Rice’s Interview with 

the Vampire (1976), in which the aesthetic transformation from the mostly disgust to 

delightful repulsion appears (Dyer 83). In Dracula, the trait of predator barbarism 

induces emotions “both thrilling and repulsive” (Stoker 40). For instance, one of the 

female vampires, “she actually licked her lips like an animal,” “lapp[ing] the white 

sharp teeth” and making the “churning sound of her tongue” (40). After feeding, 

Dracula is described as a sluggish and sickening bloodsucking parasite with “swollen 

flesh,” and “it seemed as if the whole awful creature [the Count] were simply gorged 
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with blood. He lay like a filthy leech, exhausted with his repletion. I shuddered as I 

bent over to touch him, and every sense in me revolted at the contact” (52). 

Before further observing the near modern change of vampire literary image 

evolution, I would like to point out that this chapter examines how disgust plays its 

role in Interview with the Vampire, whose creatures own lethal and powerful 

influence in gothic worlds. To inspect their interplaying power networks and 

dynamics can help us glimpse the functions of repulsive aesthetics of monstrosity.  

The undead creatures, in fictions preceding the 1970s, are mostly not intended to 

portray emotional complexity; rather their existences are simply recognized or 

stereotyped as malevolent and revolting monsters who slaughter and feed on humans 

without remorse or contemplative struggle against their own unnatural presence. 

However, this dimension is principally altered by Rice’s Interview with the Vampire 

which ventures into an unacquainted realm with a vampire’s eyes (D’Ammassa 289). 

Colin McGinn also specifies that the pre-modern imagination of vampires are 

obnoxious and hideous due to “their association with blood” and the stereotypical 

sketch of them as “clammy, cold, pale, and coffin-occupying” presences, associated 

with mindless and emotionless reptiles or worms carrying infectious disease that “rots 

the body from the extremities to the core, hands and feet first.” This hybridity of 

uncleanness and the mankind appearance “seems particularly nasty, not just 

medically, but aesthetically and emotionally” (15). The disgust stirred by modern 

Gothic monsters is not simply a paralyzing stimulant but a sophisticated mood whose 

piercing extremity is dwindled via certain “makeover,” in which their charisma and 

magnetism are portrayed and accentuated, differentiated from most evil villains in the 

fictions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; their peculiarity and eccentricity 

remain, but the yearning for flesh and blood or other murdering behaviors become 
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tragic “flaws” or necessary evils with “sympathetic” stances, the “monster makeover” 

(Bailey 44). The perversity and the disgusting ingredients of Gothic monsters, for 

instance, the murderous vampires, are increasingly moderated or garnished with the 

appealing revaluations of life and vitality, in which the blood drinking is re-

interpreted as “blood exchange” and a “life-giving activity,” which provide an 

atypical opportunity of undergoing rebirth and re-establishing sense of belonging, 

liveliness, and linked life relationship with less concentration on the abhorrent process 

than the embrace of care, involvement, and aliveness re-experienced via vampiric 

death façade and threshold (Wisker 230). 

Margaret Carter concurs with the observations on the aesthetic transformations 

of the feeling aroused by vampire characters, but she constructs a more balanced 

penetration into the textures of fictional vampires, which is that, prior to 1970, it is not 

entirely accurate that vampire fictions never depict the positive vantages of those 

immortal creatures (27). Victorian novels do devise vampires’ desirability and 

mesmerisms, but intensely imply that they represent or embody the concept of 

evilness or vileness, which signifies that their charm or the seemingly sympathetic 

narratives of them simply functions as adornments or side effects, not the heart cord 

of the texts. The doom of or the punishment upon those Victorian vampires barely 

rouse pity, and even if they are sympathized or liked, the reasons do not relate to their 

vampirism but their denial of it. Unlike these predecessors, post-Anne Rice vampire 

fiction elaborates the advantages and aesthetics of those immortals, not merely as 

immoral or instinctual animals that live without care and guilt but as contemplative 

beings that epiphanize the artistic complicity of the world overlooked by human eyes, 

struggle with their existential anxiety and unattainable love in eternality, or explore 

the gift/curse ambiguity of their vampiric abilities (Carter 27). 
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The aesthetics of mainstream monstrosity, vampirism, is discussed below. 

Christina Olin-Scheller elaborates on fans’ perspective of vampiric aesthetics:  

The fans’ recognition of and attraction to the vampires’ aesthetic may be 

part of what Felski describes as this constant transaction between Self and 

Other. The fans are somewhat uncertain about the vampires’ “real” 

appearance, and some of them refer to the parts of Meyer’s novels where 

the history of vampires and werewolves and their ancient relations is 

explained. . . . When reading, she [Julia, one of the fans] felt so close to the 

characters that the books became “real”. “I didn’t see any reason why there 

couldn’t be vampires in real life,” Julia explains. (170)  

Vampire aesthetics is about “constant transaction,” the continuous interplay between 

the imagination and the understanding, related to the anxious pleasure of uncertainty, 

the appealing eternal exchange, in which the lasting appearance is derived from the 

forever exchange with the young lives of others. More and more, vampires resemble 

humans such as their secular beauty and “fashion consciousness” and the Gothic 

“frosty marble” colorless coldness, (183-4) in the “Gothic mansion” which is “filled 

with decadent individuals drinking blood from long wine glasses and smoking 

cigarettes in extravagant holders” (95). Hannah Priest specifies the vampires’ 

“inhuman beauty” and the monstrosity of vampires in the style of being “statuesque,” 

“devastatingly, inhumanly beautiful,” (42) with the popular dressing codes of fictional 

vampires, not completely based on determinate concepts; otherwise, it will defy its 

trendy nature and never vary, though it certainly keeps parts recognizable. The 

concepts of vampires and their outfits can grow and transform but can still be 

recognized because certain indeterminacy allows change but some “trademarks” of 

them remains such as eternal youth, blood thirst, superhuman strength, and so forth. 
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Jack Morgan reads the monstrous vampires as creatures that can arouse the 

“peculiar nervous pleasure,” related to “emotion about emotion,” experiencing the 

“virtual morbid—a form of essential play or performance in literary space and time,” 

which can evoke an “aesthetic interrogation” (18).  

Anne Rice’s Interview with the Vampire, according to Pearce and Wisker, is 

narrated in language that does not arouse mere strong sensations such as dread and 

aversion, but, differentiated from the previous images of unnatural monsters and the 

former imagination of their ugliness, the vampires appear in several ways that 

provoke attraction bordering on disgust, including exercising erotic representations, in 

which the sensually sexual spurs and tensions between vampires and humans are 

underscored via the stimulating description of those forever beauties with licentious 

drives (64). In contrast to the Count in Dracula, Louis the vampire in Interview 

appears “beautiful rather than monstrous” (Clements 36), whose beauty does not only 

emanate from his physical form but also from his complex conflict and reflective 

struggle, constantly undergoing guilt and indeterminate anxiety often overlooked by 

his peer vampires, which results in a lively flow of force full of uncertain possibilities, 

meeting the conditions of Kantian aesthetic play. The play between contesting 

faculties generates the process of interaction, conflicting components interacting with 

each other, struggling, fighting, and interplaying, which can result in disturbance and 

unexpected pleasure, a way of conversation and negotiation. In the playing process, 

these opponents attempt to negate or eliminate each other, but it never completely 

does so. In judgment of taste, the pleasure is generated in such play, pulling and 

pushing, back and forth. The application, the enforcement of abilities, of the faculties, 

this employment enables capabilities of spectators to activate and function, playing 

and interplaying. The process is about the combination process, but not finalized in 
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combination, but keep combining and separating, as dance with fighting manner, the 

interaction between determinate and indeterminate elements, conceptual and 

imaginational. 

Humanized vampires, in Interview, human struggle and weakness are portrayed in 

the characterization of vampires. This traditional literary figure of monster is 

“humanized”: 

Ever since Anne Rice made the protagonist of her 1976 novel Interview 

with the Vampire deserving of reader sympathy writers of vampire fiction 

have felt compelled to humanize their monsters. Some do so by portraying 

the vampire as a tragic victim of circumstance, others by showing that 

vampire behavior is no less predatory than many types of human conduct. 

(Shafer 149) 

The resemblances between humanized vampires and humans can influence people to 

see vampires not just some distant, alienated, and disgusting monstrous creatures with 

whom people can never feel, but such resemblances can also reveal the connection 

between the two species, sympathetically and, even disturbingly, the monsters in 

humans and vice versa. One may be thus more able to grasp the struggles and pain of 

those immortals’ different perceptions, thirst, and hunger. The disgust may be 

enhanced but not biasedly based on the established concepts and instinctual 

repulsiveness in the first sight, rather, the unsettling newfound self-knowledge and 

self-deception, which discloses that the distinction between monsters and humans is 

arbitrary, blurry, or a matter of degree. Moreover, encountering human-like vampires, 

readers may not just disgusted by him, but disgusted with him, sympathetic and even 

empathetic to the vampires, more likely attempting to imagine the vampire’s thirst, 

angst, and sorrow. 
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Furthermore, in Dracula, the vampiric immortality is considered by Van Helsing 

and Jonathan Harker a curse rather than a gift, in which the Count lives in the status of 

captivity, instead of the freedom supposedly granted by his transformative abilities 

and superhuman strength (Rowen 242). Dracula falls into “the abyss of human 

impotentiality [which] is viewed by the inability or unwillingness of the human 

subject to act” (Polizzi, Draper, and Anderson 243), “trapped in some of its most dark 

and dreary corners” (Rowen 242). The representations of Dracula decrease the 

fascination of the vampire’s life, which “undermines any idea of transcendence.” If 

the undead represent a different life style, unlike Louis’s in Interview, Dracula’s 

“suggests a disabled and dysfunctional human one” which does not disclose “an 

escape route via the vampire” (Rowen 242). 

On the contrary, Interview reveals the supremacy of vampires, in which Lestat 

leads an indulgent life of pleasure, and for Louis, although he constantly narrates his 

ordeal of eternal damnation, vampirism does offer him certain advantages to reflect 

from the perspective beyond humans, not to mention his luxury and everlasting 

beauty. 

Not merely their physical appearance, the vampires’ charm also results from his 

elderly experience and penetration of lives, and his aesthetic contemplation of lives 

and the world. Also associated with queer charisma, Freeland points out that the 

“homoerotic nature of these desires is not a matter of being attracted to physical 

beauty . . . but to wisdom, spiritual characteristics, power, knowledge, attitudes” 

(157), his observation supported by Louis’s seeking enlightenment from Armand, the 

eldest vampire, which will be discussed later. The vampiric wisdom charms are also 

perceived in, as Ingebretsen notes of Anne Rice’s Lestat,  
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many of his meditations on the failure of religious belief, become, for Louis, 

meditations on aesthetic first principles rather than problems of metaphysical 

agency. (95) 

Latham Robert further explicates this peculiar magnetism of vampires, consuming 

youth in the popular culture, related to the “swanky-pop aesthetic,” “the trend-setting 

fashion layouts, the (homo)erotic frankness,” not merely about their “powers, but their 

assets—jewelry, furniture, lavish houses in glamorous cities” (Robert 111-2). The 

erogenous implications and images include perspectives within the aesthetics of 

vampire. Tanya Pikula, for instance, indicates that “Dracula’s obsessive focus on 

vampires’ ‘red lips,’ ‘scarlet lips,’ ‘lips . . . crimson with fresh blood,’ ‘lovely, blood-

stained mouth,’ ‘opened red lips,’ ‘full lips,’ and ‘parted red lips’ connects it with the 

imagery typical of erotic texts” (296). Similar alluring monsters in Interview 

transformed vampirism into a sexual aesthetic not without homo-

social/sexual overtones. And it is noteworthy that, since the 2000s, some 

eighty-five vampire films have been released (including series such as 

Underworld and Twilight Saga), a remarkable resurgence of the generic 

type on an international scale, indicating a renewed fascination in the 

concept of blood-lust and a fearful apprehension of the exchange of bodily 

fluids. (Hayward 205) 

(Homo)sexuality is not neglected in the study of the aesthetics in Interview, whose 

powers can be initially trigger and eventually repeller, or simultaneously so, driven by 

voluptuous attraction and aversion, the fusion of the fluid of life, blood, flowing to 

generate forces, this exchange the dangle between tensions of erotic and survival 

instincts, complicated by interwoven hatred and passion, these chaotic extremities 
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inseparable but immiscible in the text, contesting and connecting, akin to the aesthetic 

play of the monstrous sublime, engendering disturbing pleasure.  

Pleasurable but also disturbing, even disgusting, as Wisker notes,  

Rice explores the potential . . . in her work insofar as she refuse binary 

divisions, and enables us to understand both the terror and disgust and the 

endless beautiful possibilities the vampire represent. Her vampires are not 

easily categorizable as good/bad or demonic/angelic. (228). 

The “endless” re-compositions/combinations of the humans and vampiric traits, 

wandering around indeterminate concepts, creates presentations unexpected or 

possibly not “categorizable,” (228) such playful hybridization whispering the 

enormous potentialities of mingling conflictory or repulsive elements, similar to the 

aesthetic play between contesting faculties, resulting in pleasure, abundant or even 

monstrous.    

Similar to vampires’ repulsive cruelty, humans feed on humans, manipulating 

and exploiting with ingenious methods or overwhelming strength, almost limited by 

nothing but time, a restraint only powerless to immortal vampiric creatures, one of our 

extremest imaginative products, instantaneously signifying the utmost beautiful and 

ugly fantasies of mankind. This temporal limitlessness is limited by itself, mainly in 

two aspects, practically, timelessness signaling no urgency to accomplish anything, 

and metaphysically, the exclusion of the end of time, death, suggesting the 

impossibility of encountering the possible impossibility, which can be considered a 

limitation, also implying a restraint of freedom, as the aesthetic play suggests, the 

possibility of freedom not merely based on boundlessness but of unremittingly 

conflicting struggles between definitive and subversive forces, a constant 

indeterminacy of contesting concepts and anti-concepts, these features the privilege of 
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mortality and liberty almost always evaded by immortal beings such as vampires. As 

Haggerty notes,  

[Anne Rice] makes them [her vampires] easy to loathe. They avoid the 

kinds of commitments that make human beings human; they betray human 

relations with the kiss of everlasting life that is death itself; and they slip 

among, between, and even within ordinary mortals and bring them grief. 

Their pleasure is narcissistic, and narcissism is performed with abandon 

throughout these texts. (196)  

One of the reasons (less obvious though) that vampires may disturb people is, with the 

appearance of humans, dwell in the world but unbounded by humans limitations, 

freeing from the oppressive life clock reminding humans of inevitable death as if they 

do not have restrictions and commitment that confine them as humans. The lack of 

commitment and confinement seems to promise freedom and unlimited happiness. 

Nonetheless, according to Armand, very few vampires endure their immortality, in 

which most of them eventually find their existence tasteless and, at one point, just 

cease to linger in the world. Similar to the aesthetic play, the pleasure does not simply 

result from “gravityless” and chaotic performance of faculties, which neglects 

commitments and concerns in any degree, which may also repel people for reminding 

them they may have similar “deathlessness,” ignoring death as if it does not exist 

(Every mortal dies, not equal to that every mortal anticipates it as a “potentiality- for-

being.” [Heidegger 307]). Barrows further remarks on the significance of death: 

What do we learn about ourselves when we cut ourselves off from our 

immersion in the “inauthentic” daily round of routines? For Heidegger, the 

key revelation for humanity is that it ends—it will die. Without death, we 

could understand ourselves only as existing forever in a succession of 
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empty moments. Instead, death provides us with a temporal arc—an 

experience of being thrown forward towards an indisputable end. The 

problem of existence, however, is that inauthentic, everyday experiences act 

relentlessly to conceal and obscure death. (73) 

The lack or the “concealment” of death leads to the avoidance of the possibility of 

impossibility, the ultimate potentiality (Heidegger 297). Vampires do not have the 

“privilege” of vulnerability and death, not experiencing this extreme potential, in 

Interview, this lack signifying the privation of the alive feeling, which leads to the 

excessive dullness and boring meaninglessness, making those immortal beings 

dissolve themselves for living or decease alike to them, the consequence of missing 

the ultimate disgust, death, the vital reminder of aliveness, the aliveness triggered by 

the indeterminate play with perceived spectacles in the world. Vampires are 

immobilized by their immortality, not elevating or descending (Lestat and Armand 

sensing neither heaven nor hell), dominated by their eternal thirst for blood, lacking 

the death “a fulcrum that, paradoxically, puts life into action” (Piatti-Farnell 60). 

Heidegger indicates that “it’s the source of Angst so deep that most of us spend 

our lives denying the inevitable fact of death. Rather than face it, we turn ourselves 

into social robots,” (Carroll 227) like those Parisian vampires of the Theatre in 

Interview, living by “fatuous sophisticated indulgence,” signifying the “death of 

possibilities” (Rice 284). Piatti-Farnell also remarks on this peculiar finality and 

vampiric eternality: 

The principal findings of Being and Time are . . . that “life without death is 

existentially meaningless”. While Heidegger’s take on matters of life and 

finality, and their conceptual impact on the individual, have often been 

accused of being reductive and even bleak, its principles shine an interesting 
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light on the vampire experience, especially for its concerns with death and 

its relationship to the openly lived-in sphere of human existence. (59-60) 

Deathless, unlimited time “voices” the infinite “call” to journey beyond established 

order and knowledge, the “guilt” of not attempting to explore the uncharted realm, the 

“ownmost possibility,” (Heidegger 325, 337, 341) whose loudness can impact on the 

vampires to the unbearable extent (as Armand mention, extremely few of them “have 

the stamina for immortality”) (Rice 280), mostly they “existing forever in a 

succession of empty moments” (Larkin and Thompson 73). The vampires’ 

immortality gives them too much stability to encounter the repulsive angst, a chance 

of glimpsing one’s overlooked capacities, only possibly glimpsed in temporal-mortal 

moments. They lack the motivations to explore every possibility and potentiality with 

their infinite time precisely because of their infinite time, so determinate of the 

sufficiency of temporality that denies the aesthetic play of the experienced, leading to 

a static, dull cognitive judgment of lives. The angst of facing the sea of potentialities 

generates almost intolerable pain, in which struggling appears the way to deal with 

such discomfort, this mode adopted by Louis to cope with his being “at odds with 

everything,” (Rice 284) “individualized” (Heidegger 233).  

Interview does not completely exclude the elements of disgust, they varied, 

aestheticized, or associated:  

Recent vampires of popular culture are trending more to the sexy and 

attractive . . . I don’t think this new vampire genre undermines the basic idea 

of the disgusting vampire, however, because the vampire is still associated 

with disgust in the form of corpses and blood. The creators are working more 

with ambivalence than outright unqualified revulsion, but the latter is still 

there in the background. (Colin McGinn 15) 
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The stereotypes concerning revulsion remains in the background, in the very concepts 

related to the perceived. Although in the surface, the spectacle looks not quite 

disgusting, aversion is still imbedded closely, in the darkness, people’s fantasy 

association, imagination, dream residual. Voices and opinions behind the beholden 

still calls, from concealed notions related to the objects, explicitly and implicitly, 

functioning in various ways. 

In Interview, Claudia’s relation with Louis develops complicated by time, which 

she gradually grows out of a child mentality that simply loves Louis as Father. 

Besides the revulsion of this complex incestuous intimacy, Claudia’s unusual 

experience also evokes disgust because “she is doomed to remain a woman trapped in 

the body of a child,” which Louis, her love, holds major responsibility for (Magistrale 

47). This everlasting immaturity and “immobility is, though conceivable, wholly 

unsatisfactory” (Inwood 67). Claudia can never gauge the various potentiality of her 

beauty, aesthetically “set[ting] in motion the tendentially immobile structures” 

(Vattimo 193). 

Beside the association with disgust, these new vampires repel spectators via their 

murderous trick, employing their appearance to attract humans with the familiar 

aspects of human appeal, including the smooth youthful look and mature sophisticated 

talk (Forry 247), which could enhance their force of disgust via recalling and abusing 

the memory of their human past without sentiments. Unlike zombies or Frankenstein’s 

monster, vampires look beautiful young humans, with such prettiness and no human 

attachments, exploiting their human past as shells and pushing it to the limit to create 

an attractive but lethal weapon, which is repulsive not merely because vampires 

exterminate humans but also they take advantage of their own human memories and 

shells to devour their former kind. Tigers sometimes feed on people, nevertheless, 
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which is rather horrifying than disgusting, unlike Vampires’ blood consumption, 

whose quasi-cannibalism repelling than frightening. However, the disgust aroused by 

vampires can be more than just repulsive: 

The disgusting exerts its demonic pull, even as it thrusts us away. We feel 

conflicted, confused, and disturbed. The vampire embodies this kind of 

ambivalence perfectly: the magnetically attractive corpse, the romantic 

sucker of blood, with his morbidly sepulchral beauty. There is, after all, 

something exciting about the disgusting, something beyond the humdrum: 

the disgusting is stirring, vital. Disgust sticks in the memory and vivifies the 

senses, even when—especially when—it is deemed most repellent. Disgust 

is not boring. It has a kind of negative glamour. And the human psyche is 

drawn to the interesting and exceptional—the charged object, with its 

magical potency. We are stunned at our capacity to be convulsed by the 

disgusting object; we marvel at its strange power. (McGinn 48) 

Attracted by those weird but powerful forces, not boring, strange power, not dull, 

alluring, audiences can fall into embracing forces, primal and primitive powers, which 

is raw, rude, and even repulsive, but can powerful grasp people’s attention. After 

stripping away the judgmental obsession of appearance and purposes, force is force, 

energy flow, neither good nor evil, able to powerfully capture viewers, primitively or 

sophisticatedly. Such force can be transformative and transferable, able to be without 

form, flexible and penetrative, potentially magnetizing spectators to the extent of 

revulsion, but can still be irresistible. Its trait of transformation can change its 

appearances and usage to suit whatever desire and purposes. Disgust is forceful to 

repel and attracts audiences. To revoke and allure viewers is the demonstration of 

force, in which disgust resembles energy, the flow of water, able to move matters and 
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generate electric power. The atmosphere and the disposition that disrupt the status quo 

and stimulate diverse feelings comprise the core captivating attributes of the Gothic, 

in which disgust is the mood that appears to be a substantially alluring but relatively 

less investigated constituent. Spratford thus remarks the ambiance of such 

unsettlement “gives a voice to our fears, delivering the dark emotions of panic, chaos, 

destruction, aversion, and disgust,” which paradoxically fabricates nauseating but 

“uncompromisingly intriguing” impact at the same time (18). Unlike conservative 

expectations of soothing arts, these “difficult” works are steered with a “negative 

aesthetic aim,” akin to classical tragedies, to engender perturbing spectacles, not for 

educing Aristotelean catharsis but “evok[ing] fear, terror, disgust, and other 

associated emotions” (Freeland 5).  

Self-disgust 

The monstrosity conceals within oneself, capable of arousing repulsion and 

unexpected consequences that may be ghastly threatening but powerfully aesthetic, 

which creates a paradox that both repel and attract concurrently. Louis is disgusted by 

his own vampiric monstrosity but cannot deny or cease such monstrous existence 

(Wisker, 2012, 228). The self-disgust is derived from the “envision” of oneself’s 

primal desire of prolonging life via devouring other’s lives, and, furthermore, his 

awareness of his weakness in the confrontation of such a dilemma, in which his desire 

always triumphs (Nußbaumer, 2013, 24). This struggle, forever unable to settle with 

himself, makes Louis an eternal outsider to every species and even himself, in which 

he constantly searches for identity and homely settlement, but, as a result, gaining a 

nonstop gesture of searching and identifying. The angst stems from being the other 

and the monster to oneself, which also makes Louis a creative non-dull art and artist 

that continuously creates, denies, and re-creates himself. He is everything that is 
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“not,” which enables him enormous dynamics of “to be,” which relates to his constant 

confrontation with his unsettling envision of vampire’s conflicts and paradoxes.  

“Angst-ridden hero Louis,” “alienated by his perceived difference from society” 

his disgust (especially self-disgust) and struggle differentiate himself from other 

vampires, an outsider to them, looking for identity and solution, though he “briefly 

enjoys being part of a group [of vampires] sharing an alternative lifestyle and values,” 

(Spooner 358) mostly Louis occupied by the guilt of murdering humans, 

uncategorizable, homeless in anywhere. The vampiric group he has found in Paris 

eventually lets him grasp their blind conformity and banality (Rice 284), not quite 

different from the human society, both providing no consolations and home to him, 

only alienation, dissatisfaction, and even disgust.  

This angst and self-disgust links almost all Rice’s novels of vampires, (Johnson 

78) leading to the struggles that complicates and enrich the plots and character 

interactions, an eternal nonsatisfaction of current circumstances, pleasurably or 

painfully, continuing to play with the perceived, in which the hybridity of beasts and 

humans, desire and disgust, and the anxious mutability make these monstrous figures 

more interesting and alive.  

 The struggles triggered by self-disgust, “not wanting human blood on his fangs” 

(Draeger 122), Louis chooses to drink blood from animals, non-human blood 

sustaining his vampiric life but not satisfying his needs completely. Consequently, 

losing his control one time, Louis takes the essence of life from a little girl, Claudia, a 

milestone and forever reminder of the murder of the innocence (the girl and his own) 

and the gravest crime that he never forgives himself, not only because of this 

homicide a repulsive quasi-cannibalistic (Louis not exactly mankind) killing, and of 

exploiting a young life full of possibilities, but also of his slaying of his human part, 
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his potentialities of not being limited to just a undead monster, his indeterminate play 

with his possibilities of being-in-the-world (though, later, Louis’s continuous inner 

struggles unstabilize the impasse he has considered).    

Louis the vampire dangles between determinate destinations and identities, not 

free from his past human moral point of view and the present vampire thirst, too weak 

to suppress his desire to kill, not strong enough to terminate his current monstrous 

“life.” His dangling, ironically and monstrously, reflects on his first destruction and 

creation of a child victim/vampire, Claudia, an unstable combination of innocent 

appearance and predatory behavior, unable to be a “full” human or vampire, an 

indicator of his being “at odds with everything” (Rice 284), only she more leaning 

toward loath and rage than guilt and self-disgust. Also, both of them are disappointed 

by, or even resent their vampiric creators for trapping them into the present “damned” 

monstrous form (Rice 73) without providing enough substantial or spiritual supports 

and solutions.  

 Furthermore, in his self-disgust, a “moral vampire struggling with the evil of his 

existence” (Jennifer Smith 21), Louis is considered unique and beautiful, from the 

eyes of humans and vampires, being “want[ed]” and “love[d]” by Armand, the eldest 

and wise vampire alive, not only for Louis’s appearance, but also for his “odd[ities],” 

“guilt,” and fighting with his “fall[enness],” (Rice 247, 284) a strange amalgamation 

of conflicting features, “at odds with everything” and “never belong[ing] anywhere 

with anyone at any time,” these anxious and repulsive eccentricities Armand 

considers the “very spirit of [Louis’s] age,” the age of rapid changefulness, of 

“unhappiness” and “broken heart,” (Rice 284) only Louis’s constant struggling 

strangeness and dynamics able to play with, anxiously and disgustingly though, such 

foul and fair era. Always moving from one “erroneous” and “inappropriate” place to 
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another appears the feasible “appropriate” mode to outlive and even “embrace” the 

era of dynamic ambivalences, “fall[ing] from grace and faith” (Rice 284).  

Moreover, Louis’s conflict is related to his vampire creator and teacher (not an 

inspiring one, according to Louis), Lestat, the “older generations of the undead, who 

are European in origin and sensibility,” (Butler 183) unlike Louis, not wanting to 

investigate or question the “traditional” routines or the raison d’être of vampires, 

impatient to the inquiries beyond pleasurable skills of alluring and feeding on 

humans. Louis, a young American, resides in New Orleans, a city of “strong presence 

of different cultures,” located in Louisiana, a “site of hybridity,” these elements not 

content with the tradition, Lestat, the old force irritated by the hybrid multi-cultural 

perspective and the many-faced changefulness of Louisiana, a space providing an 

unpredictable and colorful stage of the interplays, the spectacles wandering between 

boundaries.  

Aesthetics is a peculiar approach to non-cognitive “knowledge.” The Gothic 

aesthetics provides an unsettling way to “structure a formal inquiry into the raison 

d’être behind their inception and creation,” (Browning and Picart xxi) via disturbing 

spectacles and struggles, the potentialities of existence demonstrated, a peculiar way 

to see human possibilities through negative extremities. 

The creation of vampires discloses the significance of artistic imagination, play, 

and struggle. Without creativity that is free from the static ideas of agreeableness, 

even the vampires cannot endure their immortality. Louis’s doubts, guilt, struggle, 

and confusion can lead to a non-static mode of coping with the world, bestowing the 

substantial conditions that enable aesthetic play to continue its process. Most 

vampires in Interview dislikes changefulness, dwelling on their established vampiric 
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everydayness, forsaking the risk, the chance, of experiencing mutability, the 

indeterminacy a hothouse of initiating aesthetic play.   

 The paradox of the loss and the notice of the familiar “readiness-to-hand,” and 

even “angst,” evaded or swiftly “remedied” by most vampires, is re-lived by Louis, 

repulsively and painfully, an anxious path to incessantly unsettle and remind himself 

his guilt, monstrosity, struggles, and still owning the potentialities that have 

supposedly been exploited after being vampirized, the “resoluteness” not to dissolve 

“angst” (Heidegger 103, 297). Louis pushes himself to an unknown territory where 

vampiric thirst and mankind guilt coexists and compete, tasting the distaste, bearing 

the almost unbearable, oxymoronically aestheticized by the repulsively monstrous 

ugliness, in which an existence is sustained by the factors that can terminate the 

existence. 

The disgust Louis feels toward himself cannot be grasped by the interviewer, the 

“boy,” only noticing and enchanted by the power and the beauty of such supernatural 

existence, charmed by the potentiality, the “adventure like [he’ll] never know in [his] 

whole life,” about “things that millions of us won’t ever taste or come to understand,” 

the “power to see and feel and live forever” (Rice 335). 

Louis the vampire, after the boy, who interviews him, still chooses to become a 

vampire, is disgusted because he assumes that the boy does not see vampires’ aversive 

and irreversible monstrosity, but actually it is Louis who is too engaged by the 

unceasing recall of his grief and suffering to see that his vampirism is the paradoxical 

superior ability to grasp the chance at noticing his inferiority. The power that repels 

Louis enables him to perceive the repulsion. The boy’s choice reminds Louis that he 

continues to exist, even though such an existence repels him. 
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The anxious struggle makes Louis more “human,” and alive than people who 

stay dead to their concealment and potentialities, “as the interviewer labors to tell 

him, from most human beings, whose lives are so fleeting and unexamined that the 

opportunity for true meaning too often passes us by” (Magistrale 47). Louis’s being 

in-between two realms refuses to simply conceal his agonizing confrontation with 

remorse and no-way-out-ness, remaining “this resolute and anxious opening to a not-

open, is the human” (Oliver 233). 

Louis’s struggle makes him more alive and beautiful than other vampires. His 

own animal side repels Louis, akin to the moment Jonathan witnesses Dracula’s 

beastly behavior:   

[Dracula] sinks down toward his victim’s neck, and growls like an animal. 

Then Dracula stops himself. He sees Mina’s face, and strokes her cheek. 

Quivering, he backs off, twisting away from Mina. Dracula even raises his 

hand to hold off the temptation. Both of these scenes show the disgust with 

his animal side. (Kane 102) 

The animal traits of vampires can arouse disgust. Vampires are monsters with human 

appearances which may disturb and repel people because of the uncanny similarities. 

The primitivism and beastly behaviors troubles spectators. The animal cruelty does 

not really unsettles them because cruelty is the product of human invention. The 

human-like vampires with the cruel actions against humans agitates viewers. The 

undead creatures that have the human look but commits beastly crimes against 

humans is a major cause of disgust.  

Animal-related disgust, Bartlett and Idriceanu notes: 

Not only does Max Shreck cut a rodent-like figure, but in a scene where his 

coffin is opened on board a ship, a swarm of rats issue forth, one of whom 
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bites a seaman on the foot. In Interview with the Vampire, Lestat—who is 

one of the most loathsome of vampire figures—excites our disgust when, in 

the absence of humans to feed on, he kills a rat and drains its blood into a 

glass. But Louis, who struggles to retain his fading links with his humanity, 

drinks the blood of rats rather than attack humans: a powerful piece of 

symbolism by Rice, who portrays the initially "decent" victim of Lestat as 

preferring to sink to the depths of existing off rats than taking the life of a 

human. The idea appears elsewhere. In Buffy, the re-ensouled Angel, no 

longer able to kill human beings, but still reliant on blood to live, tries to 

catch rats and mice in the back alleys. (101) 

The drinking of the vermin rat’s blood is one of the causes of disgust. Even it is 

vampires who consume rats, the scenes are still repulsive. The viewers can also see 

from vampires’ angles, feeling their discomfort of drinking rodents’ blood, the 

distaste of strange food, the survival but poor choice of food, the ridiculous and 

terrible appearances of such feeding scenes. One can feel the disgust, even it is 

blocked by the page leaves, not existing in reality. The repulsion can be strong and 

penetrate out of the pages and vividly reach readers. Disgusted by drinking from the 

animal, the rat, the bias of “low life” concept, “excites our disgust.”  

Louis cannot live and die with his ugliness. The similar situation to the boy 

interviwer’s volunteering is encountered when Claudia forces Louis to turn Madeleine 

into an undead companion. Madeleine is enraptured, which angers and disgust Louis: 

I ask you . . . how do we appear? Do you think us beautiful, magical, our 

white skin, our fierce eyes? Oh, I remember perfectly what mortal vision 

was, the dimness of it, and how the vampire’s beauty burned through that 
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veil, so powerfully alluring, so utterly deceiving! Drink, you tell me. You 

haven’t the vaguest conception under God of what you ask! (Rice 259) 

Louis’s disgust and self-disgust repels Claudia, he still feeling like a human and 

disgusted by vampire monstrous acts, his and others’. The vampires in Interview are 

immortals that are immoral from the human angle, which is adopted by Louis. 

Claudia is disgusted by Louis’s self-disgut: “I am sick at heart with your looking 

away, with your suffering. You understand nothing. Your evil is that you cannot be 

evil, and I must suffer for it.” (Rice 259) 

The vampires’ charm such as the youthful strength and appearance, the surface 

splendid, work on humans. For the vampires, taking Armand’s opinions for instance, 

the beautiful, more akin to the dynamic, is observed from the ones that struggle with 

their own ugliness and self-disgust such as Louis. His damnation benefits him via 

monstrous ways of beauty, his agony reflecting the painfully struggling change of the 

world. 

Louis perceives the disclosure of Heideggerian fallenness, usually concealed, he 

wanting to find an answer, eventually choosing to be in the not-being-at-homeness, 

which keeps reminding his human struggle and makes him a “beautiful” vampires 

because he finds himself ugly and disgusting. Self-disgust, seeing one’s own ugliness, 

generating pain and disgust toward oneself, perhaps attractive from others’ eyes 

though, Louis chooses to live with such suicidal mood.    

His conflictory disgust and pleasure turns his vampire teeth to a double bladed 

weapon: “You [Louis] die when you kill, as if you feel that you deserve to die, and 

you stint on nothing” (Rice 233). This repulsive unsettling “envision” of oneself 

would prolong the probing perception activity, the aesthetic play which, from the 
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interactions between the spectacle and the diverse perspectives, continuously 

determines no ultimate satisfying judgment (Nußbaumer 24). 

Vampires live in a kind of jail of, a personal private jail that seems to be forever 

lasting, a prison of static mode of being in the world, also dominated by their eternal 

thirst, able to blend into people but still remain strangers. Humans can escape and 

vanish via death, but the vampire cannot, in which the struggling seems to be a 

peculiar way of finding the exit. Very few vampires, according to Armand, can endure 

immortality, not because of the lack of capability but of pleasure to live, which 

resembles the aesthetic play that stops to proceed while fixed by the formation of 

cognitive judgments. 

 Furthermore, the ultimate lack of temporality, deathlessness, this curse/gift 

arouse anxious and repulsive struggle of few “abnormal” vampires such as Louis, 

troubled by the lack of guidance or conventional death as problem solutions or 

terminations, searching for explanation or consolations via locating the ones sharing 

the similar trouble and possibly solving it, nevertheless, various disturbing and even 

disgusting disappointments encountered.    

Vampire Louis and Claudia conduct a quest for their own kind, expecting 

wisdom or comforting answers. However, before their journey to Paris, they merely 

encounter dull corpses that appear hideous and revolting as monsters, simply driven 

by the need to feed, owning no layers of knowledge, spirit, or beauty at all: 

I remember pounding his head over and over, my fingers all but pulling that 

filthy hair out by the roots, his fangs projected towards me, his hands 

scratching, clawing at me. We rolled over and over, until I pinned him down 

again and the moon shone full on his face. And I realized, through my 

frantic sobbing breaths, what it was I held in my arms. The two huge eyes 
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bulged from naked sockets and two small, hideous holes made up his nose; 

only a putrid, leathery flesh enclosed his skull, and the rank, rotting rags 

that covered his frame were thick with earth and slime and blood. I was 

battling a mindless, animated corpse. But no more. (Rice 188) 

Such mindlessness operates in the elementary and surviving mode without 

contemplation and resistance, yet a routine “Dasein evokes correlates to another 

aspect of everydayness, namely, that my way of gearing into the world is not a 

function of deliberation but rather a ‘mindless’ coping in which my abilities take the 

lead” (Crowell 202). Such static ways with practical ends and “determinate concepts” 

deny the delightful aesthetic play (Kant 67). These corpse disgusts spectators by their 

beastly assaults and hideous appearances, also by their once being humans, our kind, 

and now becoming these mindless shells, uncannily showing and reminding people 

one revoking but potential possibility of mankind. This element of disgust, though 

employing the feeble-minded walking dead, enlivens the atmosphere via such peculiar 

dullness. 

Wolfe points out the disgust by the decay of flesh in Interview: 

The Victorians dealt with sex this way, and despite our culture's 

presumptions about sexual liberation, sex remains a potent taboo for us as 

well. But death has edged out sex to become our preeminent taboo, says 

Gorer. ‘The natural processes of corruption and decay have become 

disgusting, as disgusting as the natural processes of birth and copulation 

were a century ago.’ In recent years, so-called sex thrillers like Fatal 

Attraction and Basic Instinct and erotic horror movies like Interview with 

the Vampire have exploited this. (290)  
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The immortality of vampires reminds people that they are dying gradually; some 

loathe such a reminder. Deathlessness can disturb and disgust people, making people 

not feeling comfortable about themselves. Such immortality, everlasting beauty, 

upsets and unsettles human for they do not have the same privilege. Vampires can live 

forever without social commitments. Humans may also notice they craves for such 

freedom, which may disconcert them. 

Aesthetics of the flesh, Vampires are presented like a “spectacle”: 

In a sense, vampirism throughout the novel is presented as primarily a 

spectacle. While Louis yearns for some sense of identity, a clear 

demarcation of vampire from human is only effected through a series of 

conventions and performances. (Punter and Byron 245) 

Vampirism is performed, played, and perceived: “Spectacle becomes all. ‘To be a 

vampire is,’ Ken Gelder suggests, nothing more than to act like a vampire’ (1994: 

112).” Louis searches for vampires’ “answers” that are “effected through a series of 

conventions and performances” (Punter and Byron 245). The disgust can be induced 

by the “soullessness,” the uncanny imitation and performance of life: “Throughout 

their relationship, pan of why Buffy could not love Spike is because she still believed 

him to be something “disgusting” because he lacked a soul.” (Gianniny 32) 

Moreover, the disgust related to the “sublime detachment,” indifferent to mortal 

affects, David Willbern elaborates:   

Sublime detachment is one goal of the vampire self; delirium is another. 

Detachment removes the vampire from the realm of human feeling, and 

provides a super-human perspective on mortality. “Vampires are killers,” 

Lestat instructs Louis, as they prepare to feed on a fresh young victim, 

“predators, whose all-seeing eyes were meant to give them detachment.” 
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Later, the vampire Armand speaks of “angelic detachment.” This sublime 

indifference to human suffering elevates the vampire to an ethic beyond 

good or evil, and offers a philosophical satisfaction, as an agent of cosmic 

order. Delirium offers another kind of ecstatic separation from the human, 

through abandonment to the senses. As Armand instructs Louis: “Let the 

flesh instruct the mind.” Like drunkenness, delirium blurs personal agency. 

(73) 

The unsettling aesthetic advice, Frederick Burwich also points out that “vampire 

aesthetics concerns works in which the terror is so stark that the effort to sustain 

‘aesthetic distance’ or to achieve ‘disinterestedness’ is effectively forestalled” (340). 

The disgust, concerning moral sentiments, is associated with the value of good 

and evil, differently debated and debatable in various novels. Dani Cavallaro 

analyzes:   

Goodness, claims Louis in Interview with the Vampire [1976], is a 

‘phantom’ (1994a:362) which only becomes comprehensible as a concept 

when one is adrift in the tide of evil. In The Queen of the Damned [1988], 

Lestat, for his part, exhibits his own fixation with extremes as he wallows in 

melodramatic visions of goodness and claims to be prepared to‘suffer 

martyrdom’ and ‘torments unspeakable’ in order ‘to be someone who was 

good’ (1994c:304). (54) 

Evil, in contrast, is grasped within the character labeled “evil” to reveal complicated 

disgust, sympathy, and empathy, which indicates that “evil is a point of view” (Rice 

87). 

Claudia, the forever gorgeous child, is given birth via death and vice versa, who 

undergoes three types of decease including the murder of her mortal flesh committed 
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by Louis, the trickily stuck vampiric life of death born by Lestat, and the demolition 

of her eternal existence by the vampire groups in Paris via the sun. The death of 

human Claudia is initiated by Louis’s animal instinct of survival which he has 

suppressed too long to withhold, which abolishes her existential and aesthetic 

possibilities and potentialities to be and become. 

Claudia’s rebirth as a vampire exploits her right to de-exist, freezing her in the 

stasis of perpetual immaturity, never able to experience her own full blossom of 

beauty, which profoundly conflicts with her continuously aging mentality. Unlike 

Louis, she cannot even remember her past life and first death as a human, missing the 

one chance to grasp the potentiality of the ending and the memory of her previous life. 

The sun is utilized to expel the shadows, the unpredictabilities of Claudia, which 

results in the total termination of her existence and chances of aesthetic play (Wisker 

230). 

The disgust of vampires’ “inauthentic” existence, Adam Barrows elucidates: 

For both Stoker and Heidegger, this moment is dangerous because the self 

loses its focus and centrality. The vampire hunters strip away this veil of 

inauthenticity, exposing it to the harsh and sober sunlight, courageously 

plunging a stake of authenticity through the heart of the inauthentic 

vampire, asserting the sheer force of self against selflessness. (Barrows 76) 

For the oldest vampire, Armand, most of the vampires are lifeless because of their 

recurring dullness. Those vampires will perish one way or another, not by their 

physical limits, but by their lack of imagination and of will to live. In Interview, 

Lestat the vampire, lack of care and involvement, can only grasp Louis physically but 

not his anxious beauty and vision derived from conflictorily bordering on 

human/monster territories. 
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In the later series following Interview, the vampirism is discussed and shown that 

vampires “never know, and all this meaninglessness will just go on and on and on” 

(Rice 49). Although vampires are immortal, immune to natural death, indulging in 

their blood and lust pleasure, very likely that they are already dead without knowing 

it, merely the residue images of the living. 

The vampire space, the forever recurring construction, Lorna Piatti-Farnell 

points out:  

The emphasis on recognisable and desirable structures—in human terms—

acting as the vampire's home also “colonises” the vampire for the twenty-

first century. Although operating symbolically, the house can still be said to 

be “framing” the vampire. The more useful term here is actually 

“enframing”, a concept introduced by Heidegger and later developed 

(among others) by Foucault and Timothy Mitchell. According to Mitchell, 

the reproduction of “ideal spaces”—or, to put it even more simply, desirable 

spaces—is a way of imposing order on subjects of culture that need to be 

'tamed'. Referring to it as a “system of magnitude”, Mitchell claims that 

“enframing” the spatial organisation of desirable areas is the only “real 

order” that one can find in society, one that produces and relies on “a 

method of dividing up and containing . . . which operates by conjuring up a 

neutral volume [of] space”. The constant reconstruction of the vampire's 

space— made visible in the fiction through the house—gives order to the 

creature and, simultaneously, allows it to be disciplined and controlled for 

general consumption. (183-4)  

Although the vampires appear to be boundless, they control and are controlled by 

their “desirable space” for consumption of lives, manifesting a repulsive no-way-out-
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ness and repetitiveness. Vampires live in a repeating hell, in which the forever cycle 

of events keep happening, drinking and getting hungry, no aging, no growing, being 

in a perpetual status quo, existing as static beings. Their lives go to nowhere, just 

staying and feeding. Although it appears that vampires are boundless, they are 

actually bounded by themselves, even more bounded than humans. They continues to 

relive similar scenarios, similar patterns. This no-way-out-ness can disturb people, 

which is too limited, narrow, lacking space, seeing no exits. Vampires physically stay 

somewhere but not really there, but shells and suits, creatures without active 

existence. 

The disgust surpassed by the craving for food, George Haggerty explains: 

Dozens die for not being quite right. It is almost as if Lestat knows that they 

are there, knows that he must confront them, and knows that by seeing his 

own resemblance to them he can free himself from the last attraction of 

mortality. Lestat vomits in horror at what confronts him, but then he laps up 

the blood that has spewed from his mouth because the thirst is stronger than 

the disgust. The need to feed on others overpowers his lament for what he 

has lost and what has been sacrificed so that he might succeed. This pile of 

corpses haunts Lestat with its decay and its insects and its worms. It haunts 

him with its familiarity. (Haggerty 12) 

Disgust can be surpassed, for the characters and the readers, by the desire or curiosity 

to do or see something. In interesting cases, the disgust itself can be tolerated to 

perceive things that pleases spectators more than it repels. They can suppress the 

revulsion or temporarily ignore it. The craving may outshine the disgust, in which the 

viewers seems to be able to enjoy the revulsion. The disgust here is related to 

creatures akin to insects and the confrontation of one’s own ugly side. 
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 The ugliness, the repulsion of vampires can be observed in their behaviors but 

not their appearances, they “[having] less difficulty filling in the passport application 

form than Frankenstein’s monster” (Lecercle 181). Vampires are monsters with 

human looks and youthful beauty. They can do matters that Victor Frankenstein’s 

monster and zombies cannot do. They can use their human appearances to trick 

people, like Lecter and Bateman, which may disturb and repel people. The 

resemblance, the uncanny similarity, can trouble the senses. Vampires’ human-like 

beauty, the unnatural apex of human beauty, manipulates people as if they are one of 

their members, which is attractive but also aversive if audiences come to know the 

maneuver, the scheme, with this loveless form of vampire, the form without contents, 

points, and purposes, going to nowhere. 

Disgusted by the changeful modern world, Fred Botting analyzes the nostalgia in 

The Vampire Lestat: 

Lestat romances the absence of myth: “What are we but leeches now - 

loathsome, secretive, without justification. The old romance is gone. So let 

us take on a new meaning” (p. 578). Without the old romance to gloss the 

vampire with a fascinating and sovereign image, it is perceived for what it 

is, a creature of abjection, disgust, revulsion. A new romance, however, will 

return the vampire to its imagined ascendancy over mortals. Lestat’s 

nostalgia for romance pulls him back to throw him forward, in a momentum 

that returns him and the world to meaning. (Botting 30) 

The romance of the oldness sometime portrays vampire as some powerful being but 

quite disgusting, changed and varied in the new romance of the vampires, the novel 

image the superman with your youthful look and beauty. Dwelling on certain 

nostalgia/determinacy could be problematic for the aesthetic play. 
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The vampire repulsive theatre performance within the fiction, Cavallaro 

examines: 

Anne Rice uses this historical backdrop in the creation of her Théâtre des 

Vampires in Interview with the Vampire [1976]. This venue is situated in 

the cradle of a distinctively dark geographical and historical sensibility: 

‘Paris in the days before the grand boulevards and gaslight was a dangerous 

place full of narrow streets, menace, and shadows. At night, fearful 

pedestrians carried torches’ (Skal 1990:14). Rice’s theatre is a place where 

vampires, acting as marionettes in scenarios which mock human life and 

any sense of purpose by precipitating all action into a whirlpool of violence 

and frenzy, concurrently invert the relationship between illusion and reality: 

while killing on stage, the blood-drinkers induce the spectators to believe 

that they are merely performing a set piece. Reality is disguised as 

performance. A darktime to kill, in the most ruthless fashion, masquerades 

as a bright time of mirth. (Cavallaro 46) 

Performance, the vampires play vampires, parodying human life, blurring the line 

between performance and reality, vampire and human spaces, the stage located in the 

in Paris, one of the most civilized cities at that time, the irony and the mixture 

between new and the old. 

The disgust of the mindless everydayness, Steven Crowell notes: 

The conformism that this picture of everyday Dasein evokes correlates to 

another aspect of everydayness, namely, that my way of gearing into the 

world is not a function of deliberation but rather a "mindless" coping in 

which my abilities take the lead. To say that everydayness is mindless is 

not, however, to say that it is opaque. On the contrary, it is precisely 
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“cleared” (gelichtet): a necessary condition for the possibility of 

encountering things as meaningful is the habitual conformity to public 

norms, to the normal and average, and to the name. (202) 

The mindlessness of walking corpses, vampires, and humans are revealed in The 

Interview, related to repulsion and everyday banality. The vampire cities, spaces of 

dream and imagination: 

Hurricanes, floods, fevers, the plague-and the damp of the Louisiana 

climate itself worked tirelessly on every hewn plank or stone facade, so that 

New Orleans seemed at all times like a dream in the imagination of her 

striving populace, a dream held intact at every second by a tenacious, 

though unconscious, collective will. But Paris, Paris was a universe whole 

and entire unto herself, hollowed and fashioned by history. (Rice 202) 

Colin McGinn remarks that “the vampire occupies ambiguous ground between the 

dead corpse and the living organism—neither dead nor alive, a kind of death-in-life. 

The vampire mingles categories,” (16) potentially triggering discomfort or repulsion. 

Joan Gordon argues that one may feel disgusting because vampires disrupting 

human/monster borderline: 

This deconstruction of boundaries helps to explain why the vampire is a 

monster-of-choice these days, since it is itself an inherently deconstructive 

figure: it is the monster that used to be human; it is the undead that used to 

be alive; it is the monster that looks like us. For this reason, the figure of the 

vampire always has the potential to jeopardize conventional distinctions 

between human and monster, between life and death, between ourselves and 

others. We look into the mirror it provides and we see a version of 

ourselves. Or, more accurately, keeping in mind the orthodoxy that 
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vampires cast no mirror reflections, we look into the mirror and see nothing 

but ourselves.” (201) 

Louis’s monstrous appearance: 

The vampire was utterly white and smooth, as if he were sculpted from 

bleached bone, and his face was as seemingly inanimate as a statue, except 

for two brilliant green eyes that looked down at the boy intently like flames 

in a skull. But then the vampire smiled almost wistfully, and the smooth 

white substance of his face moved with the infinitely flexible but minimal 

lines of a cartoon. (Rice 4) 

Louis’s fierce guilt of feeding on humans: 

Lestat once, after the transformation of Louis, forces Louis to watch him 

feed on the planation farmer, and insists that Louis depose of the body. 

Louis responds: “‘I want to die; kill me. Kill me,’ I said to the vampire. 

‘Now I am guilty of murder. I can’t live.” (17) 

Lestat’s vampiric aesthetics, excessive, stylish, sensual, but not individual: 

The narrator Louis states of his mentor, “Lestat thought the best color for 

vampires at all times was black, possibly the only aesthetic principle he 

steadfastly maintained, but he wasn't opposed to anything that smacked of 

style and excess.” Lestat enacts the persona of the dandy, but does so not 

through aesthetic principle, intellectual intention or response to social 

context but rather through sheer sensual indulgence. Lestat drains dandyism 

of its cultural import, reduces it to an abstract process of consumption and 

display. Lestat's straightforward sensual indulgence in fashion contrasts 

with the Romantic individualism of Louis and Claudia: once they reach 
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Europe, they explicitly reject shared dress codes or a group identity. 

(Spooner, 2004, 173) 

Lestat has this “sheer sensual indulgence,” the surface aesthetics of Lestat, related to 

shallowness, the shallow pleasure of senses, not of struggling, contemplative aesthetic 

play. Louis’s taste is quite different from Lestat’s sensual aesthetics. Louis and 

Lestat’s interaction and quarrel is like the aesthetic play. The competition and 

confrontation between forces occur in The Interview. Louis and Lestat, two perpetual 

forces, repel and attract each other, which resembles the aesthetic play that can 

process without ending and ends. This play will never stop because they are 

immiscible. 

The aesthetics of savagery is esteemed in the vampire world, in which Lestat 

elaborates his philosophy of meaninglessness in the world, the beauty of the nihilistic 

wildness, and the barbaric “aesthetic truths” he recognizes as “the only ones of value” 

(Clements 41) 

The Gothic can signify “primitive” and “mythic,” subdued by “neoclassicism 

and the Enlightenment,” in which the notorious Gothic monsters, vampires, implicate 

the return of the repressed “mythic primitivism,” simultaneously “a positive and a 

negative,” (Picart and Greek 94) a demonstration of the conflicting aversive pleasure, 

the monstrous sublime. 

Although vampires, the Gothic representative monsters, in Interview has been 

aestheticized, compared to its predecessors, various elements of disgust can still be 

observed, complicating the mixture of pain and pleasure, making the vampires and 

their angst repulsive but enchanting. The two immortal predators of humans, Louis 

and Lestat, are indicated their modes of coping with their peculiar existence, self-

disgust and disgust. Disgusted by Louis’s stubborn angst and the social 
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changefulness, immortal Lestat is immobile and static in Interview, teaching him 

nothing but survival skills. Louis constantly struggles, fighting with his vampiric 

needs and human angst, disgusted by his incoherent existence and values, not 

“curing” the painful angst and guilt in order to keep this revoking but splendid play 

continuing, an odd hybridity of beastliness and humanity suiting the odd world of 

mutability, aesthetically playing with and within such a space, a “free” outsider 

crossing conflicting moods and realms. 

After examining the physically nonhuman creature’s modes concerning disgust, 

the next chapter investigates the human monsters, which, psychologically, can be 

consider nonhuman too. These monsters, with human normal strength and 

appearances, but superior intelligence and psychopathic mentality, can disconcert 

spectators more complex than nonhuman monsters.  
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Chapter Three: The Silence of the Lambs 

Hannibal, the television series in 2013, a successfully popular re-interpretation 

of Thomas Harris’s famous gentle supervillain, re-presents both elegant monstrosity 

and disgust, utilizing the excessive narrative/physical dissection of humans with the 

graceful manner and unexpected force of a beast, severing corpses and cooking the 

human flesh in order to appreciate their living components without waste, 

experimenting on an aesthetic exchange and negotiation between the excess and its 

lack.  

Hannibal Lecter’s works do not simply dwell on the idea of good and evil, right 

or wrong; rather, they explore the entertaining possibility of human flesh, affects, and 

their potentiality as artworks. The only concern, if one attempts to label it, is of taste, 

which is certainly not of popular fashion magazines, not merely of the embodiment of 

balance and harmony, but of the experimental play between damaging and recovery 

abilities, initialized via artistic interventions, dissolving the original static status and 

unleashing its embedded struggling force. This struggle may resemble an extreme 

version of the contesting interplay between imagination and understanding in Kantian 

aesthetics. This interplay, the contesting process between detectives and criminals, 

resembles the perpetual fighting, constituting a flow of energy, to make movements, 

to engender joys, possibly leading to endless pleasure. The struggling forces, the two 

seemingly conflicting elements impact on each other, quarreling and negotiating, 

creating powerful, possibly aggressive and transgressive but spectacular light and fire 
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that fascinates spectators. Or, it may be even more close to the sublime with more 

fright than awe and being shocked rather than recognizing aesthetic elevation.  

This chapter re-examines Hannibal Lecter’s various revoking representations to 

reveal how his art of the repulsive kill utilizes fear and disgust as enhancive emotional 

anchors of (as his name suggests) cannibalistic lectures which include dissolving the 

borders between oneself and the monsters, artistically digesting their seemingly 

chaotic murders, and possibly eventually becoming one of them. Fear and loathing 

may not only be external threats, but they may also be the empathic imagination of 

becoming the threats, as well as of having the intuitive enjoyment of being one.  

Judith Halberstam points out the intertextual monstrosity between The Silence of 

the Lambs and gothic classical works. The creation of the creature in Frankenstein is 

related to Buffalo Bill’s transformation: 

The punning in [The Silence of the Lambs] creates a web of intertextual 

references that eventually provides a film history traced back not through 

classic cinema but through Gothic horror itself. We can use The Silence of 

the Lambs, for example, to replay each text we have examined in this study. 

The Silence of the Lambs certainly replays the drama of Frankenstein. As I 

noted in "Skinflick," Buffalo Bill is very much a Frankenstein figure 

working away in his basement attempting to create new life. Dr. 

Frankenstein precisely took skin and organs from corpses in order to create 

a new being, a monstrous being of his own creation. While Dr. Frankenstein 

saw his creation as separate from himself, Buffalo Bill actually builds his 

monster upon the skeleton scaffold of his own body. (180) 
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This circumstance is related to the monstrous creation, how the game is played in 

various ways. Victor Frankenstein creates a monster that is independent from himself, 

however, Buffalo Bill, utilizes others’ skins to make him his own monster, his own 

creation. Another kind of repulsive implication exists in The Silence of the Lambs, in 

which one is able to create a creature, mixing something to create something. To 

create a creature that adds to creators can be powerful and disquieting. 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and The Picture of Dorian Gray can also be detected in this 

work of murderous monsters: 

Buffalo Bill and Hannibal Letter precisely resemble Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde or Dorian Gray and his portrait. Obviously, Buffalo Bill is Mr. Hyde 

attempting to become Ms. Hyde; he also peculiarly resembles the paranoid 

Dr. Schreber with his visions of feminine metamorphosis. Buffalo Bill hides 

in his basement and has hides in his basement; he recognizes skin as the site 

of identity and its reconstructions. Buffalo Bill’s creation also duplicates the 

canvas upon which the portrait of Dorian Gray ages, withers, and grows 

ugly. His skin has become a canvas, his art is now the art of sewing rather 

than painting but close resemblance is still the desired object. (Halberstam 

180) 

The monster in The Silence of the Lambs, Buffalo Bill, is related to metamorphosis, 

the transformation, the change, similar Mr. Hyde and Dorian Gray. It is about 

transformation. The monsters is concerning transformation, the change, the 

difference. Here Buffalo Bill attempts to employ himself as a canvas, utilizing 

himeself as artworks to make artworks, which makes this monster extremely scary 
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and repulsive, for he adopts something we all have, the skins and skills. We 

potentially can make this transformation. All we need is only his resolution, his way 

to get his plan done. It is difficult to imitate Mr. Hyde and Dorian Gray, but Baffalo 

Bill can be copied. It is comparably down to earth, which is why it is more disturbing 

and revulsive. Such transformation is in our potentialities; also, it is tempting to try to 

utilize them. Buffalo Bill’s works of art is the human skin as his canvas; Hannibal 

Lecter’s works of art is the human mind and flesh as his canvas. Lecter and other 

monsters can co-create a repelling but fascinating monstrous works of murder.  

Thomas Harris creates this new modern gothic monstrous villain, Hannibal 

Lecter, who is “both a psychopath in the serial-killer tradition and also oddly 

supernatural” (Bloom 183). His gothic visage, reminiscent of the vampire, is indicated 

in the following: 

“Good morning,” he said, as though he had answered the door. His cultured 

voice has a slight metallic rasp beneath it, possibly from disuse.  

Dr. Lecter’s eyes are maroon and they reflect the light in pinpoints of red. 

Sometimes the points of light seem to fly like sparks to his center. His eyes 

held Starling whole. (Harris 16) 

Via eradicating the superfluous living interferences, after his imaginative re-creation, 

Lecter attempts to uncover the bare existence of lives, and discloses their ample 

potentialities beyond their former dullness. Furthermore, Lecter adroitly manipulates 

but not terminates his resilient opponent simply because he is intrigued by seeing the 

unanticipated possibilities, the “what if” of humans, to check what would occur if he 

controls the steps and precisions of his damages to the tough victim, repetitively 
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peeling off the recovering scar from the wound, and giving him time to struggle and 

realize his hopelessness. These murders and tortures are experiments to this gothic 

villain, also a psychiatrist, a chef, and an artist of humans, joining the art of mind and 

flesh. To what extent and from what principles, however, are these seemingly 

disgusting homicidal cases of monstrosity considered artworks? 

If the disgust aroused by the object cannot be diminished, is it still possible for 

audience to treat it as artworks? This enquiry may need to be replied in two ways. 

First, the disgust performs as a hook or eye-catcher, providing prospects to initiate the 

procedure of aesthetic judgment. The other elucidation is that the disgust is one of the 

causes of the artistic pleasure. The former is relatively more comprehensible. The 

cruel and peculiar disgusting scenes of murders in the series of Hannibal Lecter, 

demonstrated as sculptures, musical instruments, or culinary art, certainly can catch 

spectators’ eyes instantly and start their process of digestion. However, if it is not only 

the beginning involves disgusting elements but also the keynote of the work does, can 

it continue to be the artwork that fascinates people? Lecter, the vital role and monster 

in The Silence of the Lambs, can recreate, appreciate, and penetrate other monstrous 

murderers’ works. His repulsive “art” of manipulation and slaying is the fundamental 

factor that captures spectators.  

This monstrous teaching concerns apprehension and comprehension. He teaches 

the agents of FBI to develop an insightful taste of serial killers’ cases as if a 

connoisseur to his protégés. Steven Dillon considers Lecter a ranking homicidal artist:  

In a ranked hierarchy of serial killer, Buffalo Bill is a craftsperson to 

Hannibal Lecter’s artist. Lecter’s wit and art give his gruesome murders a 
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meaning, a significance. The Silence of the Lambs thus covers over its 

abyss, its horror, with the cloak of art. (166) 

Lecter also play with people’s imagination beyond his bars, this monstrous artist 

penetrating and freely playing with people’s imagination and emotion beyond his 

visible jail and determinate concepts:   

[Lecter] is not disciplined by his imprisonment nor punished because as 

long as there are people around him he can cannibalize their stories. The 

ever hungry mind, Hannibal analyzes people to death. He whispers all night 

to the man in the cell next to him and by morning, the man, Multiple Migs, 

has swallowed his own tongue. Hannibal enacts murders through bars and 

cages, through minds. Prisons come in all shapes and sizes and while 

Hannibal's is a restricted area equipped with a screen playing a TV 

evangelist at high volume, Starling is stuck inside her head, her body, and 

the disturbing memories that Hannibal insists are not buried far beneath the 

power suit but quite present at the surface, on the top, visible and readable. 

(Halberstam 171) 

Lecter is not imprisoned, signifying the very representation of liberty and creativity. 

Slavoj Žižek points out that Lecter’s “public fascination” and paradoxical dynamics 

create 

a sublime figure in the strict Kantian sense . . . Lecter’s evil—he not only 

kills his victims, but then goes on to eat parts of their entrails—strains to its 

limits our capacity to imagine the horrors we can inflict on our fellow 

creatures; yet even the utmost effort to represent to ourselves Lecter’s 
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cruelty fails to capture the true dimension of the act of the analyst: by 

bringing about la traversée du fantasme (the crossing of our fundamental 

fantasy), he literally “steals the kernel of our being.” (Žižek 48)  

This experience of the sublime, the “dynamic sublime,” is characterized by the 

“relation between wild, chaotic, untamed, raging nature and the suprasensible Idea of 

Reason beyond any natural constraints” (Žižek 48).  

Hannibal Lecter’s disturbing but artistically amusing works fascinates the public. 

His overwhelming bizarreness defeats comprehensions, which brings him close to the 

phenomena arousing the sublime experience such as storms and earthquakes. Lecter 

consumes his victims’ inner parts, flesh and psyche, manipulating and stimulating 

chaotic contradictions of his victims’ fantasy, the prison the physical constraint unable 

to prohibit his power of arousing tumultuous status.  

The monstrous works of the serial killer are not only excessively repulsive but 

also emerge from motivations that are beyond understanding, which corresponds to 

Kantian aesthetic judgment. Thomas de Quincey elaborates this aesthetics on his 

theory of murder as fine art, which Monika Mueller thus summarizes: 

He devotes his essay to the aesthetic component of murder, quoting from a 

lecture held at the society, in which the lecturer claims that “[p]eople begin 

to see that something more goes into the composition of a fine murder than 

two blockheads to kill and be killed, a knife, a purse, a dark lane. Design, 

gentlemen, grouping, light and shade, poetry, sentiment, are now deemed 

indispensable to attempts of this nature” (12). According to these aesthetic 

principles, De Quincey elevates the murderer to the status of the artist in his 
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essay. As part of his aesthetic theory of murder, he calls the act of murder 

“sublime” due to its inherent terror and outrageousness. De Quincey thus 

becomes the first writer to include artful murder within the nomenclature of 

the sublime. (257-58)  

De Quincey contends that the artful murderers transform murder to works of art, even 

regarding murder as sublime from its “outrageousness,” maintaining that the 

“composition of a fine murder” can be aesthetically perceived. This art 

transformation, through the art, or through the eyes or the theories of art to change the 

works of art to transform that is not treated as artwork into some artworks, to 

transform, to change, offering new perspectives to see things, to find the pleasure 

from the unpleasable things. It is some high function, the peculiar faculty, the peculiar 

ability of human mind and imagination, to make this impossibility possible, to make it 

work, the creativity able to make this work. The monstrous perspective is able to 

creatively make this work, turning the impossible into the possible, to make the 

disgust and ugliness be seen, played, and even wanted, to change the original static 

bias and stereotype to move from the original position, generating new possibilities. 

Monsters kill in order to open up opportunities, creating new “life” of things and 

perspectives, different eyes to perceive. 

The artist monster is detected not by its brutality but its elegance within the 

seemingly purposeless modes of operations. The purpose of Hannibal Lecter’s serial 

killing remains mysteriously artistic, as described by Mark Seltzer: 

The notion of serial murder as motiveless effectively conserves what has 

been described as “the endless ritual of noncomprehension that is the modern 
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horror experience”: serial murder, that is, as a renovated version of 

motiveless malignity. There is a sublime circularity in such an understanding 

of the motivation for killing as the drive to kill: nothing, in effect, drives the 

drive. As in Poe’s description of the uncanny imp or “spirit of the perverse,” 

“it is motive not motivirt.” On this view, murder retains the pure character of 

the acte gratuite. Which is one reason why murder, from De Quincey and Poe 

on, has been aestheticized as one of the fine arts (murder for murder's sake). 

(134) 

Kant argues that the aesthetic judgment is not determined by concepts and purposes 

but played by indeterminate “purposiveness without a purpose” (168). The motives of 

Lecter’s multiple kills are unclear and mysterious. Seltzer points out the 

motivelessness of serial murder, in which the serial kill signifies “the endless ritual of 

noncomprehension,” similar to the sublime. He analyzes the serial murder as 

“motiveless malignity,” pointing out that the only possible motive of the motiveless 

serial murder is the murder itself, which means killing for killing’s sake. This circular 

explanation is akin to the elaboration of the purposiveness without a purpose in 

Kantian judgment of taste. 

The beginning of a piece of artwork, especially a masterpiece, is mysterious and 

puzzling as if it is purposelessly created. While claiming Hannibal Lecter “fascinates 

as well as terrorizes,” Jennifer Brown explains why the creation of such a work of fine 

arts should be enigmatically inexplicable:  

The fascination with Lecter is evident in the attention given to him over 

other, more prominent characters in the novels and films. . . . We are not 
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given explicit details of his crimes, rather hints at the level of gruesomeness 

that makes even steely Crawford and Graham wince. Lecter’s past remains 

hidden until Hannibal Rising. This opacity makes Lecter a truly monstrous 

enigma, unsettlingly and attractively unquantifiable. He cannot be 

understood in terms of his past, a crucial difference between Lecter and the 

likes of Norman Bates whose overbearing mother was considered ample 

explanation for his madness, if a somewhat easy parody of psychoanalysis. 

(203) 

Lecter’s fascination is associated to his charming mysteriousness and unsettlement, 

“monstrous enigma,” which is “attractively unquanitifiable” (Brown 203). The 

established stereotypes or concepts that assume certain objects repulsive is 

transformed via artistic murder. The aesthetic play occurs between the faculty of 

imagination and understanding (Kant 193), which may be employed to observe the 

struggling interplay between monstrous criminals and detectives (Lecter and Graham 

[or Starling]). 

Lecter’s taste and faculties, fascinating combination of instinctual eyes and 

rational head, enables him to be a monstrous murderer and brilliant detective 

simultaneously (for he has helped solve puzzling and outrageous murderous cases). 

“Problem-solving is hunting; it is savage pleasure and we are born to it.” (Harris 320) 

Coping with puzzles is considered a way of playing. Monsters and detectives both 

hunt, playing with each other, pleasure generated to the spectators. This playing, the 

coping with puzzles, happens between contesting, conflicting forces, to generate 

generate movement and gestures, to defeat or break the static situations. The 
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seemingly unresolvable, irreconcilable forces, generate certain repulsive but 

spectacular pleasure, unexpected pleasure, the pleasure beyond logic expectations, 

beyond comprehension. 

The purposelessness and inexplicability are significant for artworks. Hannibal 

Rising’s being explanatory to Lecter’s formation disappoints spectators:    

Hannibal Rising, the Lecter “origin” novel, has not been very well received 

and is not a very successful book. It seems Harris made a mistake giving 

Lecter a childhood which explains his nature as it makes him less 

remarkable. The disappointment of many readers shows how much of 

Lecter’s charm rested in the idea of him as inexplicably, mysteriously evil. 

(Brown 203)” 

Aurel Kolnai remarks that “there is without doubt a certain invitation hidden in 

disgust as a partial element, I might say, a certain macabre allure” (42). This 

enlivening affect can paradoxically reveal life itself via death. Hannibal Lecter, for 

instance, is portrayed as an “ethical butcher” and a genius who can give rebirth to 

other murderers’ works and “elevate them to art” (Hannibal.S01E05, E03. 

“Coquilles,” “Potage”), which seems to teach, in this case, Will Graham how to really 

appreciate and apprehend the works of murder. “Kill” removes the original static 

status and unleashes the animating potential:  

Death makes angels of us all 

and gives us wings 

where we had shoulders 

smooth as raven's 
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claws. (Jim Morrison, qtd. in Hannibal.S01E05. “Coquilles,” 2013) 

The “inevitable” and “unreasonabl[e]” fascination performs as an energy “for the vital 

force” which is a dynamical metaphor of pleasure, (Lyotard, 1994, 55, 61) related to 

the “animating” principle “which sets the mental powers into a swing that is 

purposive, i.e. into a play which is self-maintaining and which strengthens those 

powers for such activity” (Kant, 2007, 142). Genius, according to Kant, is the talent 

of an artist of fine arts which are able to “animate and enliven mental status,” arousing 

pleasure (2007, 136, 144). Lecter, a cannibalistic serial killer though, controversially 

playing the victims to engender the enjoyment in the process, repelling the boredom 

and refreshing the atmosphere, a dynamic creator close to the idea of the genius artist. 

 This unusual amusement, in which disgust is the “price to be paid for the pleasure of 

[monster’s] disclosure,” (184) is elaborated via Carroll’s perspective of appealing 

irregularity:  

Anomalies are also interesting. The very fact that they are anomalies 

fascinates us. Their deviation from the paradigms of our classificatory 

scheme captures our attention immediately. It holds us spellbound. It 

commands and retains our attention. It is an attracting force; it attracts 

curiosity, i.e., it makes us curious; it invites inquisitiveness about its 

surprising properties. One wants to gaze upon the unusual, even when it is 

simultaneously repelling. (188) 

The leading anomaly, monsters may threaten categories, a menace and a 

reinforcement, since “people are wont to imbue the categorical structures of their 

society with evaluative urgency. What lies outside their classificatory system is taboo, 
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abnormal, or, more generically, bad. . . . classificatory order may be thought to be 

simultaneously reaffirmed” (Carroll 200). Such anomalies as monsters intrigue 

spectators, in which the “classificatory scheme” of audience cannot contain monsters 

within, the outrageous spectacle “simultaneously repelling” and pleasing, instigating 

the “monstrous disruption of [the familiar but dull status of] the everyday” (188).  

Lyotard points out the irresistible effect of excessiveness on the spectators. Its 

attraction approximates the “inevitable” though our faculty of reason find it 

“unreasonabl[e]” (55). It appears that the theory of meta-pleasures, which involves 

contemplation or reflection on our meta-responses to an emotion, is not as intuitive 

and paradoxical as the fascination without mediation, which seems much closer to the 

immediate reaction toward the disgust (of fictional works).  

The excess of closeness, via eliminating the benign distance between audiences 

and spectacles, can result in severe uneasiness and discomposure. Even behind the 

glass and walls of his cell, Lecter still can ruin visitors and neighbors mentally and, 

sometimes, physically. This notorious charismatic contemporary Gothic villain 

embraces all the aforementioned excesses and adds extra ingredients to his recipe of 

superfluxes, that is, the excesses of creatively odd combinations, cruelty with civility, 

madness with rationality, murder with grace, impulse with art, and so forth. This 

seemingly amalgamation of uncombinable elements corresponds to one of the 

imperative components of aesthetics, the play between two oppositional faculties, 

imagination and understanding. The aesthetic experience is generated through the 

process of the struggle and interact of those contesting elements (one is within the 

recognized territory; the other beyond). Lecter cooks the cuisine with art of human 
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psyche and flesh. Nonetheless, more than mere aesthetic experience of beauty, he 

pushes his work to the extreme with the art of excesses, crossing the boundaries of 

known classifications: “[H]e’s a monster. Beyond that, nobody can say for sure” 

(Harris 6). Salisbury notes “threatening was . . . monsters that further defied clear 

categorization” (126). 

Lecter’s repulsive “artworks” and the human/monster himself are not easily 

categorized and apprehended: “There’s not a word for it yet. For lack of a better word, 

we’ll call him a monster” (Harris 283). This “hindrance,” similarly encountered in the 

experience of the sublime, is “beyond all comparison” and “without qualification” 

because it is “not permissible to seek an appropriate standard outside itself” (Kant, 

2007, 80). Philippa Gates points out how Lecter blurs the borders that traditionally 

define a male gothic villain:     

Hannibal is extremely cultured—well-educated and passionate about the 

arts—but at the same time he may be the ultimate savage . . . He regards his 

killings as works of art and “conducts” music in his cell after he violently 

attacks two security officers. Hannibal is admirable and in many ways even 

sympathetic; the audience grows to like the charming and gentlemanly 

Hannibal and is not displeased to see him get away. (269-271) 

A cultured serial murderer, Lecter crosses the border between the elegance and the 

wildness, the cultured gentleness and formidable forces, as if being an amalgam of 

gentleman and death, artistically and artfully taking away lives, this noble/savage 

image-action playfulness enthralling the audience. Kilgour also notes Lecter’s 

muddling of brutality and sophistication: 
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Progress and regress merge: Lecter is a man of great culture and refinement, 

a well-mannered gentleman (who never eats ladies), who quotes (if 

misquotes) Donne, a man of both cultivated aesthetic as well as crude 

savage taste, who exposes the affinity between barbarism and civilisation. 

(248-9) 

This playing of opposite forces, with sophisticated and powerful process, akin to the 

aesthetic play between imagination and understanding, result in alluring pleasure, 

which can be more than just enjoyable experience.  

Lecter’s exquisite taste: “Lecter was known for the excellence of his table and 

had contributed numerous articles to gourmet magazines” (Rice 28). Lecter's 

intelligence and taste contribute to academic and gourmet periodicals. Lecter: “I ate 

his liver with some fava beans and a nice chianti” (Rice 24). Caroline Picart and Cecil 

Greek points out Hannibal Lecter’s power of monstrosity is derived from his “genteel, 

cultured dignity” (2009, 50). His combined play of the force of savage and culture 

generates the power that is monstrous and beautiful simultaneously. Its “beauty” even 

reinforces its monstrosity and approaches to the level of the painfully pleasurable 

aesthetic experience of the sublime.  

Cenciarelli points out the publicity taglines display the “elusiveness and essential 

duality” of Lecter’s monstrosity and highlight him as “the world’s most deliciously 

evil gentleman” (122, 123). Fahy indicatres “Lecter’s high-class tastes make our 

response to his violence somewhat ambiguous” (34). 

Alexander V. Kozin elaborates on Lecter and the monstrous sublime: 
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Drawing Venice from memory, passionately listening to Glenn Gould, 

quoting Marcus Aurelius—all these cultural indices elevate rather than 

diminish Lecter. His monstrosity emerges as nothing less than sublime. In 

comparison to the savage, who is excessively uncultured, Lecter is 

excessively civilized and impossibly cultured. (215) 

Lecter plays perilous experiments between primitive savagery and excessive culture, 

testing to the monstrous extent that “surpass[es] any standard of sense” (Kant, 1987, 

81). In the television series Hannibal, Will Graham, the FBI consultant who wants to 

arrest “The Chesapeake Ripper” (later identified as Hannibal Lecter), elucidates this 

serial killer’s “art”: 

The Chesapeake Ripper wants to perform.  

Every brutal choice has...elegance, grace. 

His mutilations hide the true nature of his crimes. (S01E07. “Sorbet”) 

The monstrous murder as an artwork includes elegance and creative modus operandi, 

in which the “monster-artist” of attractive repulsion can create his works without 

being dominated by his primal interest but is guided by an attempt in the disclosure of 

unpredictable human potentials via excessive means. Kozin remarks on Lecter’s 

peculiar monstrosity:   

In Thomas Harris’s model of cannibalism, the terms that uphold the 

“monster-human” distinction are not “God” and “no-God,” but “good” and 

“evil.” An evil cannibal differs from the savage cannibal not because of his 

lack of control over the primordial pleasure drives but by his excess, hence, 
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the superhuman abilities of Hannibal Lecter (strength, intellect, sense). 

(219) 

Lecter’s artistic play transforms everyone and everything possibly his artworks. As if 

in a gaming mood or with the curiosity of artistic creation, in the 2013 TV series, 

Hannibal Lecter duplicates the crime scenes of other monstrous serial killers and 

transforms them into artworks, rather than mere acts of impulses or amateur 

craftsmen. In the texts, The Silence of the Lambs and Red Dragon, Lecter teaches two 

FBI agents to grasp and appreciate the “artworks” of murderers via extreme, 

enigmatic, but effective methods, which can be, advantageously and 

disadvantageously, disturbing, disgusting, and destructive to their mental blindness 

and their established simple senses of the world. His teaching inspires his students, 

not through uplifting them to the depth or profoundness of humans and beyond but the 

disclosure of the banality, meaninglessness, and absurdity of the known concepts of 

life and the world. This aesthetic repulsive teaching not only help the students 

perceive a murderer’s modus operandi, empathize with them, but also to desire to be 

them (transforming from the art beholders to the creators). Nietzsche utters such 

metamorphosis: “He who fights with monsters should look to it that he himself does 

not become a monster. And when you gaze long into an abyss the abyss also gazes 

into you” (68). 

Boredom repels Lecter, his only known fear. The lack of aesthetic creation, 

Lecter’s dread, according to Barney the orderly that Lecter considers decent enough 

to live, is boredom. The cognitive judgment based on determinate concepts stops the 

aesthetic process continuing its free play, which can lead to a conceptual impasse 
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without refreshing comprehension and imagination, that is, boredom. In order to 

dissipate the dullness, certain peculiar subjects possibly become this monster artist’s 

protégés/victims/experiments. One can polish his imaginative perception or let it 

perish. For Lecter, one ceases to exist without this perception, such laziness calling 

for termination. 

Also, Lecter disperses repulsive boredom via possessing human flesh and mind: 

“World more interesting with you [Clarice Starling] in it” (Rice 366). Lecter 

considers Starling, his student/enemy (as a law enforcer) as they share similar traits. 

In addition, Lecter senses that Starling, the student of his aesthetics, is worthy to live 

because her persistent struggle with the everyday fallenness and nothingness may 

possibly lead to unexpected results (Heidegger 220), which he considers pleasure.  

Disgust can disperse and “kill” boredom, the everydayness, the static status: 

Confronted with abominable actions, the “soul” of the spectator breaks 

through its anaesthetized state in the banal everyday, or in gloomy boredom, 

and feels itself to be ‘alive,’ because agitated by strong sensations of great 

emotional amplitude. To the extent that they are ‘passionate’ and intense, 

disagreeable sensations may thus in themselves be ‘agreeable’ and 

conducive to pleasure. Like Sartre’s La Nausée, Bataille’s theory of tragedy 

and the social extends this (sensationalistic) figure of the transformation of 

affect—which makes use of everything disagreeable for an enlivening of the 

observer’s self-perception—to that one unique sensation which classical 

aesthetics had excluded from such a redemption: disgust (Menninghaus 8).  
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Disgust can disrupt the “anaesthetized state” (Menninghaus 8), breaking the everyday 

banality and boredom. Via the aesthetics of disgust, the mere displeasure can be 

transform to repulsive pleasure. The aesthetics of disgust, according to Kant, can 

transform the ugliness into artworks the thing that ca be able to be looked and judged 

aesthetically, feeling the pleasurable from the not-so-pleasurable things, to see the 

positivity from the negative objects, disrupting the sleep mode of people, the dullness, 

the death of mentality, to make it advance or at least go to somewhere. Via this 

peculiar lenses, one can obtain pleasure in the least tasteful components. 

Lecter kills and devours the nonbeauty, the ugliness, the rude or banal existence. 

The murders that this type of fictional serial killers committed are rather choices of 

artistic taste than merely primal urge. Gina Wisker endeavors to reveal Hannibal 

Lecter’s cannibalism, violence, and choices of victims in an aesthetic context:  

Lecter (suggesting T. S. Eliot's “lecteur”, someone of elevated taste and 

habits) love[s] good music and beauty. Hannibal Lecter's penchant is for 

good food: “A census taker once tried to test me. I ate his liver with some 

fava beans and a fine Chianti” is one of his famously disgusting delightful 

lines. But Hannibal only dines, in the main, on those who get in his way or, 

more aesthetically oriented, those bureaucrats, crooked cops, and 

management lackeys whose banality and limited roles irritate him. (130) 

Suggested by Lecter’s name, “Lecteur,” is a person of taste, differentiated from the 

everyday sense of agreeableness. Lecter depicts his cannibalistic cuisine with 

“disgusting delightful” delicacy (Wisker, 2005, 130). Lecter despises “banality and 
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limited roles.” Smith indicates “‘Au Lecteur’ addresses the supposedly human 

fascination with ‘evil’, despite our claims on civilisation and decency” (Smith 153). 

Lecter’s definition of ugliness, rudeness:  

Lecter: “I would not have had that happen to you. Discourtesy is 

unspeakably ugly to me” (Harris 25). Lecter considers rudeness and 

insolence disgustingly ugly. 

Lecter discusses the definition of the ugly evilness with Starling of FBI: 

Lecter: “Am I evil, Officer Starling?" 

Starling: “I think you've been destructive. For me it's the same thing.” 

Lecter: “Evil’s just destructive? Then storms are evil, if it’s that simple. 

And we have fire, and then there’s hail. Underwriters lump it all under ‘Acts of 

God.’” (Rice 21-22) 

Lecter tries to teach Starling to define evil but actually to reveal how it is wrongly or 

arbitrarily defined. It is a type of back and forth discussion. Lecter questions 

Starling’s comprehension of evil and reveals its arbitrarity and ridicularity, bringing in 

his aesthetic penetration to replace his student’s established modes of perception. 

Benjamin Szumskyj analyzes Lecter’s aesthetic mentorship: 

It becomes fairly clear with the second conversation that Dr. Lecter intends 

to become something of a personal mentor to Clarice Starling. His intention 

is to teach her become clear at this point. He corrects her once for speaking 

imprecisely, and brings a speech trait that makes her sound overly studied to 

her attention: “Your interrogative case often has that proper subjunctive in 

it. With your accent, it stinks of the lamp” (61). This is possibly a statement 
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that Starling should tailor her speech to her audience in order to give a 

proper impression. If this is the statement he is making, it works . . . Starling 

uses her background as part of the Appalachian working-class in the funeral 

home in West Virginia to her advantage. (43) 

The teaching of Hannibal Lecter, is related to something repulsive that can be used to 

manipulate and even devour people, to control other people, to consume them, to eat 

them psychologically or physically. Imitating human form, Lecter employs the 

residual human image and knowledge to control and hunt humans. This “knowledge” 

is disturbing but useful and practical: therefore, it can be very alluring, tempting 

people to use such approach, exploiting people with human skills and skills beyond 

humans, beyond comprehension and anticipation. Lecter teaches his students with the 

judgment of distaste, the judgment of disgust. 

Andrew Smith points out that the primordial force, evil, can charm people who 

aver themselves of cultivation and civilization (Smith 153). Lecter feels peaceful 

when he has fed on human inside, organs and mind:  

"What set you off, Clarice? You started what time?" 

"Early. Still dark." 

"Then something woke you. What woke you up? Did you dream? What was 

it?" 

"I woke up and heard the lambs screaming. I woke up in the dark and the 

lambs were screaming." 

"'They were slaughtering the spring lambs?" 

"Yes." 
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"What did you do?" 

"I couldn't do anything for them. I was just a---" 

"What did you do with the horse?" 

"I got dressed without turning on the light and went outside. She was 

scared. All the horses in the pen were scared and milling around. I blew in 

her nose and she knew it was me. Finally she'd put her nose in my hand. 

The lights were on in the barn and in the shed by the sheep pen. Bare bulbs, 

big shadows. The refrigerator truck had come and it was idling, roaring. I 

led her away." 

"Did you saddle her?" 

"No. I didn't take their saddle. Just a rope hackamore was all." 

"As you went off in the dark, could you hear the lambs back where the 

lights were?" 

"Not long. There weren't but twelve." 

"You still wake up sometimes, don't you? Wake up in the iron dark with the 

lambs screaming?" 

"Sometimes." 

"Do you think if you caught Buffalo Bill yourself and if you made 

Catherine all right, you could make the lambs stop screaming, do you think 

they'd be all right too and you wouldn't wake up again in the dark and hear 

the lambs screaming? Clarice?" 

“Yes. I don’t know. Maybe.” 

“Thank you, Clarice.” Dr. Lecter seemed oddly at peace. (Harris 230) 
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Lecter feels peaceful when he has fed on Starling’s story about the darkness, the 

screaming, and the slaughtering of the lambs still wakes up and haunt her. In order to 

stop the disturbing screaming in her, Starling saves people with restless eager. This 

silence, voice, and the call are peculiar; in order to rest, one must answer to the call 

inside, to make peace with the monstrous inside. One usually just keeps busy and 

living one’s everyday life. Nevertheless, the call sometimes will disturb again and 

again. The only way to really silence it is to listen to the call, dealing with to the 

disturbing, repulsive call or even scream, facing. This call may be repellent and 

unpleasant. However, once answering to it, it can open unexpected possibilities and 

potentialities. The monstrous here helps Starling to confront the tedious call, to see it 

in its eyes, to have the chance to live with it, even playing with it. The screaming that 

keeps occurring without external sources is related to the “call,” “point[ing] forward 

to Dasein’s potentiality- for-Being, and it does this as a call which comes from 

uncanniness” (Heidegger 325). 

“Good-bye Clarice. Will you let me know if ever the lambs stop 

screaming?” “Yes.” 

Pembry was taking her arm. It was go or fight him. “Yes,” she said. “I’ll tell 

you.” 

“Do you promise?” 

“Yes.” (Harris 231) 

Lecter hungers for hearing the silence of Starling’s Lambs, asserting that Starling’s 

process of seeking silence would recur perpetually, resembling the unceasingly 

aesthetic play. Repulsive aesthetic play, the interplaying, negotiating struggle between 
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conflictory, diverse dynamisms functions akin to a generator of forces and 

significances, which continuously emerge and perish whenever they shift their angles. 

This process goes and generates as if this shallow surface playing, this decomposition 

and re-composition of nothingness or annihilativeness, conceives existence that is 

very much alive or at least reminds aliveness, which can affect emotions and modes 

of perception. This movement initiates entities close to energies or powers. Whenever 

the interaction is triggered, the momentum is produced. The repulsive elements play 

the incentives to produce dynamics, which results in enlivening and pleasure. 

Extreme monsters strike as natural disasters, which are formidable, unexpected, 

and motiveless. The excessiveness of monsters repels, cleanses, and trivializes the 

everyday concerns of their victims. The unorthodox method of murderous monsters 

renew and even give birth to anxious but very alive perspectives and significances of 

their victims. Monstrous darkness resembles a reverse womb that devours and re-

bears people. 

It may be more disturbing and monstrous that Lecter is a human rather than a 

supernatural monster. As members of humanity, we share the same potentiality to 

create artworks like his (cf. “communicability” of Kantian aesthetic judgment). 

Regina Hansen points out it is the monsters’ “human attributes” making them “more 

terrifying,” and one of her interviewees thus describes:    

Hannibal Lecter is a man. He’s flesh and blood. He can be stopped by a 

bullet. And he has this appearance of normalness . . . and intelligence. And 

he’s definitely an academic. And like definitely he’s well-bred, high 

society. He is not the caricature of a serial killer. He is your uncle or your 
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neighbor, yet he can do these horrifying things. And the actions of men I 

find are scarier because they are more realistic. Like this could actually 

happen. (60) 

Lecter is a man-monster, which is comforting due to his mortality but also disturbing 

and repulsive because he is our kind, and any of our kind can be him, too. He may be 

one of our potentialities. 

 The aesthetics of repulsive murder is schemed by its development of atmosphere, 

which, according to the Gothic tradition, is enhanced by its building. Joy McEntee 

analyzes the spatial horror in Silence of the Lambs: 

Where Poe’s architecture refers back to a European romantic tradition of 

castles and dungeons, the architecture of The Silence of the Lambs carefully 

establishes the connections between the bland face of the American suburb 

and its dark underground life. The surreal chaos of James Gumb’s basement 

is shockingly connected to the tidy exterior of his ordinary-looking house. 

There is an insistence, in The Silence of the Lambs, that the proper setting 

for horror is not just in the exotic, isolated places that were favoured by the 

authors of nineteenth century Gothic writing, but that horror can also be 

found in apparently clean, orderly, populated spaces we might all use every 

day: the courthouse, for example, in which Lecter butchers two policemen. 

(175) 

Clive Bloom points out that “the gothic is more often nowadays to be found in the 

work of crime fiction authors rather than horror fiction writers especially in the books 

of Thomas Harris, where settings and the character of Hannibal Lecter seem again to 
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epitomize a gothic sensibility” (183). He demonstrates the modern gruesome gothic 

atmosphere via the description of the cellar of Buffalo Bill, the serial killer in The 

Silence of the Lambs: 

The fire lights glowed red in the Insect Zoo, reflected in ten thousand active 

eyes of the older phylum. The humidifier hummed and hissed. Beneath the 

cover, in the black cage, the Deaths-head Moth climbed down the 

nightshade. She moved across the floor, her wings trailing like a cape, and 

found the bit of honeycomb in her dish. Grasping the honeycomb in her 

powerful front legs, she uncoiled her sharp proboscis and plunged it through 

the wax cap of a honey cell. Now she sat sucking quietly while all around 

her in the dark the chirps and whirs resumed, and with them the tiny tillings 

and killings. (263) 

Lecter’s monstrosity with taste arouses a “gothic sensibility” (Bloom 183), in which 

his repulsive teaching effectively evokes his mentees’ judgment of (dis)taste. Lecter 

acts like a Cannibal Lecturer who teaches Agent Graham and Clarice the judgment of 

taste of serial killers so they can catch those monsters with the price of being haunted 

by or becoming ones. Once being taught how to see like those extremely imaginative 

artists of death, it appears to be difficult to unlearn their monstrous but enchanting 

visions. This situation is similar to the visions in angst.  

Lecter blurs the borders of instinct and culture, savagery and civilization: 

“If he understood Marcus Aurelius, he might solve his case.” (Rice 208). He reveals 

common people’s dull grasp of philosophical contemplation: “When you show the 

odd flash of contextual intelligence, I forget your generation can’t read” (Rice 208). 
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Lecter despises the lack of cultural immersion or observation that requires reflections: 

“Of each particular thing, ask: What is it in itself, in its own constitution? What is its 

causal nature?” (Rice 227). Lecter educates Starling how to see, the study of 

perception, the aesthetics. 

Lecter: “What does he do, Clarice? What is the first and principal thing he 

does, what need does he serve by killing? He covets. How do we begin to 

covet? We begin by coveting what we see every day.” (Rice 227) 

Lecter teaches Starling what people “covet” every day. Agents as students of the taste 

of murder: “I’m still in training at the Academy, yes," Starling said, "but we're not 

discussing the FBI--- we're talking psychology. Can you decide for yourself if I'm 

qualified in what we talk about?” (Rice 17). Lecter the teacher determines who can be 

worthy of his education, in which he reveals the splendor of the ugly but prevailing 

forces with the price of risking one's sanity and life. He does not only teach or treat 

his students/patients, but also consumes them mentally or physically. Szumskyj 

further analyzes Lecter’s mentorship to Starling: 

Further evidence that Starling is growing under Dr. Lecter’s tutelage comes 

just before she returns for a third conversation with Dr. Lecter, in chapter 

twenty-two. Lecter’s keeper, Dr. Chilton, attempts to block Starling’s 

access:  

“I’m not a turnkey here, Miss Starling. I don’t come running down here at 

night just to let people in and out. I had a ticket to Holiday on Ice.”   

He realized he’d said a ticket. In that instant, Starling saw his life, and he 

knew it. She saw his bleak refrigerator, the crumbs on the TV tray where he 
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ate alone, and still piles his things stayed in for months until he moved them 

– she felt the ache of his yellow-smiling Sen-Sen lonesome life – and 

switch-blade quick she knew not to spare him, not to talk on or look away. 

She stared into his face, and with the smallest tilt of her head, she gave him 

her good looks and bored her knowledge in, speared him with it, knowing 

he couldn’t stand for the conversation to go on (Harris 141). 

Szumskyj explains that the above indicates Lecter’s teaching and influences on 

Clarice Starling, the “head-tilt is reminiscent of a similar movement Dr. Lecter makes 

in Red Dragon, during his discussion with Will Graham” (43). 

Moreover, this artist of death and repulsive cannibalism consumes physical and 

imaginational human parts. Judith Halberstam thus remarks: 

Hannibal Lecter feeds upon both flesh and fiction [imagination]. He needs 

Starling’s stories as much as he needs to track down his next victim. "Quid 

pro quo," he tells Starling; he wants a fair rate of exchange. Hannibal 

demands that no one be innocent and Starling must have a story to match 

the story he will sell her. Starling’s story is a fiction of her power which is 

revealed in the process as no power at all but only the difference between 

two sides of the glass. (171) 

Lecter’s cruel joy and aestheticization of human negative emotions, Jeremy Strong 

comments: 

Lecter’s selection of rare lamb chops after hearing Agent Starling’s story of 

childhood trauma encapsulated his capacity to aestheticize human fear and 

transmute it into culinary experience. Indeed, the lamb chops function as the 
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appetizer for his subsequent murder and partial consumption of his guards 

prior to arranging their deconstructed corpses into a macabre tableau 

décédé." (187) 

The “strange noise” keeps disrupting Starling. The screaming of the lambs sounds 

“like a child’s voice,” the call from the innocent, undeveloped potentialities 

(Heidegger 322). One is unsettled if not being too “everyday” occupied to hear the 

call of one’s buried capacities. The lambs can symbolize the innocent and 

undeveloped beings. Starling wants to free the lambs, the symbols of herself or 

embedded potentialities. Lecter indicates that “silence can mock” (Harris 162), in 

which silence can be a mode of mockery that penetrate the everyday banality and 

inferior deceptions. 

Thomas de Quincey argues for the artistic murder: 

Murder, for instance, may be laid hold of by its moral handle, (as it 

generally is in the pulpit, and at the Old Bailey;) and that, I confess, is its 

weak side; or it may also be treated aesthetically, as the Germans call it, that 

is, in relation to good taste. (13) 

Thomas de Quicey treats murder as artworks, which cannot only be judged morally 

but also aesthetically. 

Bloom indicates Baudelaire’s artistic disclosure “adulteries without love, sins 

without punishment or redemption became the more authentic themes of art” (Bloom 

205). The artful criminal works in literature, as Baudelaire’s idea of transgression, can 

be appreciated as artworks without the passages of poetic or lawful justice and 
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punishment. “Baudelaire presented sinning man as in the Christian vision, but without 

hope of God’s salvation, piercing pious fraudulence, hypocrite lecteur.” (Bloom 205) 

These literary criminals receive no judgment of laws or religion, but of taste; the only 

redemption they may receive is through aesthetic representation. 

Menninghaus points out that, traditionally, “one unique sensation which classical 

aesthetics had excluded from such a redemption: disgust” (8). This exclusion of 

certain redemption similarly happens to fictional criminals, especially monstrous 

serial killers.  

Disgust and anxiety (angst), Menninghaus discusses their relation:  

In general, Kolnai views disgust as distinguished from other “tonalities of 

rejection,” like anxiety, hate, contempt, and displeasure, by its greater 

immediacy and sharper physiological coloring. Unlike anxiety and 

displeasure, disgust never relates to “inorganic, lifeless things” (516). 

Without directly “having to incorporate anxiety,” disgust nevertheless 

always points “in some way to anxiety.” (16) 

Julian Hanich points out the problems that disgust encounters in the aesthetic 

field:   

Aesthetic theory has often treated disgust with strong suspicion. As an 

aesthetic response it has been – and often is – considered too close to its 

real-life equivalent. Mendelssohn and Kant had defined disgust as a “dark” 

sensation that so categorically indicates something “real” that it strains the 

distinction between “real” and “imaginary” – and therewith the condition 
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for aesthetic illusion: I am disgusted – therefore I experience something as 

unconditionally real (not at all as art). (9) 

Kant’s aesthetic exclusion of disgust and monstrosity is shaken in his later works such 

as Anthropology. Lecter’s eyes are depicted as vampires’: “Dr. Lecter's eyes are 

maroon and they reflect the light in pinpoints of red. Sometimes the points of light 

seem to fly like sparks to his center. His eyes held Starling whole” (Harris 16). 

Lecter points out the similarity between the revulsion and the splendor, the 

demonstration of creative might, which can be associated with tigers and lambs, the 

beast and the gentleman, the savagery and the civilization: “Officer Starling. Typhoid 

and swans—It all comes from the same place” (Harris 22). Lecters penetrates the 

insufficiency and banality of knowledge from books, too static and inflexible to 

capture the transformative characteristics of life, and reveal the representations 

masked by another representations: “Life’s too slippery for books, Clarice; anger 

appears as lust, lupus presents as hives” (Harris 146). Also, Lecter ridiculizes the 

definition of evil: “Evil’s just destructive? Then storms are evil, if it’s that simple. 

And we have fire, and there there’s hail. Underwriters lump it all under ‘Acts of 

God’” (Harris 22). 

 Starling, in the end of Silence, finally regains decent sleep, not due to the 

everyday prescription of pills and physical exercises, but being attuned to play with 

the forces that appealingly disturbs her, the killings and the covetousness to penetrate 

the killings.: “But the face on the pillow, rosy in the firelight, is certainly that of 

Clarice Starling, and she sleeps deeply, sweetly, in the silence of the lambs.” (Harris 

367). 
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Building disgust: The Gothic atmosphere that magnetizes and sickens audiences is 

enhanced via the buildings in The Silence of the Lambs: 

The doors off the second-floor landing were dark and locked. 

Up to three now, the little corridor dim. One rectangle of light on the 

floor from the open elevator car. Tate moved down the wall opposite the 

open elevator, no mirrors in the car to help him. With two pounds’ pressure 

on a nine-pound trigger, he looked inside the car. Empty. 

. . .  

Four was flooded with the music of the piano coming from above. The door 

into the offices opened at a push. Beyond the offices, the beam of the long 

flashlight shined on a door open wide into the great dark building beyond. 

(Harris 242) 

Lecter’s repulsive slaughter and escape is embellished with Gothic atmosphere, 

dimness, perplexity, and splendid power manifestation, the aesthetic mixture of 

culture and savageness, classic music and gunshots, polite greetings and butchery. 

Buffalo Bill (The Silence of the Lambs) and Francis Dolarhyde (Red Dragon), the 

transformation of monsters, the serial killers in Hannibal Lecter series undergo 

monstrous transformation to cope with their ugliness. Analogical to these 

transformative monsters, spectators may adjust themselves to appreciate the repulsive 

monstrous ugliness. Monsters can change viewers’ “eyes.” “Monsters’ aesthetics” 

performs as a surface shallow shifting stimulation, a variety of trans-action, which 

reiterates itself until approaching to the verge of uneasiness, the borders of freeing the 

being-at-homeness.  
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Sublime, ugliness, disgust: “[Kant] defines this negative pleasure which he 

classifies as the sublime through its inducement of awe and Achtung, a term which 

means respect.” (Baker 171). In the sublime, “negative pleasure” is considered a 

crucial component. “The sublime vacillation between attraction and repulsion finds its 

most poignant example in Charles Baudelaire’s poetry.” The sublime dances between 

appeal and disgust. Baudelaire’s works can demonstrate the sublime dancing between 

disgust and appeal. Kant cautiously avers “not that the sublime is moral, but that it 

induces feelings in its observer that are similar to the moral” (Baker 13). It is 

oversimplified to claim that the Kantian sublime or aesthetics are moral. Christian 

Wenzel points out: 

Kant later argues that beauty can be a symbol of morality (section 59). It is 

not easy to understand exactly what he means by this. It can easily be 

understood as implying that beauty depends on morality. But we will see, 

later, in a separate section on this topic, why this cannot be correct. (25) 

The judgment of taste is similar to the moral judgment only in certain structure and 

feelings, such as disinterestedness, purposelessness, repulsion, awe, and pleasure, 

which signifies that the sublime can be experienced without, at least directly, 

concerning good and evil. Aesthetical judgment is not equal to moral judgment. In the 

judgment of taste, “we engage in an activity that is analogous to moral reflection. 

Only aesthetic reflection about the beautiful (or the ugly) is formally analogous to 

moral reflection” (Wenzel 118). 

Lecter eats disgusting humans, the taste of the distaste. Jeremy Strong analyzes 

his delicate taste:   
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An increasingly baroque and polymorphous food cruelty develops across 

the texts, which includes: Lecter eating other characters; a character cutting 

off pieces of his own face to be eaten by dogs; carnivorous pigs trained to 

eat Lecter as part of an elaborate revenge plot; and Lecter cooking and 

feeding a lobotomized victim material from his own recently exposed brain. 

These imagination-straining themes form the grisly counterpoint to Lecter’s 

appreciation of glass and chinaware, upscale delicatessens such as Dean & 

Deluca, and the artistic glories of Florence. (187) 

Hannibal Lecter, the charming and scholarly Gothic monster, his artistic murderous 

power evokes disgust but still very alluring, perceived from his puzzling works of 

killing and exquisite mind games, also from his creative characteristic and piercing 

observation of works of murder. Lecter’s various monstrous representations reveals 

how his art of revoking slaughter employs dread and disgust as augmenting 

dispositional hook of cannibalistic lectures which include dissolving the borders 

between oneself and the monsters, artistically dissecting their perplexing monstrous 

cases, and potentially eventually becoming one of them. Fear and loathing may be 

external threats, also able to aid empathic imagination of becoming threats, as well as 

intuitive enjoyment of being one, these modes adopted by FBI agents to transform 

themselves into monsters in order to catch ones, judging their “artworks” via 

monstrous (dis)taste, playing with the piercing perceptions. In this chapter, since the 

human monsters’ disgusting mode, pattern, and attraction has been established. The 

next chapter explores a different character, extremely not charming as Hannibal 
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Lecter, the cultured human monster, whose name is Patrick Bateman, an extremely 

shallow, cruel, repetitive figure.  
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Chapter Four: American Psycho 

Murder can evoke “disgust, incomprehension, visceral sensation, [and] frenzied 

excitement,” which Gomel depicts as “the violent sublime,” ambivalently comprising 

“ecstasy” and “revulsion,” its process lacking clear purposes, and its action to hurt 

appearing to be pointless except for itself, as the aesthetic process is played not for 

purposes determined by concepts but for the play itself, such violence “can be 

compared to those offered by art” (MacDonald 150).  

In American Psycho, the narrative depends on one unreliable narrator, thus, the 

disgusting scenes, the cruel murders, difficult to be distinguished from the products of 

imagination to reality, their borders unstable and unclear. The “violent sublime,” akin 

to the monstrous sublime, the extremely repulsive aesthetic experience is accentuated 

its fierceness, alluring still, the brutal cause and effect emphasized, displaying the 

repulsive bewildering aspect of powers which overwhelm and captivate spectators, 

the aspect not of reasons and morality, in which only the energy flow and the 

dissolution of dullness would influence and even “enliven” viewers, ultimately 

resulting in disgust and pleasure beyond measurement (Vine 65).  

This chapter examines another extreme form of disgust, quite different from the 

extremity of Hannibal Lecter. Lecter is graceful, cultured and manipulative. In 

American Psycho, however, the main character, Bateman is not graceful and very 

shallow. He knows brands, but do not know the depth of the words and the 

psychological status of others. Bateman cannot really control others with his 

mentality, but with his own money, the material. He just re-does things, resaying 
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things. Too repetitive to be true, the repulsive reiteration in this novel, leads to 

nothingness and a confession without elevation. 

The aversive but addictive experience of reading the novel, this paradox is 

further complicated by the responses of critics and common readers, despite many 

critics urging the public not to touch this abomination, as Norman Mailer observes, 

people still “read[ing] on addicted to a vice that offers no pleasure whatsoever” while 

feeling “like to throw the book away,” hinting “a sense of powerlessness and 

complicity in the reading experience, a sense of being at once subjected to and guilty 

of violence,” which indicates an inexplicable magnetism of disgusting transgression 

and extremities, the “extraordinary power” (Tanner 103) of repulsive monstrosity in 

this text, an unreasonable force, not only repelling spectators by its outrageous content 

but also by their inability to stop reading it.  

Sonia Baelo-Allué indicates the murder transformed “into a spectacle in both 

reality and fiction,” (113) the real killing fictionalized, the fictional kill realized, the 

once repulsion becoming enjoyable, still disturbing though, treated rather a show than 

a real case involving human death and social responsibility, an artistic performance 

immune to moral judgment, affecting spectators’ attention to drift away from whether 

it is proper or not, in which the concepts determining the borderline between propriety 

or impropriety are satirically staged, the restraint that enforces such division fought 

and “killed” repeatedly, these excessive and reiterative serial murders perplexing the 

distinctions between the imagination and the reality, good and evil, pleasure and 

displeasure, the potentials of the expansive and wild sea of human taste stimulated 

and revealed. 

The aesthetics of disturbing transgressions are developed and reinforced by 

crossing realms of imagination such as fictional literary works and “quasi-fictional” 
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worlds of mass media. Alzena MacDonald explicates how revolting murder is 

revealed its aesthetics and blurs the boundaries: 

Serial killing is discursively produced by and within a media-managed 

culture that is simultaneously hyperreal and aesthetic. Black argues that 

while the mass media exposes us to “artistic presentations of violence,” its 

mediation of actual events such as murder transgresses the lucidity of 

'reality' to enter the domain of the “quasi-fictional” (Black 9-10). In Using 

Murder Philip Jenkins remarks that, “in coverage of serial murder, the 

boundaries between fiction and real life were    often blurred to the point 

of non-existence” (81). (5) 

Mark Seltzer analyzes the public fascination with supposedly loathing murder:  

Compulsive killing has its place, I have suggested, in a public culture in 

which addictive violence has become not merely a collective spectacle but 

also one of the crucial sites where private desire and public culture cross. 

The convening of the public around scenes of violence has come to make up 

a wound culture: the public fascination with torn and opened private bodies 

and torn and opened psyches, a public gathering around the wound and the 

trauma. One of the preconditions of our contemporary wound culture is the 

emergence of psychology as public culture. (109) 

The “public fascination” is intertwined with “compulsive killing” and “addictive 

violence,” in which the repulsive murderous spectacles captures spectators, 

committed by the popular monsters, serial murderers “killing over and over again” 

(Baelo-Allué 113), like the feature of aesthetics, the process of free play, the playful 

repetition, generating pleasure that is not intuitively enjoyable. This process can 

amplify the circumstances to the ridiculous extent to expose the ignored potentialities. 
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If the exposure repels the audience too severely, it is likely, not the monstrous 

sublime, the paralysis is encountered, such totally “shutdown” reactions appearing not 

in American Psycho. How can objects or actions commonly considered disgusting be 

less repulsive? Plantinga notes that “core disgust is primarily invoked through taste 

and smell,” “the spectator is distanced by the knowledge of the fictional status of what 

is seen,” and “the strength of the disgust reaction may be attenuated” (210). 

Moreover, Smuts utilizes a control theory concerned with artistic representations of 

negative affect, which can neutralize or mitigate the painful impact of disgust:  

John Morreall, a control theorist, argues that art experiences are far less 

painful than those had in real life, because in regards to art our powers of 

control are far greater than in real life. Specifically, our control over 

narratives comes from our choosing whether or not to have these responses 

and our ability to walk away if we cannot take it anymore. . . . We might 

argue that our experiences of art are less painful since we can usually 

control whether or not they happen or when they should stop. We can 

decide to leave a theater or put down a book whenever it gets to be too 

much to handle, and we are aware that we possess this power. (45) 

Nevertheless, if spectators are not aware that this possession of power or the disgust 

aroused by the spectacle cannot be diminished, is it still possible for audience to treat 

it as a work of art? This enquiry may need to be addressed in two ways. First, the 

disgust performs as a hook or eye-catcher, providing prospects to initiate the 

procedure of aesthetic judgment. Second, the disgust itself can arouse pleasure. The 

cruel and peculiar disgusting scenes of murders in the fiction, TV, or film series 

concerning Hannibal Lecter, demonstrated as sculptures, musical instruments, or 

culinary art, certainly can catch spectators’ eyes instantly and start their process of 
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digestion. However, if it is not only the beginning that involves disgusting elements 

but the climax as well, can it continue to be the artwork that fascinates people? 

Hanich points out the “cruel Joy”:  

What makes the dog-sperm scene in Van Wilder so different from the feces 

scene in Salo`, is the fact that a huge amount of schadenfreude – a cruel joy 

about someone else’s misery – is interspersed with disgust and therefore 

colours the latter more enjoyably. (303)  

Spectators may acquire a disconcerting pleasure, “schadenfreude—a cruel joy” from 

the torments of their peers. The “light-hearted atmosphere” created by other roles’ 

reaction in the monstrous scene may reduce the impact of repulsion enough to endure 

the hurtful affect and acquire a taste of the art of this cruelty. Also, concerning the 

temporality, the “jolts of disgust are both sufficiently short and thematically harmless 

enough not to overwhelm the viewer completely but rather ‘tickle’ him or her 

pleasurably” (Hanich 305). The short duration of disgust harms audience less, just 

enough to enjoy its compositions and arrangements of fierce forces. The time element, 

the temporality of presentation of disgust, can allow the revolting components to 

appear ferociously but not promptly driving audience away. 

The idiosyncratic artist of monstrous aesthetics do not only employ the free play 

of conflicting forces to gain pleasure, but also plays for the play itself, being free of 

and from boundaries, definitions, and purposes. Monster’s repulsive aesthetics, a 

chance of killing the dead lives, gives birth via death, revealing life via decease: 

Monsters’ abhorrent aesthetics slits the pretense of livingness, disclosing life via 

death. 

Not only the murderous violence, according to La Berge, American Psycho 

adopts the aesthetics of brat-pack fiction,” a style not “overwhelming” but 
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“underwhelming,” which is boosted to the limit in the text, smearing the scenes with 

dull, massive depictions of brands, so dreary that the oxygen of words almost 

vanishes, violent murders appearing to let the air refresh, keeping the circumstances 

alive (114). 

Furthermore, Bateman “embraces … a corporate aesthetics,” forsaking the 

“intellectual content,” for instance, such as his taste of music, he listens to popular 

music, showing his taste of generality, conforming to the popular taste (Murphet 34), 

as if he has no taste of his own, like his concept of self, the appearance of body, face, 

haircut, and suits, but as he has said, without feeling of a real unique person, just a 

concept, “interchangeable” with anyone (Ellis 379). 

Mark Storey points out the “external forces” that creates Bateman, the “language 

of the society” via a human/monster figure, articulating a voice generated from a 

temporary result from the contested and converged powers in the community, such as 

consumerism, capitalism, dandyism, vanity, and so forth, these influences 

demonstrated in a body of human appearance, a puppet manipulated by the proper 

image of a successful person, a monster created by the socio-economic stereotypes, 

also akin to Frankenstein’s monster constituted by the numerous parts of corpses, the 

fixed concepts, the stifled judgments, the bias, and the social expectations. Unlike 

Frankenstein’s monster, Bateman’s repulsive face of such monstrous ugliness only 

accessible to the readers, not to the other characters, he hides behind a human suit, an 

exceedingly pretentious combinations of the surface and materialistic values, so 

obviously excessive that the viewers can notice its being a literary device, not 

perceiving it realistically but allegorically or even playfully. One of Bateman’s 

extreme trivial description of his being in his “private maze”: 

Warrants, stock offerings, ESOPs, LBOs, IPOs, finances, refinances, 
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debentures, converts, proxy statements, 8-Ks, 10-Qs, zero coupons, PiKs, 

GNPs, the IMF, hot executive gadgets, billionaires, Kenkichi Nakajima, 

infinity, Infinity, how fast a luxury car should go, bailouts, junk bonds, 

whether to cancel my subscription to The Economist, the Christmas Eve 

when I was fourteen and had raped one of our maids, Inclusivity, envying 

someone's life, whether someone could survive a fractured skull, waiting in 

airports, stifling a scream, credit cards and someone's passport and a book 

of matches from La Côte Basque splattered with blood, surface surface 

surface, a Rolls is a Rolls is a Rolls. (Ellis 342) 

Bateman’s “surface” dialectical complaint repeatedly emerges: 

Where there was nature and earth, life and water, I saw a desert landscape 

that was unending, resembling some sort of crater, so devoid of reason and 

light and spirit . . . Define reason. Desire—meaningless. Intellect is not a 

cure. Justice is dead. Fear, recrimination, innocence, sympathy, guilt, waste, 

failure, grief, were things, emotions, that no one really felt anymore. 

Reflection is useless, the world is senseless. Evil is its only permanence. 

God is not alive. Love cannot be trusted. Surface, surface, surface, was all 

that anyone found meaning in . . . this was civilization as I saw it, colossal 

and jagged…”  (Ellis 374-375) 

Another extremity, disclosing the “illusion,” Ellis pushes the text to the extreme like 

Brecht does, this excessiveness “directing [audience’s] attention away from theatrical 

illusions and toward the social injustice,” which similarly applies to American 

Psycho, “turn[ing] our attention from the illusions of the narrative text itself to the act 

of narration as it creates a social bond with the reader,” (Mandel 35) this analysis 

doubtful whether the extremities would steer spectators to a determinate target such as 
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the “social injustice” or a “social bond,” whereas more certain consideration is that 

such a disproportionately repulsive text can drive them away from targets and 

concepts they previously established or dwelled on.  

Also, the “illusions” of reading the fiction as reality diminished by repetitive 

reminders, Bateman keeps reminding other characters and readers that he is a 

murderous “evil psychopath” (Ellis 20) in various ways (such as “I like to dissect 

girls. Did you know I’m utterly insane?” [Ellis 216]), the reminders powerless to gain 

responses from his acquaintances, its repetition also weakening and ridiculing his 

killing intents, such feeble reminding reiterations appearing rather performatively 

playful than realistically cruel, considered a type of struggles against his dreary 

imprisonment, similar to the aesthetic play, repeatedly shaking off the fixed concepts 

in order to play freely. While the confrontation is monstrous, in this case, 

overwhelmingly imprisoning dullness, so is the aesthetic play of the monstrous 

sublime, hideously and repulsively repeated to the extent of intolerability, the 

borderline of the monstrous sublime, shattering the paralysis and creating chances for 

playing unboundedly. For instance, an everyday boring line is repeated by Bateman 

six times: “I have to return some videotapes” (Ellis 160, 264, 265, 296, 314, 398). The 

repetition of everydayness, like returning the videotapes is boring and trivial, but 

seems to be urgent for Bateman, even more severe than his murder, his cruelty. The 

dull routines, the banal everydayness is another kind of murderous monstrosity, the 

monstrous everydayness devouring people slowly and thoroughly. 

The protagonist is only “an idea of a Patrick Bateman, some kind of abstraction,” 

(Ellis 376) a mere elegant human suit, akin to vampires, devouring lives with his 

pretty face, body, and social status, repelling spectators for his imagination of murder 

and murder of imagination, the latter with a various routines and formulas of being a 
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beautiful human, and the former with a series of cruel purposeless killing and 

torments, confessed without sincerity, reconciliation, or transcendence, a hell with a 

heavenly façade and no way out. Disgust and emptiness, Bateman keeps babbling: 

There wasn’t a clear, identifiable emotion within me, except for greed and, 

possibly, total disgust. I had all the characteristics of a human being – flesh, 

blood, skin, hair – but my depersonalization was so intense, had gone so 

deep, that the normal ability to feel compassion had been eradicated, the 

victim of a slow, purposeful erasure. I was simply imitating reality, a rough 

resemblance of a human being, with only a dim corner of my mind 

functioning. (Ellis 282) 

Bateman “confesses” that he is just an “entity,” which is “illusory” and “cold.” 

One can “shake [his] hand and feel flesh,” but he is simply “not there,” himself 

“fabricated,” a “noncontingent human being,” which is “sketchy and unformed” (Ellis 

376). His “heart” also not there, Bateman depicts his examination: “[I] take a deep 

breath and touch my chest—expecting a heart to be thumping quickly, impatiently, but 

there's nothing there, not even a beat” (116). The nauseous empty and endless 

pointlessness is stressed in these lines: 

But even after admitting this—and I have countless times, in just about 

every act I’ve committed—and coming face-to-face with these truths, there 

is no catharsis. I gain no deeper knowledge about myself, no new 

understanding can be extracted from my telling. There has been no reason 

for me to tell you any of this. This confession has meant nothing . . . (Ellis 

377). 

This knowledge of self that Bateman confesses is nothing, a whining, an affliction 

that he tries to spread to others since he feels that he has no way out, the disgust deep 
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inside he needs to reveal and share, sharing this misery to people, this endless 

emptiness, nothingness.  

Bateman is confused with someone, identified as someone else, his trait not 

unique, resembling everyone, an embodiment of everyday and extreme evilness, the 

evilness that is repetitive and recognized anywhere any time. 

“He does not understand the boundaries of the appropriate and inappropriate, the 

acceptable and the unacceptable; his "personality" debouches haphazardly along a 

spectrum from the most secret and interior desires to the mannered conventions of a 

highly-sophisticated society. This is postmodernity in process, knowing no limits, 

uniting desire and entertainment within spectacle. An individual "personality" cannot 

sustain these contradictions; an individual "personality" in which Id, Ego and Super-

Ego go into melt-down is doomed. It is doomed to psychosis, schizophrenia, gibberish 

non-language—and we see this happening to Patrick before he implodes completely 

within the text. Patrick is a cipher; a sign in language and it is in language that he 

disintegrates, slips out of our grasp. Patrick is Void. He is the Abyss. He is a textual 

impossibility, written out, elided until there is no "Patrick" other than the sign or 

signifier that sets in motion the process that must destroy him and thus at the end the 

book must go back to its beginnings and start again. This process reveals his 

invisibility and re-signs him to a circle of hell where he can never find resolution or 

autonomy in that he "exists" only to disintegrate.” (119) 

Bret Easton Ellis’s American Psycho exploits an excessively monstrous way to 

demonstrate revolting violence, “embrac[ing] a corporate aesthetic that abolishes 

intellectual content in the name of ‘poppy and lighthearted’ inanity,” which appears to 

be too superficial to be simply shallow (Murphet 34). This maneuver resembles the 

purposeless and disinterested aesthetic play, which implies spectators not to dwell on 
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the stereotypical “duty” of search for depth, “liking for the good,” and “liking for the 

agreeable,” (Kant, 1987, 47, 46) but to playfully glimpse the flow, the textile, and the 

compositions of the surface. 

This extreme violence and shallow monstrosity dramatically shows the illusion 

built by cognitive concepts, the stifled everyday determinate and static concepts. 

Ellis’s American Psycho exercises a contested aesthetics at that time, “brat-pack,” 

exaggerating this style to the explosion point “with rambling descriptions of branded 

commodities rendered in deadening prose and broken only by the representation of 

lethal violence,” divulging its monstrosity and forces (La Berge 114).   

Everyone everyday resembles everyone everyday, this situation and repetition 

depicting the mode of Patrick Bateman living in a luxurious mansion, a palace, a 

space with no way out, everything “interchangeable,” (Ellis 379) impossible to 

distinguish one from another by uniqueness and particularity, everywhere he dwells 

on is a fancy prison with well-dressed people and etiquettes, repulsing not only 

because the monstrous violence strikes physically and mentally, but also one may 

enjoy and even celebrate such a mode, which is actually a boring jail without concrete 

walls and exits, reflected by the writing style with redundant, trivial, and repeating 

phrases and sentences. Bateman describes his living room: 

Over the white marble and granite gas-log fireplace hangs an original David 

Onica. It's a six-foot-by-four-foot portrait of a naked woman, mostly done 

in muted grays and olives, sitting on a chaise longue watching MTV, the 

backdrop a Martian landscape, a gleaming mauve desert scattered with 

dead, gutted fish, smashed plates rising like a sunburst above the woman's 

yellow head, and the whole thing is framed in black aluminum steel. The 

painting overlooks a long white down-filled sofa and a thirty- inch digital 
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TV set from Toshiba; it's a high-contrast highly defined model plus it has a 

four-corner video stand with a high-tech tube combination from NEC with a 

picture-in-picture digital effects system (plus freeze-frame); the audio 

includes built-in MTS and a five-watt-per-channel on-board amp. (Ellis 25) 

Redundantly and trivially to the detail, Bateman tells us the significance of his 

appearance:  

. . . I tie a plastic ice pack around my face and commence with the 

morning's stretching exercises. Afterwards I stand in front of a chrome and 

acrylic Washmobile bathroom sink – with soap dish, cup holder, and railings 

that serve as towel bars, which I bought at Hastings Tile to use while the 

marble sinks I ordered from Finland are being sanded – and stare at my 

reflection with the ice pack still on. I pour some Plax antiplaque formula 

into a stainless-steel tumbler and swish it around my mouth for thirty 

seconds. Then I squeeze Rembrandt onto a faux-tortoiseshell toothbrush and 

start brushing my teeth (too hung over to floss properly – but maybe I 

flossed before bed last night?) and rinse with Listerine. . . . (Ellis 26) 

Charles Derry points out that “Bateman’s humanity has been stolen by America’s 

consumer culture and obsession with material possessions,” this obsession related to 

his obvious goal of “becom[ing] the archetype of recognized success,” which reveal 

itself via his talk “dominated by brand names, name-dropping, and other signifiers of 

status” (172). This domination and obsession, Christopher Palmer also notes 

American Psycho, 

Which depicts the tendency of all things to become their brand names, or 

descriptive labels that have the vacuity of brand names (as with the 

descriptions of restaurant dishes): naming itself becomes repetitive and 
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interminable, while the main character loses identity (people fail to 

recognize him, his actions leave no traces) and his actions become at once 

unreal and sickeningly violent. (190) 

Regarding the extreme trifle and violence, Ellis explains his ideas of excessiveness:   

It was all about status, about surface. So I thought about juxtaposing this 

absurd triviality with extreme violence. . . . If people are disgusted or bored, 

then they're finding out something about their own limits as readers. I want 

to challenge their complacency, to provoke them.... American Psycho is 

partly about excess—just when readers think they can't take any more 

violence, or another description of superficial behavior, more is presented—

and their response toward this is what intrigues me. (Simpson 148-9) 

The violence presents the notorious and infamous popular aesthetics of 

monstrosity, paradoxically alluring and repelling readers, portraying the human 

monster features without (obvious) moral judgment, solutions, or reconciliations. The 

repulsive aesthetics of monstrous sublime in American Psycho is too powerful to be 

simply overlooked, exhibiting the dynamics of extreme experience, a display to 

challenge the borderlines of normality and banality, radicalizing and ridiculizing the 

formula of humans, the process aversive but captivating, experiencing the aesthetic 

“virtue,” neither of morality nor of depth, but of forces, the powers that enliven 

faculties, breaking the dullness, enabling the free play.  

Monster literature with repulsive excessiveness disintegrates human characters, 

(re)playing with them, revealing their less “civilized” ingredients, such as 

irrationality, desires, darkness, and beastliness, which subverts the definition of 

humans and monsters with the method akin to aesthetics. The writing of this text is 

pushed to the limit in order to capture the monstrosity vividly or more clearly, unlike 
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the original vague status. Hudson indicates the aesthetics of American Psycho as 

follows: 

If there had been some anguished purpose behind these obscenities —for 

instance, to reflect upon man or his society in extremis— they might, just 

possibly, have been defensible. American Psycho appears to be empty of 

any purpose whatever, other than to get its author back in the news after the 

critical and commercial failure of his second novel, Rules of Attraction.” 

(127) 

American Psycho challenge the boundaries, not just violent but also pornographic, 

and imaginative, the “empty of any purpose;” because of such purposelessness, akin 

to the conditions of the aesthetic play, the boundaries keep shifting when the opposing 

abilities continue to compete and struggle with each other. Ellis accumulates this 

shallowness to the extent of visibility, repeatedly exercised and exaggerated, a force 

generated almost reaching the point of destruction, monstrously reiterating the 

thinness so that it can be “thick” enough to be noticed, disturbing, overwhelming, and 

yet captivating, for the everyday monstrosity which potentially concerns and 

imprisons spectators is revealed and killed. 

The excesses of Bateman smears the text (Giles 166), including his overly taking 

care of his body and face, excessive concepts and routines of successful images and 

biases, and his exceedingly ruthless murderous methods or imagination, these 

extremities evoking experiences akin to the sublime, especially, the repulsive 

monstrous sublime, challenging the borderline between impropriety and propriety, 

pain and pleasure.   

Bateman quotes Ed Gein’s, a serial killer’s murderous confession, the status 

echoing his: 
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“He [Ed Gein] said,” I begin, “‘When I see a pretty girl walking down the 

street I think two things. One part of me wants to take her out and talk to her 

and be real nice and sweet and treat her right.’” I stop, finish my J&B in one 

swallow. 

“What does the other part of him think?” Hamlin asks tentatively. 

“What her head would look like on a stick,” I say. (Ellis 92) 

Bateman’s attitude shows how he longs for such cruel enjoyment. Bateman appears to 

be a normal human to girls, but actually wants to kill her cruelly, not just can be 

interpreted as schizophrenia, but also the thing about imagination, too much of it, the 

loop-like aesthetic play with his own fancy. 

Bateman describes his (imagination of) malicious murder of a bum: 

I start stabbing him in the stomach, lightly, above the dense matted patch of 

pubic hair. This sobers him up somewhat and instinctively he tries to cover 

himself with his hands and the dog starts yipping, really furiously, but it 

doesn't attack, and I keep stabbing at the bum now between his fingers, 

stabbing the backs of his hands. His eye, burst open, hangs out of its socket 

and runs down his face and he keeps blinking which causes what's left of it 

inside the wound to pour out like red, veiny egg yolk. (Ellis 131) 

This murder of a bum committed by Bateman, whether this incident actually occurs, 

reveals the imaginational monstrosity of and by him, no sympathy of the other 

subject’s feeling, or having enormous intention to dissolve others with slow, various, 

and even playful methods, he keeping his victim alive to prolong the pleasure of 

playing, akin to one of the features of aesthetics, the play without ends and ending, the 

continuous play of the subject in front of him, taking away his eyes and perception, 

even the reader’ eyes taken, the normal judgment not functioning here, forcing people 
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to see through the nothingness, the annihilation. Sabine Sielke comments on 

Bateman’s homicide: 

American Psycho projects unspeakable fantasies of violence with surgical 

and cinematographic precision without, however, disclosing substance. Just 

like his colorful world of capitalist consumption, Bateman's chainsaw-

massacre practices of torture and rape reveal no more than additional 

surfaces. (180) 

The vampirism, significant monstrosity of Gothic, appears in American Psycho, in 

which the “extreme focus on blood in American Psycho inevitably recalls such texts 

as Bram Stoker’s classic Dracula,” (Gile 167) however, Bateman the consumers of 

existence, similar to but not entirely the same with vampires, more akin to cannibals 

because he kills not necessarily for sustaining his life, and never wants to create a 

vampiric companion, which is rather disturbing for he is not only biologically a 

human but also one that could be “interchangeable” with anyone (Ellis 379), 

devouring other humans with multiple methods and no remorse, disgusting spectators 

with unreasonable or imaginary excuses, forcing those who stays watching to undergo 

the extreme test of endurance of monstrous dynamics that potentially can be created 

by anyone. 

American Psycho provides little relief, leaving spectators no space to relax but 

reflex, creating an air of imprisonment, no exit, compelling them to perceive more 

with survival instinct, the shocking effect so vicious that wounds never fully heal, an 

repulsively overwhelming dominance over rationality and rationalization, as 

Bateman’s excessive experience, driven by unclear and unreasonable forces, losing 

the grip of reality and sanity, desperately resorting to confession and confrontation but 

receiving no reward of bravery or consolation. 
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Patrick Shaw analyzes three different types of relationship from writers to their 

killers, Capote sympathetic with the murderers, Vonnegut puzzled by them, and Ellis 

“gratifying” his monster’s desires to be exceedingly violent without punishment 

(207), such a judgment doubtful because Bateman, Ellis’s “monster,” hardly acquires 

satisfaction and consolation, wandering in an eternal jail with no exits, as hinted in the 

beginning pages of the text, recurrently punishing him. Bateman expresses his 

repulsion of imprisonment:  

‘I'm twenty-seven for Christ sakes and this is, uh, how life presents itself in 

a bar or in a club in New York, maybe anywhere, at the end of the century 

and how people, you know, me, behave, and this is what being Patrick 

means to me, I guess, so, well, yup, uh…’ and this is followed by a sigh, 

then a slight shrug and another sigh, and above one of the doors covered by 

red velvet drapes in Harry’s is a sign and on the sign in letters that match the 

drapes' color are the words THIS IS NOT AN EXIT. (Ellis 399) 

Ellis’s Bateman is considered a “surface character,” the “ultimate end-product of a 

consumer society,” a figure with only skin and suits, a role without depth and visions, 

fixed by superficial concepts, “subservient to commodification, image and 

appearance,” (Smith 142) which may be a weakness from conventional standards of 

fiction characters, but a strength for his excessively surface play visualizes the 

dynamics of monstrous shallowness and repulsion, corresponding to several 

conditions of aesthetic play, such as the purposiveness without purpose, indifference 

(or disinterestedness), and unstoppable movements, provoking spectators to forsake 

dwelling on concepts of normality or depth but to play on the surface. 

Violent tortures and murders the obvious excessiveness in this novel, the textual 

extremities are also enhanced by the overly intensity of the surface descriptions of 
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body, face, and social status. Bateman’s violence is a reproduction of surface force, 

the shallowness that never go deep but play on the skin, floating, surfing, and playing 

without getting caught by any determinacy. Purposes are not fulfilled as if 

purposeless. Bateman feels disgust of the world, not himself; he is a mixture of traits, 

nothing more, interchangeable and boring. 

According to Norman Mailer, American Psycho manifests the disgust of the era, 

its repulsively pretentious spiritual aspects, this period exceedingly shallow, occupied 

by superficial concepts to the degree of cruelty, a “period of the absolute manipulation 

of humans by humans,” the “coldcock murder” a way to “correct” this domination. 

(159), his slaughter, imaginary or not, a mode to cope with the repulsively monstrous 

imprisonment and dullness. 

Bateman’s cruel murder: 

Do you know what a fucking loser you are?" He starts nodding helplessly and I 

pull out a long, thin knife with a serrated edge and, being very careful not to kill 

him, push maybe half an inch of the blade into his right eye, flicking the handle 

up, instantly popping the retina. (Ellis 131) 

This cruel murder committed by Bateman reveals the very imaginary, unreal, non-

human brutality, not feeling other people’s feeling. He gores the eyes, taking away 

people’ ability to see and perceive, not wanting to end this torture play quickly, he 

keeping the victims alive to suffer more in order to keep his play continuing 

pointlessly. More than just sensationalism, Ellis explores dehumanized, inhuman 

zombies in modern society, the modern monsters. Giles points out: 

Few novels in recent years have been as controversial as American Psycho, 

both because of the extreme violence that dominates the text and because 

that violence is largely directed against female characters. At times one feels 
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that Ellis is deliberately writing the most politically incorrect novel 

imaginable. But as signaled in the restaurant name, Ellis has higher 

ambitions than sheer sensationalism. He is intent in American Psycho on 

exploring the mental spaces of characters so dehumanized by the American 

consumerist society that they seem at times to be inhuman, to be zombies 

with high-paying jobs and dressed in expensive clothing. (160) 

This repulsively “extreme violence” Bateman creates, as the words in the first page of 

this fiction, resembles the hell without hopes and exits. 

The examinations of Bateman’s murderous fantasy in American Psycho reveals a 

disgusted/disgusting killer whose alluring look and human suit are maintained by his 

reiterative enforcement of dreary procedures, physically, socially, and economically. 

Bateman’s prejudiced expression of disgust toward “lower lives” echoes the cognitive 

impasse of the judgment of taste. The analysis of Bateman’s depictions of anxious 

self-alienation and undependable/imaginary portrayal of his revolting ways of 

murders disclose the imaginary and recurring aspects of the aesthetic disgust, derived 

from the investigations of his offensive soliloquies, sexual abuses, tortures, 

cannibalism, and diverse vicious murders, his dull everyday trivial temporally and 

repeatedly “refreshed” by his homicidal creations, wandering between cognitive and 

aesthetic realms, determinate elitist procedures and indeterminate creative play.  
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Conclusion 

In the examination of the previous Gothic monsters, the paradoxical nature of 

disgust, aversive pleasure, is revealed and elaborated. In order to grasp the oxymoron 

of disgust, several theories or ideas of “negative8” aesthetics such as the aesthetic of 

ugliness, the aesthetic of horror, and the aesthetic of poverty are consulted and 

inquired. Anna Baker points out “although literature was able to perceive of a 

functional value for ugliness, a philosophical validation took much longer to develop” 

(8). Disgust too plays a significant role in literary works but has been ignored and not 

seriously inspected. Gothic literature “explores terror and other extreme feelings” 

(Punter 207). The theories or ambiances related to the sublime have been stressed 

recurrently. The Gothic is about transgression and overwhelmingness, arousing 

sensations to an extreme level, quite approximate to the overloading experience of 

disgust. Both of them attempt to test people’s limits of sensual reception. What are the 

discrepancies and similarities between the disgust and the sublime as derived from the 

Gothic? Is Gothic disgust a disposition without transcendence, merely arousing 

people’s sensation but not really providing a promising purpose, reason, elevation or 

beyond, as a deep dark abyss devouring light where spectators confront this disturbing 

impact and its no-way-out-ness? This charming chasm can be related to the negative 

side of aesthetics. One could fall in the moods of angst and disgust because this 

enclosing nothingness signifies beyond established or establishing knowledge. 

                                                 
8 By “negative,” I mean being opposite to arguably common consideration of aesthetics as merely the 

philosophy of beauty. 
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The disgust that arouse your sensation does not give a purpose or elevation 

beyond or experience like transcendence in the sublime. Mainly three gothic fictions 

are adopted to demonstrate these quasi-sublime features. The disgust can be divided 

into several groups and show that how they function and how they may be significant 

to the understanding of the gothic aesthetics of darkness which is related to the 

negative side of aesthetics.  

The divisions of disgust analyzed from the library texts are expressed by the 

characters’ aversion toward each other and themselves, indicated by the critics, 

related to the atmosphere of the fictional residence, and so forth. The methods are 

inspired by the ones of Kant’s analysis of aesthetics, of Heideggerian angst, and of the 

critiques of films of repulsive ugliness.  

 “Anything ‘fearsome’ is always encountered as an entity within-the-world” 

(Being and Time 185). That is, what one fears is something that is in the world, the 

familiar realm. To speak more clearly, when one fears, one knows what the fearsome 

object is. This feature is one of the Heideggerian views of fear. The other is as 

follows. 

“Fear is [angst], fallen into the ‘world’” (Being and Time 189). For Heidegger, 

one is in the mood of fear because one tries to “di[m] down” the “uncanniness” 

(“unheimlich,” “unhomelike[ness],” “not-at-home[ness]”) that one cannot tolerate 

(Being and Time 189 and its footnote). The way to dim down the uncanniness is to put 

oneself back to the “world,” the familiar environment that contains one’s familiar 

order, value, system, and so forth. Putting oneself back to the familiar “world,” in 

Heideggerian terminology, is “fall[enness]” (Being and Time 179). In a word, one is 

fearful because one wants to “fall” back to the familiar “world” for dimming down the 

uncanniness that is intolerable.  
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 Before introducing Heideggerian angst, I would like to explain more about the 

idea of “fallenness” because it is easily being misunderstood. “Fallenness,” for 

Heidegger, has neither moral nor religious indication. “Fallenness” is neither positive 

nor “negative” (Being and Time 175). It is simply a description of how one reacts to 

the uncanniness. Furthermore, “fallenness” is that one remains in the “throw[nness]” 

(Being and Time 179). When one is born, one is “thrown” into the “world” and 

“sucked into the turbulence of the [they]” (Being and Time 179). The “they,” roughly 

speaking, means the ideology, the grand narrative of the world. In other words, one is 

thrown into the world, the “turbulence” of the ideology when one is born. However, it 

is one oneself who decides to stay in the “thrownness,” to “fall” into the familiar 

world when one cannot tolerate the “uncanniness,” the threat to one’s feeling of safety 

of being in the familiar world. In other words, when one wants to regain and remain 

the feeling of safety or “at home,” one “falls.”        

 In angst, what one is about to face is no longer familiar and “definite.”  That is, 

unlike in the mood of fear, the object of angst is “indefinite,” unknown, and unsure 

(Being and Time 187, 186). The threat is “nowhere,” which does not mean nothing. 

The threat as an object of angst is “nowhere” because one cannot be sure where it 

dwells, in which region it lies, and from which direction it would “stifles one’s 

breath” (Being and Time 186).    

Moreover, in angst, “the ‘world’ can offer nothing more” (Being and Time 187). 

That is, unlike in the mood of fear, the world does not offer any homey place to 

shelter one from the “uncanniness.”  The “they” (the ideology) in the world does not 

provide knowledge for one to “understand [one]self” (Being and Time 187). One does 

not, in angst, dim down the uneasiness to regain his feeling of safety in one’s familiar 

world. One does not “fall” back to the world and does not “flee” in the face of 
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“indefiniteness” of potential threat. The world of “familiarity collapses” (Being and 

Time 189). At the moment of being in the mood of angst, the world that is constructed 

by words, concepts, ideologies, values, orders, and laws becomes insignificant. One in 

angst is about to enter the realm beyond all knowledge and find out the 

groundlessness of the “ground” of the world. However, it is still possible that one 

stops entering and turns to fleeing, fearing, and falling. The journey of investigation 

of the very nothingness of the familiar world would possibly be halted. What can help 

angst to continue and prevent one from falling back to the seemingly homey place of 

the familiar world? The idea of “resoluteness,” which “exact[s]” angst, may be helpful 

and needs to be introduced (Being and Time 305).  

“Resoluteness” cannot merely be understood literally. “Resoluteness” is “a way 

of reticently projecting oneself upon one’s ownmost Being-guilty, and exacting 

[angst] of oneself.”  The “guilty,” which also cannot merely be understood literally, 

signifies the “nullity” of one’s basis and ground in the world (Being and Time 305). 

This “nullity” (nothingness) and groundlessness of one’s ground in the world is the 

potential threat that possibly makes one fear, flee and fall. It is “resoluteness” projects 

oneself upon this “nullity” and “exact[s] [angst] of oneself” for preventing from 

fearing, fleeing, and falling back to the familiar world that is occupied by the “they” 

(the ideology), the words, the concepts, and so forth. It is easily “misunderstood” that 

one with “resoluteness” simply “seiz[es] hold of” things that have been “proposed and 

recommended” (Being and Time 298). For example, if John wants to write things that 

are beyond language, concepts, and the ideology, he cannot simply follow ways from 

books that claim that they teach people how to write things beyond language, 

concepts, and the ideology. If John merely seizes hold of ways from those books to 

write, what he writes would still be within the range of language, concepts, and the 
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ideology. What is “resolute” is “indefinit[e]” for one who has not yet been beyond the 

familiar world.  

As what has been mentioned, “resoluteness” cannot merely be understood 

literally. For Heidegger, “resoluteness is a distinctive mode of [one’s] disclosedness” 

(Being and Time 297). What is disclosed? When one is born, one is “already in 

irresoluteness.”  When one is in “irresoluteness,” one is unaware that the “they,” the 

ideology, has already manipulated him: “‘resoluteness’ signifies letting oneself be 

summoned out of one’s lostness in the ‘they’” (Being and Time 299). In other words, 

when one is in “resoluteness,” it is disclosed the manipulation of the “they,” one’s 

“lostness in the ‘they’ … (the [decided] tasks, rules, and standards…)” (Being and 

Time 268). When the manipulation of the “they” is disclosed, one would more clearly 

see the world with which he is familiar. As the aforesaid, one in fear would flee and 

fall back to the familiar world for regaining the safety and avoiding the uncanniness. 

If one, however, finds that the familiar world is mainly occupied and constructed by 

the “they,” would one still accept the familiar world as a homey place? If the “nullity” 

of the world is seen, would one still choose to blindly live in a “null” game set up by 

the “they” (Being and Time 305)? The answer, probably, is negative. Since one in 

resoluteness cannot continue to be blindly “los[t]” in the familiar world any more, no 

wonder Heidegger says that the resoluteness is “a way of … exacting [angst] .”  That 

is, resoluteness is a way of calling for angst as necessary. “In which one is ready for 

anxiety—we call ‘resoluteness’” (Being and Time 299, 305, 297). Since one in 

resoluteness cannot continue to be blindly “los[t]” in the familiar world any more and 

can see the manipulation of the “they” in the familiar world, one who is “exact[ed]” to 

be in angst would not easily flee and fall back to the familiar world; one would more 

possibly stand the uncanniness and continue to explore the very groundlessness of the 
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ground of the familiar world and the realm beyond the familiar world. Nevertheless, 

how is the resoluteness possible? 

The crucial relation between angst and resoluteness has been introduced and 

discussed. Since resoluteness is crucially related to angst, it would be quite important 

to know what makes resoluteness possible. If it is more clarified what makes 

resoluteness possible, it would be more explicit how it is possible that angst is to be 

“exact[ed].”  

Making resoluteness possible is closely related to, in Heideggerian terminology, 

“guilt” and “conscience.” “Guilt,” like other Heideggerian terms, cannot merely be 

understood literally. One would not properly grasp Heidegger’s idea of “guilt” via the 

view of the theological sin (Being and Time 306). Also, Heideggerian “[guilt] cannot 

be defined by morality.” For Heidegger, “guilt” has “the character of the ‘not’” (Being 

and Time 286, 283). “The ‘not’” is related to the nullity, the groundlessness of the 

ground of the world.  When one is born, one is “thrown” into the “null” world that is 

constructed by the “they,” the ideology. In other words, one is constructed by the 

“they.”  One is, in the first place, “not” oneself, but the other (constructed by the 

“they”). “The “not” is about “not” being oneself and being the other. The “guilt” is 

about not being oneself but simply thrown into the realm of the “they.”  For 

example, John feels guilty about “not” going to school because going to school is 

what John, who is a student, is supposed to do. For Heidegger, “guilt” is embedded in 

one and is the very basis of not being oneself. However, since “guilt” is embedded, 

how is it disclosed? Heideggerian “conscience” is the key. 

Heidegger’s idea of “conscience,” also, should not be understood morally, 

theologically, and literally. Heideggerian “[conscience] discloses” (Being and Time 

269). What does it disclose? The answer is as follows. “Conscience” can be “revealed 
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as a call.”  It calls one to one’s “Being-guilty” (Being and Time 269). That is, 

“conscience” discloses one’s guilt. It calls one to face one’s very basis of not being 

oneself but being the other that is constructed by the “they” on the “null” world. Since 

“conscience” is a “call,” it is related to being heard and called. It is 

“resoluteness…let[s] oneself be called forth to one’s ownmost Being-guilty” (Being 

and Time 305). The above generally answers the question that has been asked: How is 

“resoluteness” possible? Since there is a “conscience” that calls and “guilt” that is to 

be called to, “resoluteness” is possible. Because “resoluteness” is possible, angst is 

able to be “exact[ed]” (Being and Time 305). 

Since it is made clear how angst is able to be “exact[ed]” and called for as 

necessary, it seems time to try to more clearly answer the very first questions: What is 

the deepest dread? What is the potential cause of the deepest dread that is hardly 

possible to be shaken off? What is the root of haunting nightmares that one cannot 

awake from? The answer is highly related to one’s being the other but not oneself. It 

has been mentioned that the world where one lives is constructed by the “they” and 

“null” in itself. The fact should be that one is simply being there and nothing more. 

Why does one not think about simply being there and nothing more? When one is 

born, one is “thrown” into the world constructed by the “they.”  One is, in the first 

place, the other (constructed by the “they”). It is “conscience” that calls one to one’s 

“guilt,” which is about not being oneself but being the other. “Guilt” indicates the root 

that one considers as being in the world is rootless. Everything that one uses to define 

oneself is always in the world constructed by the “they.” Once one is called to “guilt,” 

everything that one adopts to define oneself would “[sink] into insignificance.” Thus, 

“guilt” is a profound “threa[t]” to one who defines oneself by the “they” (Being and 

Time 343). Also, as the aforesaid, one could be called to “guilt.” That is, “guilt” is 
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potentially “disclosed.” Hence, proceeding from the above point, “guilt” is not only a 

profound but also potential “threa[t]” to one who defines oneself by the “they.”  

Besides, “guilt” is not something added to one but it is essential to one (Being and 

Time 280). Therefore, from what has been mentioned so far, one can temporally 

conclude that “guilt” is a profound, potential, and essential “threa[t]” to one who 

defines oneself by the “they.”  In sum, it is “guilt” that potentially causes the deepest 

dread, it is hardly possibly to be shaken off, and it is the root of haunting nightmares 

from which one cannot awake. Then, what is the deepest dread that one potentially 

has? The answer would be angst. The reason is that one’s “state-of-mind” while being 

called to “guilt” is angst (Being and Time 296). The replies to questions about dread 

and nightmares that have been given in this paragraph are inferred from the track of 

Heideggerian ideas of angst and fear. It is expected to deepen or enrich the replies in 

the following chapters.  

So far, I have introduced and explored Heidegger’s ideas of fear, angst, and the 

ideas relevant to fear and angst such as “uncanniness,” “thrownness,” “fallenness,” 

“resoluteness,” “guilt,” and “conscience.”  These ideas indicate a crucial question of 

choice, that is, to flee or not to flee. To flee means one is in fear, does not want to 

change one’s life, tries to dissolve the feeling of uneasiness, and prefers that the order 

of one’s life comes back. Not to flee means that one is in angst, dares to face the 

change of life, can tolerate the feeling of uneasiness, and will start to explore the 

realm of unfamiliarity. A deeper question in considering whether or not to flee is 

relevant to Heidegger’s very first question in Being and Time (What is “being?”). It is 

this: To be or not to be? If not to be, one flees from the chance of ridding oneself of 

being the other and manipulated by the “they.” If to be, one chooses to face the very 

nothingness of what has been established in one’s life and to explore the road not 
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taken. People may ask “to be what?” or “to be who?” Heidegger would reply that the 

answer is always open because once a person chooses “to be,” none knows what will 

occur. This reply may sound unclear. Does the unclarity have no reason? 

John Macarthur argues for the art of disgust: 

Whatever disgust is, it is an ancient truism that in art, the imitation of the 

disgusting cannot itself disgust. The older name for this principle is 

rhyparography, and since the rise of aesthetics and a sensual account of art, 

disgust has become one of the principle fronts on which art claims to 

distinguish its products from those of nature. Rozin’s amusing experiment 

makes this point clear: his cholate fudge faces are imitations through which 

disgust travels; but art claims a special kind imitation that haults the 

“sympathetic magic” of disgust, thus distinguishing it over both nature and 

other kinds of imitation. (64)  

The disgust is unique for that it can still remain strong and penetrative even via layers 

of imitation. However, in the studies of aesthetics, especially of the realm of literary 

worlds, disgust is less developed. In his discussion of Artaud’s theatre of cruelty, 

Derrida reveals its key repulsive and interesting component, removing the safe 

distance between the performance and the audience, confrontational impact and 

sensation, as if the two interplaying, which is similar to Heidegger’s “de-severance,” 

“abolishing a distance or farness” (1962, 138). They investigate this particular trait, 

which can be seen in disgust, intimidating spectators but catching their attention. Such 

complication also experienced in the sublime, once one dares to remove the distance 

and face the monstrous perceived, the complex pain and pleasure follow. In Gothic 

fictions, this peculiarity is pursued as if tasting spicy dish, hurting and pleasing in a 

way, even addictive. The sympathetic affect aroused or frozen by disgust depends on 
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how it is processed via literary methods. In Interview, the story told by the suffered 

vampire, Louis, walks readers through his agonizing struggle, the self-disgust, step-

by-step, the way suitable for the form of interviewing, which can enable spectators 

not to see Louis as just a cold monster but to reconsider his dilemma and difficult 

choices, with sympathy and even empathy. In The Silence of the Lambs, Starling, the 

heroine, her anguish and pleasure associated with Lecter’s manipulation/therapy of 

her past and criminological clarification, and the corruption of the side of so-called 

justice, these processes provide readers chances to sympathize with her disgust. In 

American Psycho, Bateman annoyingly restates his complaint and disgust toward the 

world and the characters around him. His cruel monstrous actions or imaginations 

arouse little sympathy and understanding for his claim of continuous agony.  

Susan Rowland elucidates the spectators’ aesthetic play with the horror film 

fictions via Alex Neill empathic ideas: 

The aesthetic response to the horror film cannot however be limited only to 

horror or terror. As Alex Neill has pointed out in Empathy and (Film) 

Fiction, the concept of empathy is important in any discussion of the 

aesthetic response to film fictions (Neill 1996). According to this author it is 

necessary to distinguish between three kinds of reactions: emotional 

reactions where our focus of concern is oneself, sympathy where I feel for 

the other, and empathy where I feel with the other. Empathy is an 

imaginative activity in which the spectator is able to represent to him or 

herself the thoughts, beliefs and desires of the other as though they were 

one’s own. (131) 

This excessive dynamics of aesthetic disgust can be demonstrated via the monstrous 

artists/murderers in Gothic crime literature with experiments of human struggle and 
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the potentialities burst in the edge of death, which they consider the possible moment 

of splendor from the original banal everyday lifeform. Artistic murderers tear up the 

comforting everydayness, the unadventurous status, and arouse the possible 

unpredictability pleasurably expected by them and in aesthetics. Cruel murderous 

monstrosity appears to be motiveless and purposeless; however, once the pieces are 

collaged, original random cases explain the purposes of each other, which can be 

interpreted in Kantian terminology, the purposiveness without a purpose.  

The monstrous sublime of aesthetic disgust overwhelms understanding, such 

secular sublime that triggers repulsion and pleasure without transcendence, elevation, 

or comforting solution. This revolting sublime of monsters defies comprehension, 

evokes pleasurable repulsion, and offers no fruit or prize.  

Beville notes that “the monster has long been associated with deformity and 

excess—characteristics which were also associated with ‘the terrific and awe-

inspiring immensity of the Sublime’. (54) The merge of the conflictory monstrosity 

and sublime: 

Revolutionary horror, in [Burke’s] view, is both monstrous and sublime and 

the mob is a monstrous embodiment of sublime fear. Significantly, Mark 

Neoleous’s reading of Burke’s political philosophy highlights that Burke’s 

writing ‘teems’ with monsters which are ‘incarnations of fear’. New society, 

for example, was for Burke, ‘a monstrous fiction.’” (Beville, 2013, 54) 

Monstrosity is also related to freely and disturbing crossing the borderlines of kinds:  

One animal that violated expected categories was the bat, which is neither 

properly beast nor bird, and the fable literature expresses people’s concern 

with such a borderline creature. In one Aesopian fable, a bat saves itself 

from two different weasels. The first weasel is looking for a bird to eat, the 
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second a mouse. The bat explains it is a mouse to the first and a bird to the 

second, thus escaping from both. This fable plays with the borderline status 

of bats but does not show the discomfort that is emphasized in the medieval 

fables. (Salisbury 122)  

The challenge of the classfication disturbs the established comprehension of the order, 

agonizing minds that considers the orderliness the highest value of the world, in 

which the changefulness is regarded as obstacle or trouble. In the most widespread bat 

fable, beasts and birds have the war agains each other,  

with the bat repeatedly changing sides to try to stay with the winner. Marie 

of France strongly objected to this behavior, calling it treasonous, but it was 

not just the behavior that was treasonous, but the bat’s very existence on the 

borders between beasts and birds. The classical world was much more 

comfortable with interspecies ambiguity than was the medieval world, 

which wanted each thing in its place.” (Salisbury 122) 

Crossing the boundaries and creating repulsive monsters, Curran discusses monstrous 

art creativity and disgust: 

In some way it is to do with her [Mary Shelley’s] own creativity being 

monstrous to her. Maybe the confusion which so many people still share, 

about who is Frankenstein and who the monster, is a sharing of that reality 

because it concerns a split psyche. And what books of this kind have in 

common is that sense of not sleeping or dreaming but being compelled to 

write. So ‘Dreaming Frankenstein’ concerns having a male muse, which is 

part of yourself. This aspect became more interesting to me, and Mary 

Shelley’s disgust at her own creativity, her self-disgust, comes out very 
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strongly in the way that Frankenstein is the villain of the book, and the 

monster very quickly becomes the hero. (Curran 288) 

Aesthetic disgust is an excessive dispositional trigger that provides no ethereal 

solutions, arousing people’s sensation but not providing a higher purpose, reason, 

elevation or beyond, as a deep dark abyss devouring light, which, however, 

encourages spectators to confront and cope with the bare, visceral existence, the 

purposeless purposiveness of the spectacles. Since these discursive non-objective 

judgment of taste are presently inclined to, which leans towards the probe of 

perception and potential reactions of the beholders, the spectacles that are 

conceptually considered negative can be aesthetically judged positive and pleasurable. 

The repulsive sublime impacts spectators beyond knowledge and guarantees no 

salvation or transcendence. This sublime is “secular” because it bequeaths no 

experience related to “beyondness.” Encountering the powerful monstrosity can lead 

to no consolation from redemption or elevation but perhaps from reiterative 

confrontation as if accepting its disturbing characteristics and seeing its enlivening 

peculiarity. Monsters’ aesthetics can function similarly to a mode of perception 

differentiated from the established judgment of taste, which encourages rather 

continuously renewing ways of seeing and coping than seeking cliché or metaphysical 

elucidations of the perceived. 

Monsters, unusual forms and threats, Salisbury indicates monstrosity and its 

association with unusual forms, threatening, as we have mentioned in the previous 

part, related to its etymology, the alarming demonstration, the trait that is considered a 

threat to the original established form: 

Even more threatening was the appearance of monsters that further defied 

clear categorization. The term monster . . . was used in the classical world to 
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describe births of unusual form . . . The Roman Laws of the Twelve Tables 

from 450 BC said, ‘A father shall immediately put to death a son ... who is a 

monster, or has a form different from that of members of the human race.’ 

(126) 

Monsters arouse anxious disgust because of their ambiguity, which is related to 

“human discomfort with ambiguous categories, showing that marginal things that fall 

between two separate, distinct categories are always considered supernatural and 

taboo” (Salisbury 121). This anxious disgust, the ambiguity, is seen in vampires. They 

have the human-like look but usually not having human emotions. Hannibal Lecter 

also has the human look but not really the normal human emotions. He consumes or 

embrace humans with his cannibalism, to devour them in ways of monstrosity but not 

rude. Bateman, in American Psycho. He wears a human shell, a human suit, but does 

not really have human feeling. He repeats and reiterates human-like behaviors, not 

really a human, but not really completely nonhuman. This ambiguity may disturb 

people. We have the potentialities to be monsters and to be human-like, which can be 

performed, like a performance, a game can be played, an imitation game that 

everyone can play. 

Although vampires, the Gothic representative monsters, in Interview has been 

aestheticized, compared to its predecessors, various elements of disgust can still be 

observed, complicating the mixture of pain and pleasure, making the vampires and 

their angst repulsive but enchanting. The two immortal predators of humans, Louis 

and Lestat, are indicated their modes of coping with their peculiar existence, self-

disgust and disgust. Disgusted by Louis’s stubborn angst and the social 

changefulness, immortal Lestat is immobile and static in Interview, teaching him 

nothing but survival skills. Louis constantly struggles, fighting with his vampiric 
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needs and human angst, disgusted by his incoherent existence and values, not 

“curing” the painful angst and guilt in order to keep this revoking but splendid play 

continuing, an odd hybridity of beastliness and humanity suiting the odd world of 

mutability, aesthetically playing with and within such a space, a “free” outsider 

crossing conflicting moods and realms.   

Hannibal Lecter, the charming and scholarly Gothic monster, his artistic 

murderous power evokes disgust but still very alluring, perceived from his puzzling 

works of killing and exquisite mind games, also from his creative characteristic and 

piercing observation of works of murder. Lecter’s various monstrous representations 

reveals how his art of revoking slaughter employs dread and disgust as augmenting 

dispositional hook of cannibalistic lectures which include dissolving the borders 

between oneself and the monsters, artistically dissecting their perplexing monstrous 

cases, and potentially eventually becoming one of them. Fear and loathing may be 

from external threats, also possibly derived from the empathic imagination of 

becoming the threats, as well as the intuitive enjoyment of being one, these modes 

adopted by FBI agents to transform themselves into monsters in order to catch ones, 

judging their “artworks” via monstrous (dis)taste, playing with the piercing 

perceptions. 

The examinations of Bateman’s murderous fantasy in American Psycho reveals a 

disgusted/disgusting killer whose alluring look and human suit are maintained by his 

reiterative enforcement of dreary procedures, physically, socially, and economically. 

Bateman’s prejudiced expression of disgust toward “lower lives” echoes the cognitive 

impasse of the judgment of taste. The analysis of Bateman’s depictions of anxious 

self-alienation and undependable/imaginary portrayal of his revolting ways of 

murders disclose the imaginary and recurring aspects of the aesthetic disgust, derived 
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from the inspections of his offensive soliloquies, sexual abuses, tortures, cannibalism, 

and diverse vicious murders, his dull everyday trivial temporally and repeatedly 

“refreshed” by his homicidal creations, wandering between cognitive and aesthetic 

realms, determinate elitist procedures and indeterminate creative play. The murderous 

works in the three novels repel and allure the spectators via the visceral, the mental, 

and the hybrid monstrosities.   
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	The experience of destabilizing monstrosity in the Gothic can be abhorrent and anxious, which, nevertheless, does not dismiss its desirability. Lifton expounds this seemingly conflictory complex via proposing that
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	This transformative recreation of established concepts, the “distortion of the [monster] metaphor,” defrosts the fixation and offers the possibility for aesthetic play, “inspired by a radical aesthetic intention, which proceeds by destruction and resu...
	Similar monstrous opacity, the puzzling purpose(lessness) of murder, can transform a serial killer to a monster, whose “mysteriousness of the motives” can challenge the established category and augment its image of revoking but alluring monstrosity. ...
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	This repulsive, monstrous but fascinating “mysteriousness” can be detected in one of the traits of aesthetics, the purposiveness without a purpose, which provides opportunities for spectators to aesthetically play with the spectacles without being res...

	The moods in Heideggerian theory can be utilized to analyze the literary texts of disgust in order to reveal if the mood elements in them are possibly approximate to angst or a mere status of fear. Such moods are basically ways that people cope with t...
	responds to a seemingly arbitrary and certainly problematic categorical division of the monstrous from the sublime, blurring the distinction as Kant does. Explicit in Derrida’s description is a kind of narrative progress in which “prodigious” can beco...


	Chapter Two:  Interview with the Vampire
	Sublime detachment is one goal of the vampire self; delirium is another. Detachment removes the vampire from the realm of human feeling, and provides a super-human perspective on mortality. “Vampires are killers,” Lestat instructs Louis, as they prep...

	Chapter  Three: The Silence of the Lambs
	The monstrous works of the serial killer are not only excessively repulsive but also emerge from motivations that are beyond understanding, which corresponds to Kantian aesthetic judgment. Thomas de Quincey elaborates this aesthetics on his theory of ...
	De Quincey contends that the artful murderers transform murder to works of art, even regarding murder as sublime from its “outrageousness,” maintaining that the “composition of a fine murder” can be aesthetically perceived. This art transformation, th...
	The artist monster is detected not by its brutality but its elegance within the seemingly purposeless modes of operations. The purpose of Hannibal Lecter’s serial killing remains mysteriously artistic, as described by Mark Seltzer:
	The beginning of a piece of artwork, especially a masterpiece, is mysterious and puzzling as if it is purposelessly created.  While claiming Hannibal Lecter “fascinates as well as terrorizes,” Jennifer Brown explains why the creation of such a work of...
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	Lecter’s repulsive “artworks” and the human/monster himself are not easily categorized and apprehended: “There’s not a word for it yet. For lack of a better word, we’ll call him a monster” (Harris  283). This “hindrance,” similarly encountered in the ...
	This playing of opposite forces, with sophisticated and powerful process, akin to the aesthetic play between imagination and understanding, result in alluring pleasure, which can be more than just enjoyable experience.
	Alexander V. Kozin  elaborates on Lecter and the monstrous sublime:
	Lecter plays perilous experiments between primitive savagery and excessive culture, testing to the monstrous extent that “surpass[es] any standard of sense” (Kant, 1987, 81). In the television series Hannibal, Will Graham, the FBI consultant who wants...

	Lecter kills and devours the nonbeauty, the ugliness, the rude or banal existence. The murders that this type of fictional serial killers committed are rather choices of artistic taste than merely primal urge. Gina Wisker endeavors to reveal Hannibal ...
	Extreme monsters strike as natural disasters, which are formidable, unexpected, and motiveless.  The excessiveness of monsters repels, cleanses, and trivializes the everyday concerns of their victims.  The unorthodox method of murderous monsters renew...
	Lecter’s monstrosity with taste arouses a “gothic sensibility” (Bloom 183), in which his repulsive teaching effectively evokes his mentees’ judgment of (dis)taste. Lecter acts like a Cannibal Lecturer who teaches Agent Graham and Clarice the judgment ...
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	In general, Kolnai views disgust as distinguished from other “tonalities of rejection,” like anxiety, hate, contempt, and displeasure, by its greater immediacy and sharper physiological coloring. Unlike anxiety and displeasure, disgust never relates t...
	Julian Hanich points out the problems that disgust encounters in the aesthetic field:
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	The doors off the second-floor landing were dark and locked.
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	Four was flooded with the music of the piano coming from above. The door into the offices opened at a push. Beyond the offices, the beam of the long flashlight shined on a door open wide into the great dark building beyond. (Harris 242)
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